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Thesis Abs?ract 

Deaiing with Secondary School Violence: Teachers Speak 

This study seeks to explore c o ~ c t i o n s  of violence fiom a sampliag of urban and d 

setting teachers and to provide insights into current directions in teacher-based violence-response 

and vio lence-prevention strategies. 

The anaiysis draws on research fïndings, in the Win tedSp~g  of 1996/97, at two secondary 

schools, one urban and Catholic, the other m a l  and Public. This study, qualitative and 

descriptive in nature, used audio-taped teacher/participant interviews and classroom observation 

as the main strategies for data collection. Twelve expenenced fùil-tune secondary school 

teachers, male and femde, were interviewed. The study focusses on the perceptions of teachers 

as those who deal with violence 'on the fiont h e '  and are the prime implementers of educationai 

change. Interviews, seven at a large district rural high school, and five at a large urban secondary 

school, were often severai hours in length, semi-stmctured, and interpretive in nature Seven 

teachers were selected for more in-depth investigation by way of classroom observation. The 

selections satisfied a number of cntena: male and female participants, representation fiom both 

schools, and a wide range of subjects and levels taught. 

The teacher/participants conceptuaiïzed violence as any behaviow intended to be seriously 



hurtful or h m . ,  whether perpeirated by one person on another or directed towardr oneself: 

Such behaviour can include physical or non-physical acts ofpsychulogica~ emotional, pphysical, 

economic, spiritual, verbal, andselfabuse. From their perspectives on violence, teachers of both 

settings perceived their schools as non-violent. The perception of the rural school as non-violent 

did not stand up. The study explored contradictions between and among: teachers' general 

constructions of violence in schools, teachers' ideas and images conceming violence in their 

schools, and teachers' particular c o ~ c t i o n s  of violence in their own schools using their own 

articulated definitions as points of reference. 

Teachers' strategies for dealing with school violence fail into two categorïes: reactive and 

proactive. Reactive include: rational intervention, separation, threats, curricular penalties, 

expulsion, humour, professionalisrn, and school databases. Proactive include: interesthg 

curriculum, focus time, extra-curricular activities, environmental concerns, positive 

reinforcement, counselling, Zero Tolerance, student participation, and participative democracy. 

In this instance, the more participative and more democratic the school culture, the Iess violent. 
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Chapter One 

The Gathering Storm 

Introducfion 

Misbehaviours and disruptions have always existed at school. Many adults, when reflecting 

back on their own youth, will remember instances of fighting, or of a particular student at school, 

a buliy perhaps, whom they took great pains to avoid. Name-calling and maiïcious teasing can be 

other not-so-fond mernories of youttifiil school days- Some may similarly r e c d  occasions when 

weaponry figured prominently: throwing stones and brandishing knives. A few may even have 

been perpetrators of violence themselves. 

For years, educators, parents, and students, understanding that a caring, numiring, and safe 

learning community is significant both for the learning process and for student performance 

outcornes (Haynes, 1998), have been unwilling participants in the ups and d o m  of school 

violence. The omnipresent media have constantly blared the latest statistics, "School violence 

down, parents told" (Josey, 1993), or alternatively, "School violence worse than expected, 

Ontario s w e y  says" (Sarick, 1993). More recently, "Oregon teen on killing spree" headlined the 

ABC Evening News with Peter Jennings (May 21, 1998). The complexities around the issue of 

the school violence rnay be illustrated by the following incident. 

An Incident 

In 1992, Ottawa law enforcement agencies, educators, and citizens were fearful that an 

hnpending secondary school teachers' strïke leaving 25,000 young people fkee to rom the streets 

was a prescription for civil disaster. Anticipating a sharp increase in violent behaviour, allegedly, 



many braced thernselves for the impenduig crisis as the strike commenced Incredibly, the dire 

predictions never materialized and the incidence of juvenile crime actually plummeted. However, 

&er the strike, when teachers and *dents rehimed to school, the crime rate sbrocketed anew, 

oniy to peter out once again during the summer months (Orbit, 1 993). 

The superficial implication, arguably flawed, that a causal link exists between the increased 

incidence of crime and the Iack of controlled supervision of adolescent development in a formal 

school settingf is scarcely a new one (Prentice, 1977). For example, in the mid 19th century there 

was a 12-month shutdown of Ontario's Common Schools because of a tax disputation between 

government and educators. The May 1849 issue of the Journal of Education for Upper Canada 

angrily charged, "In Toronto, the Common Schools are yet closed, while juvenile crime increases 

and abounds beyond all precedent." Such is the legacy of the century-old tradition of public 

schools as institutions of control, the defenders and promoters of respectability and personal 

restraint (Prentice, 1977). Violent incidents apparently decreased when students were away from 

school and increased when schoolïng resumed. A study conducted in 1995 also challenged the 

idea that youth violence is a problem that is more prevalent in the larger community than in 

schools (Smith, 1993). That study found victimization rates 81 percent at school, but only 69 

percent in the larger society. The 1992 strike by secondary teachers in Ottawa, however, 

considering the number of students involved, might give us pause to consider whether, contrary 

to popular contemporary opinion, there may be something about our schools that plays some 

part, perhaps even an integral part, in the support and even the promotion of violence among 

young people. The reasons why may, in part, be a function of the educational system itself (Epp, 

1996). The idea that there has been and continues to be something inherently harmfûl within the 



educationai system (Edwards, 1993; Watkinson, 1997) will be pursued in greater detail in 

Chapter Two. 

Conceptual Perspectives 

Although many agree that our schools are violent to some degree, what may not be so readily 

apparent, are the root causes of this violence and how to manage and curtail it. To understand 

what there is about the structure and culture of schools that may make them especiaily vulnerabie 

to violence, there are three conceptuai perspectives that impinge upon my own understanding of 

violence: the pedagogue's perspective, the family perspective, and a democratic perspective. This 

view is intrinsic to my different approach to school violence. Read Chapter Two for a critique of 

more conventional approaches to violence. These can be found parceled out in two sections: A 

Selected View of the Lîterature which critiques several conventional studies of school violence, 

and Violence: An Evohtion Nt Meaning which examines how the concept of violence has 

changed over time. 

(1) The Pedagugue's Perspective 

As custodians of education, teachers normaiiy spend six or more hours a day, five days per 

week with school-aged juveniles in school and cIassroom settings. In conjunction with obtaining 

an education, these environments typically require children to follow d e s ,  interact 

appropriately' with peers and adults, participate in teacher-directed activities, and refiain fiom 

disrupting or disturbing the leamùig activities of others. As part of their pedagogical 

responsibilities, teachers typicaiiy assist children in acquiring the social, organizational, and 

'By whose definition is the appropriateness judged? 
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cultural behavioural skills that will enable them to become viable members of a contemporary 

democratic society (Ungerleider, 199 1)1 M e r  all, youth are dependent upon teachers as 

custodians of their safety during the time they spend in school acquiring these various skilIs 

(Soder, 1990). Still, sooner or later every public school teacher becomes involved with some 

aspect of violent and aggressive behaviour that intempts the educational process, threatens 

personal safety, and is generally disniptive to the harmonious fûnctioning of school and 

classroom (Goldstein, 1984)- 

As Lewis Coser in The Functions of Social Conflct ((1964) and others (Cherryholmes, 1988; 

Feinberg & Soltis, 1992; Freire, 1985) have fiequently pointed 0 4  confïict is a common enough 

fom of social interaction. But, somewhere dong the way, and for disparate reasons, confiict 

heightens, pushing the limits of acceptable behaviour- Indeed, all aspects of society have 

experienced a steadily increasing rate of violence since the mid 1950s (Safe Schools Cornmittee, 

1994). Anecdotal evidence indicates that al1 categories of violent crime for youths under 18 in 

America increased substantiaily between 198 1 and 1990 (New York Times, 199 1). In recent 

years, the incidence of school violence has increasingly become a problem in Canadian 

classrooms as well (Campbell, 1994). Traditionally, teachers have placed the blame squarely on 

students as the source of the problem (Edwards, 1993). However, aberrant behaviour by students 

could be regarded as a normal consequence to the inadequacies of the school as an institution and 

to pedagogues as symbols of educational bureaucracy (Edwards, 1993). Arguably then, schools 

may not only foster misbehaviour in students, but may also be responsible for an atrnosphere that 

A more detailed description of Ontario teachers7 duties c m  be found in the 
Consoiidated Ontario Education Statutes and Reguiations (1 994). 



commonly puts students at risk- 

(2) The FamiCy Perspective 

An extensive history of empîrical studies identifies famiy variables as contributors to early 

forms of antisocial behaviour and subsequent dehquency (Wenk & Harlow, 1978; Feinberg & 

Soltis, 1992). Families of antisocial children are commonly characterized by harsh and 

inconsistent discipline? little positive parental involvement, as well as poor monitoring and 

supervision of children's activities (Hranitz & Eddowes, 1990; Rich, 1992). Alarmingly, the 

recent trends in family management and fûnction are typined by a lessening of positive famiy 

influence on children's morals, attitudes, and behaviour (Bradley, 1994; Feinberg & Soltis, 1992; 

Hranitz & Eddowes, 1990)- 

Fifty years ago the family had one primary wage earner, aimost always the male parent. Not 

so today. Maintainhg an acceptable standard of living has become increasingly difocult for 

many Canadians. Of two-parent families in contemporary society, the n o m  is for both parents to 

be full-time wage eamers. As more and more mothers work outside the home, ofien of necessity, 

many children are being raised ui families in which parents are able to devote less and less t h e  

to them. It seems that as a result many preschoolers spend a disproportïonate number of hours a 

day with someone other than their parents (daycare workers, for example). While this 

arrangement is not necessarily a problem, it has the potential to be. Aod, with consumerkm on 

the rise, children increasingly demand more of a monetary nature fiom parents only too willing 

to give, the rationale often being that money is a practical substitute for child-parent quality tune 

(Eitzen, 1992). Children, themselves, not realizing that they are being short-changed, often may 



equate this monetary advantage with love? 

Increasingly, economic stressors coupled with crises arising fkom chaotic parental 

relationships are having a profound effect on children. With the incidence of divorce in North 

Amenca considerably higher than it was 40 or 50 years ago, children of broken homes are 

fiequently deprived of economic stability. Of young people who Iive in single parent homes, 

nearly 90% (Eitzen, 1992) will reside with their mothers, which usually means existing on much 

smaller incornes than those of two-parent familes. Young people, so dependent on peer 

approval, often find the gap in matenal merences between themselves and their peers 

intolerable. Possibly as a result, many may become s d e n  and dinicult to handle, experiment 

with substance abuse, and reject authority by joining gangs and/or ninning away from home 

(Hranitz & Eddowes, 1990). 

Studies have dso shown that children fkom single-parent families are Less iikely to be high 

achievers, but more likely to be tniant, subject to disciplinary action, and to be school drop-outs 

vatterson, DeBaryshe, & Ramsey, 1 989). With less positive parental involvement and, 

consequently, disrupted child-parent bonding, a child is less Uely to identfi with parental and 

societd values regarding conforrnity and work With more free t h e  avaiiable in their formative 

years, children have more opportunities to absorb the negative influences of the mammoth media 

machines that impact their lives daily (Campbell, 1993; Eitzen, 1992; Goiier, 1988). The 

synergistic effect of these pressures and influences cm plummet children and teenagers into a 

spirai of antisocial behaviour and delinquency, characterized by a lack of intemal control and a 

3Thïs flow of easy money nom parent to child rnay, in part, be feeding peer pressure to 
acquire "fashionable" consumer goods, especially in designer label clothing and technology. 



negative attitude towards school and authority. In the midst of this potential chaos, and for 

whatever reasons, parents unable to teach, guide, and nurture their chïldren to be viable members 

of society, look more and more to educators to accomplish these tasks for them (Sigel, 199 1). 

Although educationaï institutions have made valiant attempts to step into the breach, the type 

of bonding that, many argue, should exist between parent and child is vimially impossible to 

repiicate at school. It dues appear, moreover, that many children Ïnvolved in acts of violence and 

misbehaviour have been victims of various types of dysfiinctiod familial management (Hranitz 

& Eddowes, 1990). This state of affairs has resulted in diff?cultîes that have somehow been 

M e r  exacerbated by the very nature of the school environment itself(Fdan, 1982). The 

consequence has been a m e r  increase in student rnisbehaviour and violence (Patterson, 

DeBaryshe, & Ramsey, 1989). Strategies, both reactive and proactive, to alleviate the incidence 

of violence have met with varyïng degrees of success and failure. Yet, students, parents, police, 

and educators still report dissatisfaction with present efforts to reduce the extent of violence and 

to make our schooIs safe (Matthews, 1993). 

(3) A Democratic Perspective 

Society, a composite of individuals, shapes identity and gives meaning to the events of life 

and the complexities of the human experience. But, just what is a "democratic society?" As a 

lived expenence, democracy is a somewhat encrypted and elusive social concept embedded 

within a specific society as an integral part of the Life knowledge of individuals. Its origins go 

back to the Greek city-states and has the generai connotation of " d e  by citizens." The main 

thrut  of educational research fiom the perspective of democracy has been to investigate how 

widely power has been distributed and what role students play. This type of democracy, 

7 



participatory in nature, is direct democracy in the sense that ail stakeholders are actively involved 

in a i l  important decisions (Marshall, 1994). The debate persists, however, about just how strong 

the voice of the people should be. And meaningfid democratic participation mixes measily with 

existing educational berarchies and political power structures. A widely-he beIief among many 

theorists is that tme democracy impedes progress and decision-making because of the sheer size 

and the cornplexities of industrialized society. They argue that society can have organizution or  

democracy, but not both (Pateman, 1988). Aithough democracy, with maximum participation 

fiom al1 members of society, might still be the ideai, doubts about its feasibilty at the action 

level remain-the old 'too many cooks spoil the broth' compla.int persists. The emphasis on 

participation has similarly becorne suspect, the theory (excuse?) king, that an upsurge of 

participation by heretofore non-participants, could negatively a e c t  the stability of the 

democratic system itself (Pateman, 1988). As well, it is commody argued by some that too much 

participation promotes dissension, delays, and uncertainty with easuing pandemonium the result. 

Thus, educational bureaucraties can claim precedents for their own power structures fiom 

political systems whereby the power eLite d e  as a quasi-collective representative of society with 

meaningfid participation restricted to the fhite group. 

Like reading, or any other school subject for that matter, democracy is a learned ski11 in 

which practice results in competence. It may well be that continued Lack of meaningfid 

contribution by students to the educationai power structures (of which presently the young 

remain a disedianchised part), via the participatory democratic process, is in some measure 

responsible for the fiequency of violence and malaise in our schools. SchooIs may not ody  

facilitate misbehaviour in students, they may also be somehow responsible for the oppressive 

8 



atmosphere that puts students at risk. In Canada, where avoidance of violence even lies behind 

the national watchwords ofpeace, order, and good government, our democratic tradition 

embodies certain basic tenets upon which our sociaI, educational, and political existence 

continues to be predkated (Ungerleider, 1991). These tenets encompass such perceived basics as 

equaiity, individual rights, the Anglo-saxon tradition of cornmon law, sharing in the exercising 

of power, and due process of law. By definition, people have more fieedom of thought and action 

in a democracy thm they do in other political-cuituraI regimes (Slater, 1994; Osborne, 1991). 

The perpetuation of a democratic society, though, depends upon a strong sense of commitment 

and responsibility on the part of its members toward the democratic ideai. Such a commitment 

must become "a felt need" and it must be "directly experienced; it must be Lived (Slater, 1994, p- 

100). To that end, society has increasingly looked to the educationai system to play a detemiinant 

role in developing the capacities, habits, and attitudes in our fiiture adults that will sustain the 

democratic dynamic (Ungerleider, 1991; Snauwaert, 1993). But, are schools, in fact, exemplars 

of the democratic tenet? Educators both teach and champion the value of the democratic ideal, 

but in day-to-day school management and interaction with their clientele (that is, students), are 

educators actually practising what they preach? Put another way, if one test of the democratic 

practice of an institution rests upon its treaûnent of some of the least powemil, in this case, the 

students who are compelled to attend these educational institutions (Levin, 1996), how do 

schools fare? 

While studies of violence have approached the problem fkom various conceptual perspectives 

like the pedagogue's and the familal, they do not commonly consider that aspects of violence 

may be linked ideologically to philosophical concepts such as democracy. Yet, Hodgkinson 

9 



(1 991) regards education as having much to do with the ideological dimensions of He? 

Education seeks, in part, to transmit the cultural aspects of a society of which we bction as 

constituent parts, and to foster and encourage a nationaüstic intent in young people who wiU 

becorne our füture citizens. In western society, the passing of the tenets of ow democracy fkom 

one generation to the next is considered, in large m e m e ,  the task of education. It may be 

argued, however, with some justification, that this mode of transferrd may be flawed, in thaf 

because educationai organizations are W o n a l  bureaucraties they rnay not necessady be the 

most appropriate mechanisms for teaching the beliefs of democracy. But, the point remains that 

education (and its mechanisms), because of the ability to reach the largest numbers of our 

population base, remains the most sustained and, arguably, best means of tramferring consistent 

ideology (such as nationalism and democratic ideals) fiom one generation to the next? 

Rationale of the Study 

The school, the famiiy, and democratic society are three major influences affecthg youth 

here in Canada in the 1990s. Complications and obstacles stemmuig from one or more of these 

influences can promo te stress in teenagers resulting in unacceptable and unpredictable 

behaviours, some of which may be considered violent. Because teachers are with students in 

teaching/learning situations for most of the day, and because unsuitable conduct can negatively 

4Hodgkinson's other purposes of education, expressed as aesthetic and econornic are 
addressed indirectly in the preceding Pedagogue Perspectives and Family Perspectives sections. 
They will likewise be re-visited in Chapter Seven. 

%orne would argue forcefully that the media have tremendous influence which, in many 
instances, supercedes even that of education. The debate wiil not be contiowd here, only 
acknowledged that it is on-goïng. 



affect leaming, it is often left to teachers to manage these various misbehaviours. Disruptions 

steal valuable instruction time and can endanger the safety of students. A recent study has 

indicated that classroom teachers commoniy spend one-third of their time managing students' 

behaviour (Brand, 1998). Teachers have long recognized that abusive and delinquent behaviour 

manifested at school may be a consequence of problems at home, at school, in the wider society, 

or a combination thereo£ The response by the educationd communïty to this ubiquitous reality 

has been creative, energetic, and sustained (Bradley, 1994). Having an obvious interest in 

preventing merences f?om becoming collisions, teachers wiii usually take strenuous avoiding 

action when coiIïsions threaten, yet, in the eyes of some, the perception remains that the level of 

school violence is intensifying (Campbell, 1994; Ryan, 1993). During the last few decades, there 

has been a detemiination by Statistics Canada (Mathews, 1994), educators (Ontario Safe School 

Task Force, 1994; United States Department of Education and Justice, 1998; ), researchen @ay 

et ai., 1995; Epp & Watkinson, 1996, 1997; MacDonald, 1996), and the public alike that 

students are being increasingly endangered by violent and inappropriate behaviours at school. As 

a consequence, researchers are beginning to probe deeper into the history, structure, and culture 

of our schools in their quest for answers to the incidence and perplexity of school violence. 

Because schooling and attendance at school is compulsory for aii  students (save in exceptional 

circumstances), the c l a h  can be made that it is even more crucial that schools provide a safie, 

cornfortable, and stable atmosp here where learning can take place. 

The intent of this study is to encourage and foster understanding, as well as to enrich the 

database concerning school violence. The focus of this study is on coming to some 

comprehension of the basic assumptions of teacher practices in the resolution of secondary 
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school violence in two schools. The responses to questions about teacher practices in the 

resolution of school violence, conte>ttualized by a group of 12 Ontario secondary school teachers 

fiom these two schools, may provide some insights into the problem of violence at school. Such 

insights wouid likewise provide a basis on which to advance fûrther theory and research on the 

topic. 

Purposes of the Study 

There are various orientations of background investigation still to corne that also inform the 

objectives of the study; however, 1 present them here as a practical fore-shadowing tool for the 

reader, who, naturally enough, may value a road map sooner rather than Iater.6 The main study 

objectives (to be re-visited and amplified in Chapter Three) are: 

(1) to identify and explore teachers' reactive and proactive strategies for d e v i a h g  the 

incidence of violence 

(2) to i d e n e  and describe what teachers perceive as violent; 

(3) to identie and describe conditions that teachers perceive as fosterinp violence; and 

(4) to descnbe, fiom their perspective on violence, how these teachers contextualize their 

particular schools. 

Additiondy, this study seeks to document consistencies and contradictions between 

"teachers' ideas, images, and theories that m y s w  social reality and block social change" 

(Kellner quoted in Giroux & McLaren, 1 989, p. 1 87), with respect to violence. Thus, the 

objectives of this study also include the foilowing: 

Van Maanen refers to this type of foreshadowing as "intellechial hopscotch (Van 
Maanen, 1 988, pp. 6-7). 



(5)a to document, as articulated by a sampling of the teachers, the consistencies and 

contradictions of constructions of violence in two schools, one urban, one rural; 

(5)b to explore the contradictions between and arnong: 

(i) teachers' generai constructions of violence in schools, 

(ii) teachers' ideas and images conceming violence in thek schools, and 

(iii) teachers' particular construction of violence in their own schools using theîr own 

articdated definitions as the point of reference; 

Organization of the Study 

Before venturing into new terrain, 1 wouid Like to present a bnef overview of subsequent 

chapters, including this one. To set the scene, Chapter One began with an introductory incident, 

followed by a section outlining three conceptual perspectives drawn fkom the literature of 

pedagogy, the family, and democracy that impinge upon my understanding of school violence. 

Chapter One also presents the study purposes and the rationale for the study in sections just 

preceding this paragraph detailing the organization of the study. 

At the beginning of Chapter Two, 1 situate myself in the study. What follows is a selected 

examination of school violence research taken &om the Literature and a section articulating 

various dennitions of violence (also fiom the literature) that have been put forward. StiU within 

Chapter Two, I consider the big picture as a "problematic" historically, contextually outlining, in 

some detail, how, to some observers, the educational system became such a powerful controiling 

mechanism and how it continues to reinforce its influentid and bureaucratic position in 

contemporary Society. Chapter Two also speaks to some supplementary, but sti11 criticaily 

important, if derivative issues, subtie interrelationships which, in various indirect ways, have 
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inter-connections with violence, These interrelationships are (a) power and culture (b) value 

theory, educational leadership, and interest, and (c) school change. 

Chapter Three, the methodology chapter, begins by setting the scene in an introductory 

section followed by a reiteration of the purposes of the research as outlined previously in Chapter 

One. Included is a bnef section justifjring my choice of research methodology. Next are a senes 

of sections covering procedures, community, and school description fiom my viewpoint as 

researcher, pertinent demographic information, sample and piIot study particulars, interview 

processes, study limitations, and matters of bias and ethics. 

Chapter Four begins with an extensive discussion of definitions important and appropriate to 

this study which were contexhialized by the teachedparticipants in interviews. Also, in Chapter 

Four, teachers characterize their schools with regard to violence and provide accessorial 

demographic information. 

Chapter Five contains the contextuai specifics about violence in these two schools in three 

main areas of abuse: verbal abuse, selfabuse, and physical assauit, with explanatory incidences 

and situations gathered fiom ïn-depth interviews with the 12 participant teachers. The discussion 

to conclude the fifth chapter summarizes the three main abuses in both schools and speaks to 

some of the challenges associated therein as articulated by teachers in both schools. 

Chapter Six advances teachers' strategies for managing issues of violence, both in a proactive 

and reactive sense. These two main categories of violence management, that is, reactive 

strategies and proactive strategies, are each sub-divided into three groups of strategies which are 

(1) policy-based, (2) pedagogicaiiy-based, or (3) student-centred. Concluding the sùah chapter is 

a discussion about the various proactive and reactive strategies that these teachen have 
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articulated for violence management in their particuiar schools. 

Chapter Seven, the fina! chapter, sums up the snidy and specuiates about implications for 

possible hture research and theory. 



Chapter Two 

A Selected View of Violence from the Literature 

Many studies have been conducted on school violence both here in Canada and around the 

world. Researchers have approached the issue fiom a vaxiety ofpositions, such as behaviour, 

discipline9 and policy implementation, seeking a diveaity of information. As a result, hdings 

may be as disparate as the number of studies, sometimes conhising, and occasionally, even 

contradictory. As an example, one saidy claimed that school violence was down (Dolmage, 

1 W6), another found it was on the rise (MacDonald, 1996). 

But first, let me situate myself in the context of the study. As a Junior and Intermediate level 

educator whose first teaching experience was in a smaii rural commuity, and later on the 

Intermediate panel in a large metropolitan centre, I welî appreciate the on-going trials of 

classroom teachers as problem-solvers, peacekeepers, and educators, 1, too, encountered 

disruptions that interrupted the harmonious learning envÎronment of my classroom and 

threatened the psychological, physical, and emotional safety of my students, and even, 

occasiondy, myself. Often one troublesome issue would be dealt with and another would loorn, 

The challenge to keep the numbers of potentialiy violent circumstances fkom leaping out of 

control sometimes appeared then, as now, a never-encüng and exhausting reality. Although 1 will 

of course try to minimize the impact of these experiences in the text beiow, 1 may as well 

acknowledge that I regard school violence as a pervasive problem. 

That said, allow me now to lay more of the groundwork for my present research with a 

selected review of what scholars have directly identified about this oftentimes perplexing issue. 

Researching violence in Scandinavia in the early 1970s, Olweus began investigaihg school 
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bullying to examine the mechanisms which underlie buliying and victimizatioa Involvîng more 

than 150,000 students, his several studies concluded that nearly 10 per cent of that number were 

victims, while neariy 8 per cent were buiIies (Olweus, 199 1). A similar study, undertaken at the 

request of the Toronto Board of Education, aIso examined bufiying, but fiom the perspectives of 

elementary school children, teachers, and parents anmrering questiomaires with questions based 

closely on those used in Scandinavia. The study results indicated that rates of bullying were 

signincantly higher in Toronto than in Scandinavia, one in three compared to one in seven 

(Ziegler & Rosenstein-Manner, 199 1). Although these are signincant studies on one aspect of 

violence, the sweeping nature of the research may have Lost important particularities that a 

smailer, more in-depth study might have provided. Questionnaires, by their very nature, usually 

tend to more prescriptive and not as sensitive to other uiformation that a more qualitative 

approach through interviews might provide. AdditionaUy, interviews d o w  researchers to 

contextualize behaviour fostering understanding. This kind of person-to-person interaction 

permits meanhgs to be clarïfied and new ideas to be explored. Further, since the study 

participants were fiom two different countries and cultures, the threshold of understanding 

regarding builying may not necessarily be consistent, rendering the comparability of results 

across both studies suspect- 

In a qualitative study undertaken in the spriag of 1994, a sample of 12 Ontario teachers 

articulated numerous difncuities and stressors that they perceived as negatively affectkg youth 

behaviour (Gaiioway-Rintoul, 1994). These may be political, socio-cultural, or socio-economic 

in nature, or embrace a combination. Virtually dl, in some manner, prejudiciaiiy impacted the 

basic family unit. This snidy was smail and of short duration. Perhaps another study, larger in 
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scope, including visits to the school and classroom observation sessions to corroborate the initial 

research gathered fiom teachers, could have yielded more insights and a possible basis for 

theory. 

A 1989 study of violent and delinquent behaviours Led researchers to create a developmental 

perspective on anti-social behaviour. The investigators reviewed several recent studies and 

concluded that a progression of anti-social behaviour like temper tantrums and aggression in 

eady childhood signiscautly predicted adolescent and adult offenses (Patterson, DeBaryshe, & 

Ramsey). The researchers found that misbehaviours were often an outcome of family stressors 

and disruptions. It was their recommendation that programmes providing parent-training to 

irnprove family management and to teach children social-skills with a view to improving peer 

relationships may be two means of successfidly mediating the progression of anti-social 

behaviour. These suggestions are fine as far as they go. But, to what kuid of famiiy management 

and training are the researchers referring? How is this training to be accomplished? By whom? 

Neither do the researchers address the possibility that a child may understand the appropriate 

way to behave and interact but chooses an inappropriate behaviour path anyway. In this latter 

instance, perhaps more wouid be required to mediate this source of difficulty than family 

management and the teaching of social skills. Using research aiready conducted by others 

precludes the opportunity for the new researcher to experience the data fisthand. Indeed, any 

relationship with secondhand data may bey in some manner, affected by the lens of others, the 

researchers who originaily administered the study and gathered and analyzed the data. This is not 

to suggest that successfid research must always be conducted firsthandy just that every instance in 

which the data are used by another removes the empirical particulars that much farther fkom the 
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actual context, allowing more chances for interpretation that might jeopardize the original 

intended meaning (Seidman, 1 99 1). 

In 1995, a study conducted for the Mïnistry of the Soiicitor General of Canada approached 

school violence by exarnining the nature of school-based violence prevention policies and 

programmes set d o m  as policy at board level (Day, Golench, et al.). Policy studies are typically 

conducted to provide information for decision-makers (Anderson, 1994). The study concluded 

that violence prevention policies should be both comprehensive and consistent fiom Board to 

Board. Finduigs also suggested that these policies should be community-focussed, but questions 

about this direction can be raised. By what means should this be or could this be accomplished? 

Who should prepare these policies? Should community members be involved in the actuai policy 

preparation or consulted about policy content? These facets of the study remain unanswered. 

Additionally, students were not consulted about emendations to violence prevention pracrices 

and programmes. Information fiom the perspective of students might have provide valuable 

insights that have been over-looked. 

A 1997 study investigated teachers' perceptions of violence in American public schools from 

third grade through the twelfth grade (Pnce & Everett, 1997). One thousand telephone interviews 

were conducted using a 42-item survey with a closed-item response format. Information gathered 

from the study indicated that the major@ of teachers felt safe at school, however, 1 I per cent had 

been a victim of a violent act. There is no indication in the study that details exactly what 

constitutes "a violent act." The lack of clarity and consistency of termuiology is perhaps one 

significant omission that may have skewed the data results. In closed-item responses, although 

responses are uniform and therefore easily compared the list of possible responses may not 
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adequately express the respondents' views. In open-ended interviews of qualitative research on 

the other hand, the researcher is able to ask foiiow-up questions for clarity reasons and to 

enhance contextual understanding. 

The United States Department of Education has just released the fist in a series of muai  

studies tracking school crime nationally (Portner, 1998). The report indicates that one-third of 

schools with 1000 or more students reported at least one serious incident a year compared with 

0.1 per cent of smder  schools. President Clinton promised Ïncreased fhding to bolster schools' 

police forces by hiring up to 2000 additional officers to work in schools. Increased police 

presence in schools has not been shown to intervene in the causes of the violent incidences, but 

rather is a technique used on an ad hoc basis (Gaustad, 1991; Trevaskis, 1994). These "shot-gun" 

strategies initiated, arguably, to satis@ an alarmed public may be considered by some as more of 

the same reactive responses that many feel do littie to address the under[ying aspects o f  the 

problem. More appropriate, perhaps, than playing the numbers game with public h d s ,  wodd be 

a study to assess how effective the existing strategies have been before they are extended at 

considerable expense. 

Some researchers, however, are beginning to think about the causes of school violence a little 

more creatively. While many studies focus only on behaviour and discipline at school, especialiy 

counting up the numbers of incidents, a 1995 Alberta study advances information about violence 

at school using student interviews. Because students comprise the population segment most 

commonly affected by school violence, it seems reasonable that their opinions be actively 

sought. Seventy-five per cent of 23 1 students from five Junior High schools participating in the 

study indicated that they felt safe at school most of the tirne. Yet, over haifthe male students said 
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they had been vicîims of bullying? fights, verbal threats, and theA (MacDonald, 1996). One in 

five male students indicated he had been threatened with a weapon at school. Twenty-fïve per 

cent of female students said they had experienced sexual harasment at school. Lf, for example, 

researchers had just posed the initial general question about safety without asking for subsequent 

particdarities, they might have missed data that was important for contextual understanding and 

their conclusions might have been quite Merent- 

Another Canadian researcher @ohnage, 1996) argues that the public perception that youth 

crime and school violence have substantidy increased is not supported by current statistics. It is 

his position that youth crime and school violence are actuaily down. He charges that the media is 

responsible for exaggerating isolated incidents and fomenting panic among educators and the 

public, Dolmage lumps youth crime and school violence together, not distinguishing between the 

two, an significant omission. He did not clearly explain that there are many non indictable 

offenses like verbal abuse, emotional and psychological abuse that occur at school which he did 

not include as part of his statistics. Youth crime is punishable under the law whereas many 

incidences of school violence are not commonly indictable offenses. Violent physical crimes 

punishable under the law appear to be his sole criteria for defùiing violence. It might have been 

more useful ifhe had clarifïed his understanding of violence. His data is not valid unless he 

clearly States to what the data refers. As well, other researchers interviewing students indicate 

that only a small portion of students ever report violent incidences, however defined 

(MacDonald, 1996). The non-reporting factor was not addressed in the Dolmage research, 

therefore the data results can not be comprehensive and are, therefore, suspect. 

A key problem for ail researchers concerns our comprehension of the research term. For 
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violence: just whar do we include? As with any research, a clearly delineated understanding of 

the research term ensures consistency. This section of the study first examines understandings of 

concepts and tems that form an integral part of the research, revisited from the available 

literature- Also in this section 1 will offer my own interpretation of the term- The understanding 

of violence, as advanced by the study participants, will be forth-corning in Chapter Four. 

Definifion of Terms 

Viofence: An Evoiution in Meaning 

Historically, school violence has been associated with (among others) the destruction of 

school property, assadt with weapons, and aggressive physicai contact such as fighting or 

bullying. As educators and researchers continue to explore this signincant issue, thinking on the 

matter has become more sophisticated and the type of behaviour judged violent has broadened 

considerably to include a wide range of indictable and non-indictable offenses such as iilicit drug 

use, verbal abuse, as weil as psychological and emotionai abuse both at the personal and the 

interpersonal level? As recently as the spring of 1994, however, research by Gdoway-Rintoui 

found that physicai violence like fighting and bullying were stiii cited by educators as the most 

recognizable aspects of school violence. What aiso ernerged from the teachers' responses in 1994 

was the conjecture that school violence becarne manifest as a deletenous progressive cycle that 

ofien (but not necessarily always) was initiated by aggressive verbal language. One educator- 

participant of that study stated with conviction that verbal belligerence and beratuig are "the 

Given this re-interpretation, it seems probable that every school-age child will 
experience violence, not once, but many times throughout hisher school Me as either a 
perpetrator, witness, or victim. 



initial stage of physical, racial, and gender-based violence, the three main flaveurs" (GalIoway- 

Rintoul, 1994, p. 1 5). With the identification of verbal aggression as the most fiequent precursor 

to the type of violence that is most recognkable, physical violence, many educators (Gdoway- 

Rintoul, 1994) speculated that a concerted effort to staunch aberrant verbal wrangling could 

intemipt and arrest the downward spiral into physical violence. But, of course, this is but one of 

the many facets of the complex problem that is school violence. Many school boards and 

teachers, believing that the on-going incidence of schooI violence wiii continue to disrupt school 

and negatively impact leaming, ultimately decided to implement a variety of conflated strategies 

of violence prevention, intervention, and response (Donovan & James, 1994; K o b ,  1994). But 

fïrst, it was necessary to articulate a precise definition of violence since a muhially-dehed 

understanding of the concept among educators and researchers was by no means presumable. 

Indeed, if we examine severai definitions of violence fiom the literature, it wiil become clear 

that they are all similar yet somewhat different. For example, Rich (1992) dehed violence as a 

sudden and extrernely forcefil act that causes physical h u m  or sufering tu persons or animals. 

Hranitz and Eddowes (1990) suggested a more inclusive definition of violence as a pattern of 

behaviour that involves direct aggression against another person They then explicated their 

definition by adding that it cari corne in many forms including homicide, beatings, psychological 

and emotional harm. und forced sex with aperson of any age. The Scarborough Ontario School 

Board in the publication Meeting the Challenge (1993/1994) articulated violence to encompass 

fighting, threatening, or verbally abusing other students or stflas well as possession oJ 

threatening with, or assaulting with a weapon or replica ofa weapon. Also understood as violent 

was any assault of another person that results in an injury serious enough t h  results in medical 
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attention (Scarborough School Board, 1994). Another defhition focuses on the issue ofpower as 

wedded to violence. In the 1 99Yl996 issue of trans/forms, the editorial defines violence as both 

systemic and institutional practices os well as indntidual ucts perfiormed by the powerfir. . . such 

that violence tr a social practice that indexes relations ofpower between individuaIs and also 

within diverse social groups. Yet another research team working on violence in 1997 has 

specincdy applied the dehition of violence to education and its systems. For this team, 

systemic violence (as it  applies to education) includes any institutionalpractice or procedure that 

adversely impacts individuaïs or groups by bvdening them psychologically. ment~lly~ cu l td ly ,  

spiritually. economically, orphysical[y (Epp  & Watkinson, 1997). That 1997 more inclusive 

dennition has repositioned the concept of violence in education to encompass economic and even 

spiritual hardship. In 1998, one researcher specifïcaliy aaiculated school violence as representing 

those actual or threatened behaviours or actions thut are symptornatic of an unfirlfled need: to 

belong, have power, seek approval (for example), expressed in the form of sexualy eniotionul, or 

physical hum, that h m  a deleterious effect on establishing and maintaining a safe and caring 

school climate (MacDonald, 1998)- 

Many researchers have now recast and expanded their definition to include any procedures or 

practices perpetrated by teachers and the administration in such a manner that negatively impacts 

students. Interpolating and extrapolating the dennition M e r ,  we might conclude that there are 

different forms of violence experienced by various segments of the cornmunity who are made 

vulnerable because of hegemonic practices of race, gender, culturey sexual orientation, economic 

circurnstance, and so on. The inconsistencies regarding the dennition of violence could perhaps 

explain why one earlier researcher (Wayson, 1985), found school violence rare. His criteria did 
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not include verbal, emotional, spiritual, economical, or psychological abuse. 

Of the various definitions of school violence put forward, ultimately the most common 

definition shared by teachers in my 1994 study stated that any behaviour they subjectively 

perceived us hw@I to another wodd be classed as violent (Galloway-Rintod, 1994)'. So, while 

the conceptualization of the term violence at school among educators has been recast and 

expanded considerably to include a continuum of disruptive behaviours, carefully planned 

strategies have been Ïnitiated both in the classroom and at Board level to deal with new and more 

inclusive definibons of schooi violence. Thus, this last more inclusive derution of violence cast 

by the 1994 study participants as any behaviow subjectivelypercented as hwrful to another, is 

the dennition of violence 1 bring to the present research. 

Our Educational Heritage: A Pattern of Authority and Suppression 

To understand and improve the present, it is often helpful to understand what has occurred in 

the past. Contemporary education has become a w/holistic endeavour arguably encompassing 

every aspect of students' lives, but this was not always so. A sketch of the history of schoois may 

provide some enlightenment, The next two sections are presented more in the nature of 

"problematics" in that they describe perceived patterns as sources of difficulties repeated over 

time. 

The difficulty here of course, is in the terms 'subjectively ' and 'perceived ' To illustrate, 
an example cornes to mind, that of teasing. Sometimes there can be a very fine line between 
playful teasing and teasing with intent to be hurtful, that is, malice. What one person may 
interpret as teasing, and therefore, play, may strike another as hurtfiil and rnalicious taunting, and 
therefore, violent. 



Hbtorical Orientation 

Much of the structure of eighteenth and nineteenth century Amencan and Canadian society 

was modelIed quite deiiberately on the English tradition of hierarchy with a series of upper and 

lower ranks, each enjoying certain privileges and obligations associated with theù presumed 

place in society. For example, the poor, who were at the bottom end of the scale, were to respect 

the hierarchy and pay proper deference to those ranked above them. In a time of need, however, 

the impoverished could expect assistance fiom those of hîgher status, such as the chinch and the 

elite. The poor were neither feared nor repressed as long as they remained in their alloned station 

within the hierarchy and fulfilled their pre-detennined role (Button & Provenzo Jr., 1983). By 

and large, reciprocal obligations appear to have been understood by practicaily everyone. Mer 

ail, the tradition, rooted in the Poor Law Statutes of England and sanctioned in The Book of 

Common Prayer of the mid 1700s, had made the needy the public duty of the parish (Button & 

Provenzo Jr., 1983). Therefore, it seemed appropriate that the practice would continue in the new 

world. Likewise, ifparents abandoned or neglected their chikiren, community members felt it 

their obligation and indeed their right, to step in and rescue the unfortunates, placing them in 

other households. Interestingly, cited as one aspect of child neglect was lack of a proper 

education ( R o h a n ,  1971). It was unthinkable to permit a child to flounder untrained, a widow 

or orphan to remain homeless, or the aged and sick to suffer unattended. These traditions of 

social solidarity, hierarchy, and mutual CO-operation were hallmarks of both eighteenth and 

nineteenth century communities. 

Midway through the eighteenth century, English society also became concemed with deviant 

behaviour as a danger both to the cohesiveness of the community and by extrapolation to its 
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peaceful existence. Early colonists, many of whom were hteIiechially ambitious and devoutly 

religious (the Puritans for example), judged a wide range of behaviour to be deviant (Button & 

Provenzo Jr., 1983). To counter any aberrant behaviour, people looked to the community, the 

church, and the f d y  for guidance to combat sin and crime. By extension, any deviant 

behaviour became synonymous with sin (Kaestle, 1973; Rothman, 1971). Families were 

instnicted to raise their children as Iaw-abiding and God-fearing, with respect for law and 

authority. Members of the community were duty-bound to guide and correct one another at the 

firçt sign of deviancy. Soon the mechanisms were put in place whereby the decision-makuig 

capabilities of those persons arbitrarily deemed as requiring guidance, couid be revoked Thus 

public well-being came before individuai prerogative as the nrst part of the solution to the 

problem of deviant behaviour. 

The second part of the solution was the invention, in the 1820s, of an institution to cope with 

social distress, the penitentiary (Katz, 1975). Its duty was to sever offenders fiom all contact with 

crime and corruption while providing training in proper social behaviour and education using 

regirnentation, control, and discipline to ensure the re-habilitation of the misguided and socially 

outcast (Noguera, 1995; Rothman, 1971). The rationaie was that while it was the criminal's 

environment that had led h h  into crime, it was the institution's that wouid lead him out, 

As a testament to caruig but mis-guided communities, these "total institutions" (Gofian, 

1961, p.4) were deemed an immediate success. Their numbers sweIIed in major centres in the 

northeastem United States and Canada: penitentiaries appeared for the socially deviant, asylums 

for the mentaiiy insane, the terminaily il1 and aged (Rothman, 1971), and finally, charïty schools 



for the poor (Rothstein, 1984). AU had much in cornmon: isolation fiom the c o m m u n i ~  

involuntary but free membershiplO, a regimented and silent existence", a Ioss of personal 

fieedom, and an unquestioned obedience to their "handlers" 12, with Little or no privacy. Each 

institution was administered and controiied by a single authority (Gofian, 1961). Pend 

conditions, especiaiiy, were deplorable, with coercion by way of physical punishment meted out 

in varying degrees for minor and major infr;ictions or for no reason at all (Foucault, 1977; 

Gofkan, 1 96 1 ; Rothman, 197 1 ), aU in the name of re-socializing the wayward and educating the 

indigent to remove the threat to mainstrearn society. Although these institutions, narned 

variously, asyiums, charity schools, and penitentiaries, clairned they worked to "re-patriate" 

unfortunates back into society, there was never any suggestion or consideration of bettering one's 

social position even if an inmate did manage to leave one of these establishments. Once a poor 

and indigent, for example, always a poor and indigent. And so it went The class in which you 

were bom was the class in which you died. Your fortunes might wax or wane, but there was no 

movement at al1 withui the hierarchy of a classed society (Girow, 1983). 

As both Canada and the United States flourished, rapid industriakation and urbanizatîon 

The buildings were usually some distance fkom the community with hi& surrounding 
solid walls to both obstnict the view and to bar entry and/or exit. 

Io Those considered a danger to society or deviant in some way usually found themselves 
eventuaiiy incarcerated in some sort of institution or asylum (GoEnan, 196 1). 

I L  Social control and obedience were prime components of these institutions. 

l2 The term "hander" seems appropriate because often inmates were treated Like animais 
or even worse. In most institutions it was physicaily dangerous for a 'guest' to speak unless 
spoken to. When s h e  did speak it was with the proper amount of deference and meekness to 
those in control, otherwise a merciless display of physical force was meted out (Goffinan, 1961 ; 
Rothstein, 1984)- 



required an ever larger and trained workforce (Rist, 1973). Factories, in particular, demanded 

workers with specific skills (Button & Provenzo Sr., 1983). As a result of the apparent 

rehabilitation of society's undesirables through the use of asylums and pend institutions as 

controliers and managers, it seemed logical that these so-calied "successful" institutions shodd 

become the main innuence on the architecture, administration, and organisration of public schools 

(Curtis, 1 988; Go f i a n ,  196 1; Katz, 1975). When state supported common schools were 

established near the end of the nineteenth century, they were modeIied directiy on these early 

'successful' institutions (Noguera, 1995; Button & Provenzo, 1983; Tyack, 1974) to provide a 

means by which youth could be socialized and trained for employment within a capitalist society 

(Rist, 1973). 

Under the guise of fostering the creation of an enlightened populace, the capitalist machinery 

accelerated the construction of schools for the poor, wayward, and immigrant, schools that 

simulated conditions of the factories at which graduates would later be employed (Rothstein, 

1984). Classrooms were built so that persons in authority could see and judge the behaviour of 

students at every moment during the day. Students were alrnost aiways in the presence of staff 

and confïned to certain locations throughout the buildings. Even activity periods were structured 

so that students couid be easily viewed and corrected when necessary. Use of the lavatory was 

tightly controlled and in lunchrooms tables were situated so errant movements could be easily 

identined (Tyack, 1974; Rothsteïn, 1984). However, these schools were attended only by the 

lower classes, the upper class elite continued to send their children to private schools 

perpetuating and reinforcing their biahright of power, wealth, and supenor status. But when the 

working classes began to enter high school, the system crafliiy responded with vocational 
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schools and varÏous rnethods of academic tracking (Oakes, 1985) to socialïze them (the Lower 

classes) for occupations that encouraged attitudes and skills appropriate for manual working- 

class status with littie or no provision for upward mobility. In this way, the social status quo was 

maintained (Katz, 1975). With some exceptions, this served to underscore the disparïty between 

the 'haves' and the "have-nots." 

Soon institutional hierarchy was the order of the day, with fiee schools funded by the state 

and open to the general public. These schools were prescriptive and systematic in nature, with 

order and purposeful activity being venerated. Such 'improvements ' as attendance rolls, salary 

scheduies, uniform cuniculums, and standard examinations were but several of the many 

bureaucratic prescriptions imposed by school authorities (Kaestle, 1973). Students were to be 

cornpliant, self-disciplined, deferential, and silent. Routine and regulanty was required. 

Prescribed and timed activity periods were also a part of day-to-day existence as outlined by the 

authorities in charge of socialking and educating the student populace. A student's every move 

was carefully overseen (Rothstein, 1984), and this occurred in a democratic society purporthg to 

champion the rights of the individual. But where did the idea corne of distributing individuals, 

compelling them to engage in activity, coercing them to respond to commands, evaluating their 

performances, and training their minds? These were al l  common features of the authoritarian 

ethos of pend (also military and religious) comrnunities of centuries ago, comprehensively 

chronicled by social historians like Michel Foucault in Discip[ine and Punish (1977) and Erving 

Goffinan in AsyIum (1961), to mention but two. 

Whether building hospitals, factones, schools, banks, or pend facilities, the people of the 

nineteenth century in North America were preoccupied with the creation of institutions as part of 
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nation-building (Katz, 1975). These so-caiied "fiee schools" had offered training for poor 

children "in the rudiments of literacy and in morality to counterbaiance the disadvantages 

resulting nom the situation of their parents" (Katz, 1975, p. 7). Despite the term, the schools 

were only "fiee" to the poor. It wasn't until parents became dissatisfied with the infenor and 

variable standards of the smaller private schools that a major re-organization of the educationai 

system materialized, making schools tax-supported and "fkee" to the masses (Katz, 1975). Mass 

schooling like the schools for lower classes before them were also agents of social control (Rist, 

1973). 

These educational establishments were also used to ïnstil in young people the proper moral 

behaviour of which self-control and gentility were the hallmarks (Curtis, 1988; Noguera, 1995; 

Rothman, 197 1 ; Tyack, 1974). This "training" and "schooling" increasingly used reghentation 

and strict discipline (Noguera, 1995; Rothman, 1971) to control and impose "the moral and 

intellectual restraint" (Prentice, 1977, p. 5 1) seen as necessary for society's youth. The focus of 

schooling, at the secondary Ievel especially, became increasingty understood as the preparation 

of young people for their later work as productive economic members of a socially responsible 

citizenry (Carnoy & Levin, 1985; Manzer, 1994). 

The focus of attention was on the body of the learner to be controlIed and manipulated. 

Students were required to attend a common school, to study a common curriculum, and to 

behave in a like and defereutid manner. Such were the suppressive, repressive, and utterly boring 

conditions to which active youngsters were forced to adapt and adopt. As a consequence, 

children were ultirnately doomed to fail, as any outward expression of disinterest, disgust, 

boredom, or other unseemly behaviour like suiienness and muttering of p r o f d e s  were regarded 
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as reasons for negative labelling and punishment (Gofnnan, 1961; Rist, 1973). The objectives of 

these control mechanisms were declared good both for the student and for society, to create order 

where there had been chaos (Rothstein, 1984). Thus, when students gave up thek doomed 

struggle against 'the system' and leamed to obey the d e s  and regdations of the existing 

ideology with complete, immediate, and dutiful cornpliance, the power and authority of those in 

positions of control were both strengthened and fuaher legitimated (Ramsay, 1983). Schools 

became controiied and controlling public institutions where individuais s a d c e d  a measure of 

their personal Liberty in exchange for the opportunity to l e m  (Noguera, 1995), but unfortunately 

there seemed to be no limit to the persona1 Liberty that had to be reihquished. Ironically, the 

more the coercive powers of the system subjugated the students, the more the systern was 

perceived as successfiil (Button & Provenzo k, 1983; Katz, 1975). Efficient, custodid, 

educationai, and disciplinarian public schools, O ften acting in a compensatory capacity for 

perceived familial short-comings, appeared to be the vehicle through which children would 

become viable members of a democratic society (Curtis, 1988). As a resdt, the elaborate 

administrative and institutional power base of the educational organization continued to expand 

at a brisk pace. 

Quite understandably, however, under these repressive conditions tniancy in schools became 

a major problem. But, since fiinding of education was dependent upon enrobent numbers, by 

eclisting the aid of the political and legal systems, education authorities continued to broaden 

their means to retain children in school. As a corollary, salaries for attendance officers burgeoned 

to heights ody  dreamed of by teachers (Katz, 1975). Because it was widely beiieved that the 

educational system wouid tmnsform culture for the better and that schools were the agency of 
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social transformation (Ramsay, 1983), education authorities were ailowed to wield their 

autocratic and coercive powers unchallenged right ùito the twentieth century (Button & Provenu, 

Jr., 1983). But the system contïnued to be riddled with misconduct and political patronage as 

school authorities attempted extreme forms of coercion to sustain high enrollments and thereby 

secure as much fiinding as possible fiom the state (Katz, 1975)- 

Into the present, there exist massive ail-powerful educationai systems with complex 

administrative structures rooted in 200 years of institutional tradition, not for the 104. aÏms and 

ideals of teaching and leaming, but rather for the ignoble intent of re-producing the social status 

quo through forced compliance and coercion. AU this is accomplished in the name of viable 

capitalist economics (Lefebvre, 1973), the chief fiuiction of which is to perpetuate the culture and 

the tradition of the institutional social system itseK Educational system structures have become 

self-serving, bureaucratic entities essentiaiiy unchangeable and ungovemable (Sarason, 1 SM), 

and having little about them that serve the needs of the individual. To some, knowledge and its 

acquisition are being blatantly w d  as cultural capital for manipulation, a form of social control, 

to accuiturate the immigrant, to reproduce the dominant ideology through indoctrination 

(Rothstein, 1984), and to distribute skills that will reinforce existing social divisions and class 

lines (Giroux, 1983; Ramsay, 1983). To survive and succeed even within this restrictive 

f?amework requires silent acceptance and compliance by students who are little more than pawns 

of the dominant classes. In this construction, it is a deplorable form of hegemony which society 

seems to validate, the rationale of which is apparently that quiescent oppressed school chiidren 

will produce quiescent oppressed adults for the worHorce (Rothstein, 1984). Arguably then, 

education is not about equality but rather the perpetuation of inequality, as chiidren are being 
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prepared for an unequal fiiture, a fiture already pre-ordained by the class and station of their 

biah (Rist, 1973). 

Through time, schools have contuiued to be austere and forbidding places mired in 

centralization where children are stiU classined and tracked largely dong class and economic 

lines (Rothstein, 1984). Students continue to be subject to constant control, conformity, 

discipline, supervision, regùnentation, standardization, and cornpetition. It is Little wonder that 

Rist charges that these conditions constitute a pemicious "educational reign of terror" (1973, p. 

19) largely unchanged in 200 years. In part, at least, what this is about is power and the ability to 

control and punish. 

Aithough the new world order emphasizes a more democratic and egaiitanan existence, I 

would argue that schools have, in reality, failed to keep pace. Times may have changed but 

educators tend to rely on those practices and strategies that have a proven track record of success 

(however measured) for example, coercion through threat or degradation (Tyack, 1974). It is 

natural for humans to want the freedom to control their own Iives. As children mature they 

increasingly seek more independence (Edwards, 1993). Considering the fieedom in other aspects 

of their iives such as the family and the larger society, when sunilar fieedom and independence is 

not forth-coming kom the educational institutions, should we be surprised if students continue to 

display an increasing amount of resistance toward the present system? 

l 3  Largely on the basis of my observations through the years both as a teacher and as an 
admirer and champion of young people, 1 would argue, at the nsk of over-generalizing, that 
many students have become successfid in spite of the educational system, not because of it. 
Although schools claim to encourage creative and individual thinkingz most students leam 
quickly that conformity garners approvai both in academic performance and adherence to the 
controlling mechanisms implicit and explicit in school policy. 



Arguably, educators and the general public have thus far failed to receive the message that 

students are reefusing any longer to be subjected to violence in the name of education- 1s it 

possible that students are now meeting violence in the name of education with a violence of their 

own? In some instances, teachers are fearing for their physical safety and the system all too 

fiequently doggedly responds with more crackdowns, more coercion, and a higher level of 

autocracy. Student involvement in serious incidents deemed unacceptable (such as fighting, 

swearing, weapons possession, cheating on homework, and so on) cm lead to arbitrary 

suspension andor expulsion by the administration, Most people would allow a certain semblance 

of order and safety as necessary for teaching and Leaming to take place, but somehow discipline, 

control, order, coercion, and the exercise of power appear to have coalesced to become one of the 

main raison d'êtres of the educational system. Granted, students are no longer subject to corporal 

punishment, but is such a high level of control over their mhds and bodies reaily a necessity for 

leamhg to take place? 

In recent years, educators have made some attempt to address the issue of violence in our 

schools. Reactive measures nich as zero tolerance" policies for violence expel the offenders 

from the school environment but in no way do they help to rehabilitate or address the c m  of the 

problem. Mead,  the offender must find a different school to attend in another jurisdiction where 

the pattern will, in all probability, be repeated. Similarly a suspension by removal fkom the 

l4 Zero tolerance refers to the mandated policies of many Ontario school boards whereby 
any school violence, as defined within said mandated policy, will not be tolerated. Again, within 
the policy are outhed a series of step measures that are to be taken when violence occurs. Paper 
copies of the zero toIerance policy are made available in the appropnate jurisdiction so that 
students, the administration, and society are cognizant of the action plan and its codicils. 



system, albeit tempordy, d o w s  a cooling-offperiod for aU parties involved while the 

administration attempts to 'sort out' the difnculty. A student is usually re-instated into classes 

foliowing an apology and a meeting with h i s k r  parents waming that three such incidents of 

suspension di result in expulsion. Likewise this reactive measure has enjoyed Little success 

since its focus too is mainly punitive in nature. 

Proactive measures such as Connict Resolution sessions, in which students are taught skills 

to assist them in handling differences, have shown some indications of king helpful. Likewise, 

Peer Coaching and Counselling encourages students to resolve conflicts among themselves in a 

non-violent marner. However, these strategies do Little to change teacher attitudes toward 

nidents of poorer and minority backgrounds. 

Although plenty of evidence demonstrates that schools serving white middletlass students 

also have problems with violence, thk has been downplayed in the media and by teachers 

(Oakes, 1985). Educators continue to equate perpetrators ofviolence with issues of race, the 

poor, and the lower workuig classes (Hanna, 1988). It is true that arrests, suspensions, and 

expulsions are shown to be more common among these segments of the student populace, but 

there seems to be an unwillingness to confront the issue and examine why this is so (Noguera, 

1995). 

As well, the practice of academic streaming and special classes for behaviour and mentally 

challenged have ail been shown to relate to increased incidence of violence (Noguera, 1995). But 

again, educators largely have failed to address why. If we examine remedial classes for children 

with unacceptable behaviour, we may begin to understand. When misbehaving children are 

isolated in a classroom with each other, there are no positive role models on whom they can 
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pattern their own performances. As a result, wayward habits are not corrected but reinforced, 

with new ones even added, encouraging certain children to continue their downward spiral into 

violence. 

Early communities were apprehensive about deviant behaviour and adopted measures to deai 

with i t  Society did no5 however, expect to eradicate aberrant behaviour as it was considered to 

be inherently natural (Rothrnan, 197 1). Contemporary society, though, operates under no such 

comprehension. However articulated, delinquency, violence, or misbehaviour, alI are viewed as 

intolerable. Society is, therefore, actively engaged in their eIimination. 

Contemporary Orientafion 

Although contemporary society appears to encourage a more participatory, democratic, and 

egalitarian existence (Snauwaert, 1993; Ungerleider, 199 1) for  tud dents,'^ the education system 

has become increasingly divorced from the realities of contemporary democratic society by 

fading to keep pace. Despite innovations such as student-centred pedagogy which politicaily 

claims to give voice to the less powerfül (Jadwin, 1997), the perpetuation of schools as 

hierarchical, bureaucratie, and authontarian agents of control continues in societyys mind set as a 

largely unchallenged pedagogical tenet, even to the present day (Harber, 1989; Levin, 1996; 

Noguera, 1995; Osborne, 1988). Paradoxically, young people are currentiy afforded more 

personai autonomy, have more access to egalitarian practices, and have more individual 

influence in society and within their families than ever before, yet, at school, where they spend 

l5 In years past, the idea democracy has encouraged a greater role for teachers in school 
decision-making. Under the phrase teacher-empowerment, the concept has had somewhat of a 
resurgence (Fullan, 199 1; Levin, 1996). The literature reports that gains have been relatively 
modest despite increased roles for teachers (Weiss, 1992; White, 1992). 



much of their formative years, compIiance and the maintenance of control continue to reign 

supreme (Harber, 1989; Levin, 1996; McNeil, 1988; Snauwaert, 1993). 

While the values, ideaIs, and attitudes of democratic society are taught in curricular studies, 

schools, for the most part3 continue to foster a culture of disenfranchisement, precluding youth 

fkom expenencing and practising the standards of due process and naturai justice in the active 

management of their own school-We experiences (Bradley, 1994; Harber, 1989; Levin, 1996; 

Noguera, 1995). Young people must fathom the paradox of participating in the authontarian and 

hierarchical dynamic of the educational system while leamuig to benefit fiom, and contribute to, 

the hands-off dynamic of egalitariaa democratic practices. Such a paradox may have spurred 

Bowles and Gintis in 1976 to ask, 

Why. in democratic society, should an individual Sfirst real cotitact wifh a formal 
institution be so profoundy anti-dernocrutic? (pp. 250-5 1)16 

Why, indeed? Students might well question the wisdom of learning about democracy when their 

life experience at school is its antithesis. When young people find that the concrete reality of 

their school expenence is in direct opposition to what they are supposed to be leaming about 

democracy, they often become fhstrated, disillusioned, and rebeilious (Mathews, 1996; Bradley, 

1994; Osborne, 1988). 

The perception of this continued inequality cm have a deleterious effect, for inequality is by 

definition almost an inherent aspect of instability, and therefore, it promotes and encourages 

violence (Huntïngton, 1969). Lacking practical and reliable democratic preparedness via the 

l6 This is not to endorse other elements put forth by Bowles and Gintis in their 
'correspondence theory-' 



educational system, young people may h g e r  in a condition of ignorance whereby a lack of 

alternative choices appears to foster the unial knee-jerk responses when differences occur. 

Furthermore, violence, an age-old endemic form of political action, will continue to worsen until 

perceived inequalities are redressed (Hutington, 1969). Moreover, with little democratic voice 

in school, teenagers often become alienated from the institutional educational experience itself 

(Mathews, 1996). But, as members of human groups such as families, gangs, clubs, and so on, 

youth can, and do, seek respect, the satisfaction of belonging, persod identity, and participation 

fkom outside the traditional educational environment (Harber, 1 989; Slater, 1994; Snauwaert, 

1 993 ; Ungerleider, 199 1). Regrettably, these expenences may not necessarily be consonant with 

the principles of democracy and therefore may be damaging to the democratic health of young 

people and ultimately to that of society (Kelly, 1995). 

Times may have changed but educators tend to rely on those practices and strategies that 

have a proven track record of success (however measured), including coercion through threat or 

degradation with the objective of maintainhg the hierarchical and authoritarian status quo 

(Mathews, 1996). Prescnptive behaviour and conformity continue to be demanded for their own 

sake, rather than fiom any educational necessity (Noguera, 1995; Bradley, 1994; Slater, 1994; 

Osborne, 199 1 and 1988). For example, students are routinely forced to play the inane game of 

educational colour CO-ordination: a yellow excuse slip to use the lavatory, a pink excuse slip for 

tardiness, a white note fiorn parent or doctor explaining illness, a blue slip for mother 

"misdemeanour," and so on. The mere idea that we are thinking that such a facilitating practice is 

really quite harmless and inane underscores just how ingrained these littIe controIhg 

mechanisms are. This is but one of the many indignities to which many students are forced to 
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submit on a daily basis. Thus, at a thne when young people yearn to acquire empowement for 

participatory democratic existence at the action level, education, with its continued insistence on 

authontarian control and compiïance, no longer appears to be meeting the real needs of 

individuai students (Levin, 1996; Osborne, 199 1)- 

Although participatory democracy implies a mutual proprietorship in systems of regdation, 

schooling continues to be organized so that things are done not in concert with, but to, students 

aImost as if they were inanimate objects. Consider the example of streaming/destreaming. Active 

student consultation concerning this controversial issue has not been vigorously sought by the 

authorities, neither in its implementation nor in its elimination, yet it is the students who are 

directly aected. And this is but one of the many issues that daily impact a student's life about 

which she has little or no input. In great me- then, young people remain excluded fiom 

active participation in the formulation of the d e s  to which they must conform (Fuiian, 1982; 

Levin, 1996). Aithough many pedagogues advocating democracy recognize the necessity for 

fundamental change, the dichotomy between our theories of what some feel should be done and 

what is actually being accomplished to give students a meaningful voice in their educationd Life 

experiences remains largely unchanged. 

In a participatory power relationship, both forces take part in a "strategy of struggle" 

(Foucault, 1983, p. 225). This struggle is, in many ways, an exercise of participative power, a 

creative means of arriving at consensus through a dialogue of collective talk, decision-making, 

and work (Snauwaert, 1 993 ; Heslep, 1 989). However, for disedkmchised students, often the 

only power strategy remaining is that of resistance, fiequently characterized by violent 

misbehaviour (Patemek, 1985). Could it be that it is in active resistance to the oppressive 
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mechanisms of hierarchy and to the institutional oppression of conformity that many students 

fhally feel a sense of their own empowerment, autonomy, and control? Such resistance may 

manifest as verbal, emotional, and physicaI abuse ofthemselves, their peers, andlor those in 

positions of authority. I fwe press on with this thought a little farther, we could view such 

resistance in several ways, for example, as individuai and isolated, or recurrent and more 

organized, as in vandalism by street gangs. Unfortunately, it does appear that educators have thus 

far apparently faiIed to comprehend and constnie the message of school misbehaviour, thut 

students are refising uny longer (given the democratic participation they now enjoy in other 

aspects of their lives) to be subjected to the violence of coercion und conforni#' all in the name 

of educati~n.'~ Predictably, the dilemma has corne fidl circle, for, as student defiance intensifies, 

their sustained resistance has itself acquired the label violence. 

Interrelationships 

There are several supplementary denvative issues, which, although not as hindamental as the 

three major perspectives already outiined in Chapter One, nor as analyticaliy separate, 

nevertheiess have an intertwhed history with violence. While Linked to each other, they similarly 

have elements of the three over-arching conceptual perspectives. These three derivative 

supplementary issues are: 1) the interrelationship betweenpower, culture, and violence; 2) the 

interrelationship between vulue rheory, educational leadership, interest, and violence; 3) the 

l7 This kind of violence 1 will cal1 "malpractice." 

l8  Teachers too are caught in a systemic web not of their ovin making wherein they may 
feeI forced to apply control measures because there appears little alternative strategies available 
within the confining mechanisms of the present educational system (Epp, 1996). 



interrelationship between school change and school violence- 

A look at each of these subsidiary points foiiows. 1 shouid alert the reader that, at times, my 

discourse, drawing upon certain 'Radical' thinkers wiil take a sharply argumentative turn, 

Finaily, at times the treatment here will not directiy speak to violence but the reader shouid 

persevere-the connection wiil be made. 

(1) Power, Culture, a ~ d  Violence 

The naturef sources, and fiuictions of the concept ofpower continue to remain a central 

concem of social scientists, social activists, politicians, and phiiosophers, among others. Power is 

what Foucault has cailed a "strategy of struggle" (Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1983, p. 209). Power not 

only refers to the capacity to realize one's intention against the will of others in a conflict 

situation, but also it infers a capacity to prevent opposition fiom arising initially (GLickman, 

1997). According to Weber, power concerns the probability of persons or groups carrying out 

their will even when opposed by others, and thus, power is a social activity (Weber, 1968; 

Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1983). If we examine Weber's view of power, embodied witbin the concept 

appears to be an understanding of intimidation and threat. By inference then, his meaning of 

power is linked to coercion and violence (Kreisberg, 1992). infiltrathg every aspect of life from 

birth to death, power continues to be an irresistible enticement for members of society. 

School-age youth, although desirous of power, continue to be among the most disenfranchised 

rnembers of our society. The perennial argument has been that our youth are immature and 

cannot themselves make the nght decisions Ui matters of any import. Essentiaily, educators 

postulate that good judgement is only an inherent characteristic of adulthood, that the eider know 

best. This " teacher knows best approach was scarcely helpfid in preventing a mass murder in 
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Springfield Oregon in May of 1998. Peers of the perpetrator had even noted in the school 

yearbook that the youth was "Most likely to start World War III." Similady bis peers were 

cognizant of his fascination for assault weapons and, moreover, that he had verbaily evinced 

violent tendencies on many occasions. Nevertheless, those in authority did not consider the 

young people's opinion as meritorïous (ABC Evening News, May 23,1998). When a teen 

suddenly becomes an adult in the eyes of the law of the land, does such an event automatically 

confer on h i d e r  good judgement even though she has had Little practice in decision-making? 

Even the rock group Foreigner, reflecting everyone's innate desire for power, had a No.1 hit in 

the Iate 1980s titled "Everybody wants to d e  the world." Although violence has been linked to 

power, indeed, it has been caiied power's very essence, it has also been U e d  to loss of power. 

Consider, if one must resort to violence, then the power to enforce cornpliance has been lost. The 

very act of violence is itselfan attempt to regain controi lost. 

Cherryholmes (1988), too, uses power to refer to relations among individuals or groups 

whereby certain people are indulged and rewarded, and others are disciplined and deprived. She 

argues that it is incorrect to use the phrase power relations. Because power is relations, the 

phrase is redundant. Furthemore, power is always biased (Fiske, 1993; Dreyfk & Rabinow, 

1983). Even when power is exercised in apparent harmony with prescribed d e s ,  the architects of 

those regulations, ostensibly or not, had certain interests that, to some degree, affected the 

creation of the d e s .  Within the institutional and bureaucratie senings which comprise education 

are embedded power mechanisms which inherently have practically everything to do with 

perpetuating the existing structure of the dominating authority. Our Iegal system too supports the 

dominating power of our educational infrastructure by requiring students to submit to 
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disciplinary and uivestigative procedures, thus ensuring that authoritarian supremacy remains 

securely in the bureaumitic han& ofthe educationd elite (Watkiason, 1997). Power, it seems, is 

also a prop ûf structurai violence. 

Similarly, power has much to do with control (Cherryhohes, 1988; Fiske, 1993)- 

Individuals and groups are seemingly never satisfied with the amount of power they have and are 

constantly searching for the means to acquire more. Those managing to exert the most power, of 

course, are the winners of nrorepower (Fiske, 1993). In this sense, power, by its very nature, sets 

up a win-lose situation. Ifwe examine this concept with respect to education, those winning are 

teachers, the administration, and the other education power mongers already ensconced as part of 

the controlling mechanisrn within the institutional bureaucracy. Students, as disenfriinchised 

clients of the hierarchical system, are unfomuiately relegated to the other option-losing. 

Consider the example of the conflict resolution program. Beginning in elementary school, it 

is taken as given that children are to be passive, cornpliant, and obedient. Everythuig children Say 

and do must -kdicate deference to the members of the institutional authority. During an 

evaluation of the Second Step conflict resolution program in Winnipeglg elementary schools, 

"my defiance toward staf3"Was categorized as connict (Bergsgaard, 1997, p. 39). Apparently no 

attempt was made either to define what kind of behaviow should be categorized as defiant, or to 

dari@ the extent of the defiance, the reason for it, or even if it perhaps constituted merely a ( d d  

or strong) difference of opinion. At what point does a ciifference of opinion becorne defiance? 1s 

''In the early 1990s, The Second Step conflict resolution program had already been in use 
in Winnipeg for three years when the research was conducted. The program had been under 
constant and continuai evaluation during that perïod. 



there a generally acceptable n o m  that interprets what constitutes defiant behaviour? Can such a 

quality be caiculated and be consistent when used and applied for different teachers, students, 

and school settings? If so, how is, or shouid it be caiculated? Who should do such a calculation? 

And finaily, should anyone be judged agaïnst a normative anything?*O 

As humans, teachers are subject to likes and dislikes. Stmggies of power often concem issues 

of race, gender, status, interest, personal agenda, economics, and so forth. Because it is v M y  

impossible to keep personalities out of judgements, even conscientious teachers attempting to do 

so succeed only to varying, and sometimes minimal, degrees. On a gradient scale, what one 

teacher may cite as defiant might not even make another teacher's List. Accordingly, behaviour 

regarded as defiant when exhibited by one student, when exhibited by another may not even earn 

a reprimand. Indeed, the behaviour may even be praised as an expression of independent 

experience and creativity. Aithough individuaiism is an inherent part of our culture, education 

rernains a conformity-demanding organization. Teachers may say that children shouid express 

their opinions, make independent decisions, and give the teacher feedback, but schools are not 

necessarily geared towards that end (Glickrnan, 1997). Stated plainly, what teachers are really 

dernanding is compliance and subjugation. Any failure in this regard may be interpreted as 

defant, perhaps eaming a negative evaluation as a consequence)' not to mention the label 

20 Again, we are only t a h g  about overt forms of violence. The Second Step guide for 
teachers does not include instructions to assist teachers in developing the necessary skills to 
ident* and address the more subtle foms of covert violence. However, the program is a 
beginning and an attempt to deal with the issue of school violence. 

Z1 These negative evaluations ofien may be written down, accumulated, and passed 
through the educational system negatively labelling and scarring a child for iife as a difncult 
troublemaker, a non-conformist, and a non-team player. 



violent. 

Although rnighty, power and its t -  influence, are somewhat elusive. A good teacher, for 

example, is thought to have (among other things) acquired the skills to control a cfassroom and to 

influence young minds in a positive way. Of the rnyriad rnitigating factors extant in such 

situations, Ioss of ability to control (that is, power) can fiequently c d  into question the 

excellence of a teacher (Cherryholmes, 1988). Those pedagogues who have acquired the skills 

deemed necessary in a good teacher (of which abilily to control appears to be one) are rewarded- 

They usuaily have Little dificuity procuring well-paid employment and are made pnvy to certain 

advantages by those in other power positions. Power, apparently, begets more power. 

Michel Foucault l inks power with knowledge, presenting them as one concept, that is, 

power/knowledge, inextricably joined through discourse (Foucault, 1980). For some, being able 

to exert power means having a measure of control over "the web of unequal relationships" 

(Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1983, p. 185) so representative of society today. Extrapolating from Fiske 

(1 993), we c m  descnbe two major forces of this power, imperializig and ZocaZizing. Teachers, 

claiming the right to d e ,  are recognized to be supported by the law of the land and act in Ioco 

parentis when guiding students in their care (Brown & Zuker, 1994). As surrogate parents, 

teachers function with "implicitly delegated authority" (l3rown & Zuker, 1994, p. 1 58) in the 

s u p e ~ s i o n  and disciplining of students. An example of imperializing power is in loco pareniis 

power when exercised by teachers seeking exclusionary control through a language of 

"excellence, efficiency, vision, and leadership" (Weaver, 1995, p. 493). 

Localizuig power, when exercised by students, seeks to negate the domination of 

imperializing power (sometimes referred to as the "for your own good" power), by estabiishing 
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control over the local social te- they know they have a right to control (Fiske, 1993). 

Examples rnight include style of dress, mannerisms, language, leisure activity, choice of firiends 

and so on. Although teachers enjoy localized power too. in parcicular, it is thei. seemingly 

exclusive hold on imperializing power that continues to sustain social strati£Ication by the 

reinforcement of the hieruchical status quo (Weber, 1968; Fiske, 1993). Such a state of &airs 

perpetuates teacherktudent fiction and promotes feelings of dienation among students at school. 

The argument offered here is that power, typically exerted fiom o d y  one perspective by a 

dominant elite, obliterates tme democratic political practice. Such a unitary stance may achially 

reinforce the inequalities in education and society (Ginsberg, 199 1). Rather than power mer, it is 

power with which comprises the expenence of egalitarianism, the hallmark of democracy. WhiIe 

thoss exercising imperializing power may claim to be acting in the interests of excellence, 

efficacy, vision, and Leadership, these characteristics can just as easiiy be distinguishing features 

of CO-agency and power-sharing, improving the system for al1 stakeholders, teachers and students 

included. For example, a sense of efficacy evolves naturally fiom accomplishing tasks through 

mutual support and CO-operation (Kreisberg, 1992). An environment of dialogical power-sharing 

(through mutual exchange of ideas) promotes an atmosphere in which students and teachea leam 

together and fiom each other Peck, 1993). Shared responsibility, reciprocal engagement and 

meaningfùl participation withh the s c h o o l - l e h g  community promotes not only students' 

well-being but also that of others, and by extension the good health of society (Beck, 1993; 

Glickman, 1997). 

The difnculty here is that in education (as in other aspects of Iifie society), the status quo has 

ineaial strength, that is, teachers are commonly more confident with the tried and acceptable 
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'traditional' methods of teaching and managïng their students? To evince change, teachers 

would fïnd themselves in the very musuai position of reinventing power relations wirh students. 

Accountability between students and teachers wodd suddeniy become a negotiated dynamic. 

When teachers comprehend that true (not token) power-sharing with students will, in ail 

probability, place them in the murky and transcendent waters of CO-agency, they may feel 

uncornfortable and suddeniy discover any nurnber of disparate reasons why tinkering with the 

status quo is inappropriate or udieasible. Teachers arguïug aga& this rehabilitation of the 

teachedstudent relationship assert (among other considerations) that -dents are not 

sophisticated enough mentally, nor do they have the prerequisite social and political sMls to 

entertain such dialogical power-sha~g? By abrogating unilateral authority, teachers, as 

pedagogical heads of classrooms, would immediately and always be accountable to students 

(Shor, 1996). Such a circumstance may be intolerable to many teachers because it would 

ostensibly require the jettisonhg of teacher controf over students, a control which, heretofore, 

has been regarded by many as the halImark of sound pedagogical practice and an inherent right 

of teachers. Clearly, such a stance inevitably begs the question, how can students become 

knowledgeable. proficienf and skilful socially, polifically and so on. without the occasion to 

" Although educators claim that their teaching, interpersonai, and management sMls are 
constantly evolving and improving, in the opinion of some observers, any fiindamental change in 
the extant hierarchical relationship between educators and students has not matenalized. 
Educators prevail as the power elite while students remain disedimchised and impotent. 

Frïends of the fore-mentioned Oregon teen who went on a killing =page, murdering 
his parents and several of his pers  in May of 1998, had themselves organized several meetings 
(well before the murders) outîining appropriate behaviours for the up-coming graduation. These 
are not the actions of irresponsible youth (ABC Evening News, May 1998). 



practice ihese learned ~kills?~~ 

Teachea with vision would Likewise comprehend that new student powers corne not without 

a price to students, as they too would have a stake in decisions undertaken in concert with 

teachers. But because these new powers and responsibilities will be acquired through 

meaningfüi and reciprocal involvement concerning their own school Uie experiences, there is 

good reason to assume that benefits wouid accrue to both participants, with teachers and students 

being accountable to each other. Such reciprocity of authority is provocative in that this b d  of 

power-sharing is but one component of the democratic process. When students have a vested 

interest in guidelines they help to establish, be they curricular, administrative, or social, another 

dynarnic ensues-students making greater demands on their peea (Shor, 1996). What better 

means to instil a sense of democratic citizenship in students than through meaningfid 

contribution at the action level in the diafogical creation and execution of those guidelines to 

which ail (both students and administration) mut adhere as a function of school Me? 

The power-sharing juggemaut has at least one rather cwious conflict of interest, however. 

Teachers, to whom we look as agents of the change to educational power-sharing, remain the 

authontarian agents of the bureaucratie mechanisms they are about to confute. Manifest change 

in any reai sense will require demonstrable ontogenesis throughout the entire system, not merely 

at the peripheries between teachers and students. Instead of conceptuaiizing parents and students 

as clients, inciuding them as members of the educational community would require us to alter 

24 If one of the reasons for schooling is to learn how to become good citizens in a 
democratic society, shouldn't the time to practice such a ski11 (as we practice language and every 
other school subject) be available as an Uiherent part of school curriculum? 



our understanding of our institutional bureaucraties so that they are conceived more as forums 

for collective deliberation by educators, students, and parents (Glickman, 1995; Strike, 1993). 

There exists a close comection, too, between power and culture. One theorist claims that 

culture encompasses dl that is socialiy, rather than biologicdly, transmitted (Marshall, 1994). 

Another (Wiiams, 1990) explains that culture is concerned with a whole way of Me: materid, 

intellectual, and spiritual. Carnoy (1989) describes culture as the totality of sociaIiy transmitted 

behaviour patterns, arts, beliefs, institutions, and al l  other products of human work and thought, 

characteristic of a community or population. However defineci, culture embodies values, beiiefs, 

and ways of structuring experience to make sense of o u .  world (MacKinnon & Reicken, 1993). 

A dominant group, for example, teachers, fimctioning as agents of the educational system 

with their authority sanctioned by the law of the land (Brown & Zuker, 1994), can impose a set 

of values and noms of their own design on disparate subordhates, in this case, students (Camoy, 

1989). There is an ideology in place to which teachers subscribe, that leaming in schools is 

valuable, that teachers are essential in this process, and that young people need guidance in the 

acquisition of proper social behavioural skills (Kreisberg, 1992). How much guidance is 

apparently not open to interpretation as teachers exert their power fiom an arbitrary position with 

scant student input. This necessarily sets up a tension in society's hierarchy whereby youth are 

discredited and disenhchised. Absolute power tends to cornipt, spawnùig distrust and 

disaffection. Moreover, teacher domination over students appears to be conceptualized as a type 

of benevolent professionaiism in which the teacher espouses that s/he is acting in the best interest 

of the student. It is a challenge that students, having litde practical experience in the political 



arena, are unable to refbte with any degree of cornpetence? accepting the domuiator's negative 

assessrnent of their abilities. nius, the oppressive mechatll*sm of the exkting educational 

bureaucracy continues intact and unchaiienged, apparently with the students' unknowing 

consent. 

As an organizationai metaphor. culture came into its own in the eady 1980s. Gareth Morgan 

descnbed organizations as "mini-societies with their own distinctive pattern of culture and sub- 

culture" (Morgan, 1986, p. 121). It has k e n  claùned that culture provides a common thread 

which binds the people of an organhtion with shared meanings, values, and beliefs (MacKinnon 

& Reicken, 1993). However, the motivation for this interest was no& seerningly, to enrich 

peoples' working lives, but rather, to capture a larger market share through increased 

productivity and intenswg manageriai control (MacKinnon & Reicken, 1993). Soon, many 

educational administration theorists began to apply the same concept of culture to schools, 

linking culture and school effectiveness with "the language of administrative manipulation and 

control plainly evident" (MacKinnon & Reicken 1993, p. 64). App lied in such a manner, the 

concept allows that culture is littie more than an administrative tool of control manipulahg both 

performance and student outcomes. Students presumably are thought to have littie to contribute 

to the culture of schools as an organizational entity other than continued cornpliance and 

confonnity so to perpetuate the statu quo of the institutionai engine. Sadly, such a view 

truncates any potential enlightenment that a more inspired investigation of organhtional culture 

might disclose. 

ZS The students, of course, are hampered because they lack their own organizational 
power mechanisms to deal effectively with the great educational bureaucracy already in place. 



As the sociaily transmitted part of human society, culture is embodied at the sub-conscious 

level, concemed with thought and perception, but it is also a leanied pattern of behviour- By not 

providing opportunities for the interactive exercising of these behaviour patterns, teachers are 

depnving students of a valuable aspect of their school M e  experiences that, when potentiated to 

their post-school lives, c m  have negative ramincations both for the student and the democratic 

society of which they are a constituent part. And still, educational administration (with the 

administrators) continues its tradition of being essentiaüy monolithic, authortarian, and 

impenetrable. 

(2) Value Theory, Educationuf Leadership, Interest, art d Violence 

Most observes, ifqueried, wouid acknowledge that they want to be healthy, happy, and tu 

Zearn to [ive the good life as Clive Beck (1993) puts it. Yet tragicaliy, many never achieve that 

intention. Some discern iittie glimpses of the yeamed-for good Life fiom time to time, but just 

enough to whet their appetites for more. For others, a state of weil-being is forever elusive, like a 

will-of-the-wisp it lingers fbstratingly always out of reach. Just why is this so? In an attempt to 

udock the secret of achieving "the good life," Beck (1 993) has explored value theory at some 

length. It is individuals, he daims, as the constituent parts of society, who decide what is 

valuable and it is the balance of diversity and thought that they provide as individuais that helps 

to maintain the health of society as a whole (Beck, 1993). Beck has concluded that in pursuit of 

well-being, it is people's moral behaviour as individuals that can be the means of realizing the 

"good Me" goal. 

Christopher Hodgkinson, too, has examined value theory. Under the rubric of moral 

leadership, he argues that an understanding of his paradigm, the hierarchical theory of values, can 
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assist leaders in addressing problems in society: of division, of anfagonism, and of conflict 

(Hodgkinson, 199 1). However, it is not in isolation that people effect the good life and make 

sound moral decisions, but rather through their diiiiation and interaction with others. 

Regrettably, this interpersonal joumey is often tortuous and the obstacles numerous. The 

principal difficulty in our interrelation with others, as Christopher Hodgkinson states, is that 

"Everyone experiences the world from a different angle" (Hodgkllison, 1991, p. 90). From a 

value perspective, it is this "different angle,'' coupled with an acnial or perceived Iack of 

interpersonal entente, empathy, and accommodation of this aforementioned "different angle," 

that is often responsible for the day-to-day fictions that preclude us fiom accomplishing our 

intention of leading the good Life (Mathews, 1996). Under the present hierarchical structure that 

characterizes education, the "dBerent angles" of teachers and students spawns unresolved 

tensions and anirnosities, with poor emotional and social environments rampant. 

For a teacher, or indeed anyone, to become a thoughtfûl problem-solver (and 1 am thinking 

about dealïng with acts of violence), it could be useful to have a means of understanding and 

exRmining the value orientations and motivations that apparently underscore our own behaviour 

and those of our fellows. There are attitudes and mores ingrained fiom our youth that are so 

embedded in the human psyche as to lurk largely unnoticed. This is a fonn of bias and the most 

difncult to counter because often the person holding these types of bias is unaware of doing so, 

and these biases are likewise held by many other people (Hodgkinson, 1991). To cite one 

example (as will become apparent in the i n t e ~ e w  section), people often have biases against 

other cultures. Rural society is not commonly comprised of nor is it exposed to the rich cultural 

mix that we have corne to associate with large urban centres here in Canada @articularly 
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Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver). People can have strong biases against the new and 

unfamiliiar. Shdents fkom cultures other than that of the predominant group may be labelled as 

different or weird, and regarded as troublemakers simply because they do not dress, act, or speak 

like the peer group- 

In years past, the d school, with its typicaily small enrolment, family atrnosphere, and 

personal relationship with the coxnmunityt was felt to be largely immune to the kind of urban 

violence that is currentiy receiving so much research attention. Moreover, the ethic of rurd living 

continues to evoke images of honest, hard-working village folk, enjoying a simple, yet 

cordortable and happy Mestyle-the so-called 'good life7(Beck, 1993), in which people know, 

care about, and look d e r  their neighbours. Intriguingly, these stereotypical perceptions do have 

an element of tmth, for studies have show that rural areas have Less crime and violence than 

their urban neighbours (Rodgers, 1993). 

But, to jump ahead momentarily to the study's data, as one teacher in the urban setting 

reminded me, "There is more violence per capita in rural areas than in urban. And people just 

forget that." The incidence of rural violence is dennitely on the rise, however (Astor, 1997; 

Wilder, 1993). It is unreasonable to presume that country Living has been fiozen in time when its 

urban neighbour has been subjected to rapid change. Yet, country living as the cure-ail escape 

fi-om fast-paced city Me, is in fact, the Mage that persists in marketing ads nom sofi drinks to 

real estate, fiom laundry detergent to blue jeans. Aithough nual Me has changed, the changes 

perhaps have not had the immediacy of those of the urban situation. Smaiier and scattered rural 

population, the enomous geographical distances involved, and the continued self-interest of 

large urban popdatiork all contribute to nual education rernaining largely ignored as a venue for 



research and as the last bastion of i d y k  bliss, an escape, or sanchiary fiom the knetic Pace and 

U s  of the big city. 

Rural schooling has also k e n  grappling with change. In response to chailenging economic 

times, the 'traditional' rurai school has corne under fiscal attack and, as a consequence, school 

and board consolidations are on the rise. A new breed of school, the large district nuai school, a 

kind of transition school [which, in its physicd characteristics at least, is scarcely distinguishable 

fiom its urban and suburban cousm,  is replacing many s m d  schools. Like their large 

rnetropolitan counterparts, district rural schools of 2000 students or more are not uncommon. 

While rural educotion evokes certain mental images and ideas, there appears to be an 

abstruseness about what rural education actuaily encompasses. While researchers agree that rurai 

education is neither d a n  nor subwban, beyond that, any definitive understanding of the 

broadly diverse and 'multiple realities' ofniral schooling can Vary significantly (Nachtigai, 

1982). For example, nual education may incorporate geographic uni& with dozens of schools 

having vast student enrolments or involve very isolated districts, sparsely populated, and having 

comparatively smali enrolments (DeYoung, 1991). At least one researcher concluded that the 

lack of precision conceming the definition of rural education rnay be part of the reason why it has 

often been ignored as an area of investigation (Nachtigal, 1982), coupled with the generaüy- 

accepted assumption that school violence remains, for the most part, an urban pr~blern.*~ 1 shall 

retum to this point later. 

Unwittingly, the true reasons for directional reactions in problern-solving can be submerged 

26 It is in relation to this last widely-held assumption that the most interesting 
inconsistencies of this study became manifest. 



through years of socialized brain-washhg with seemingly perfectly plausible responses 

rationalized and supplanted in their stead A teacher having intellectual depth will usually be 

aware that these influences of bias can colour hÏs/her decision, and she should, therefore, use a 

process of introspection, ~e~examination, and moral fàimess ofjudgement to reduce the 

prejudice inherent in these biases. Such tasks as prïor review of possible consequences, 

understanding traditions and norms, and an awareness of the gap between the ideai and the 

reaiity that faciiitates understanding, can di be usehi (Mathews, 1996; Willower, 1973). Many 

understand good pedagogy as striking a balance, searchg for homeostasis, essentially, a sense 

of well-being, not only for students, but also for the teacher and the school, given the particdar 

cilcumstances and context. As people work their way through an issue or problem, they Look for 

a means that is consonant as possible with ail that is vaiuable to them. For humans, a 

receptiveness and sympathy to another's viewpoint, contiguous with a compassionate approach 

to understanding, wodd seem to be the prime mover, the catdyst, that fosters moral conduct, 

such that well-being and the good life become available for ourselves and for others. Such a 

moral outlook, the tried and true "iive and let live" idea, perhaps could substantialiy reduce the 

incidence of violence stemming fkom these biases and bringing the search for the "good Me" that 

much closer. 

Unlike Hodgkinson (1 99 l), who views transrational values of principle as having a quality of 

absoluteness distinguishing them fiom the subrational values based on preference, Beck (1 993) 

claims that there are no absolute values, even though the basic values of survival, health, 

happiness and so on, come close to king  absolute. Instead, he counsels that values are 

potentially equal, and therefore, have to be weighed one against the other depending upon the 
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situation. Very often, exceptions will have to be made with reasons supplied for the sacficing of 

one value to another (Beck, 1993). These reasons may Vary in their morai validity dependuig 

upon the perspective of the person involved. 

But, since values, accordhg to Beck, are meant to promote well-king (Beck, 1993), the next 

question is obviously, whose? There can fiequentiy be contlict over which values shouid ùiform 

behaviour in a specific situation. For teachers deaiing with violent situations at school, the 

interests of the class, the individual, the tacher, and the educational institution may not always 

be consonant As humans, the urge for survival is very strong, therefore there is a powerful 

tendency to act in our own interests (Mathews, 1996). It is al1 weil and good ifour preferences 

overlay or parallel those of others, but when they do not, which interests wiii be considered 

expendable and devaiued? How will the decision be made? Should the judgement be made on 

moral grounds or according to interest? Again, much hinges on the philosophy of the 

individual(s) making the determination (Mathews, 1996), whether the decision will be one of 

principle (transrational) or based solely on interest and preference (subrational), or perhaps even 

a combination- 

For example, many people are inordinately concemed with their own aspirations and tender 

their decisions with a view to getting ahead. These aspirations may be motivated by several basic 

values in Beck's (1993) system those of fulnlment, selfiespect, respect fiom others, and 

fieedorn, to mention only a few. Humans are social animals so it is scarcely surprishg that 

m a t i v e  societal recognition in a variety of guises is vaiued highly. Often the basic value of 

making our own way and taking responsibility for our personai and professional He, can over- 

ride any other motivation. And if, whiie solid@bg our own position, others are advantaged and 
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their positions also enhanced, the decision may be easier. For an extreme example, ndministrators 

may be viewed as successfid if their schools seem to be less violent than others. Teachers may 

realize that they too are applauded as comptent if they seem to have iittle dEculty managing 

aberrant behaviou. However, might there be certain behaviours that teachers do not report to the 

administration, wanting to maintain a good record on the 'violence scale?' What may be good for 

the careers of the teacher and administration may not necessarily be the best decision when 

considering the interest of the student The rationale behind any decision is buttressed if, 

conjecturing like Jeremy Bentham, it ailows that any determination providing "the greatest 

happiness for the greatest number," to be a moral one. 1 would argue, however, that this 

conclusion may only be gauged as good or rnorol in a relative sense. For, again, it ail depends 

fiom whose perspective the decision is viewed (Hodgbson, 1991). 

Quite naturally, the value balance is in a constant state of flux, even conf2ict, and therefore 

subject to change (Beck, 1993; Mathews, 1996). Not ai l  decisions are made, nor should they be 

made, nom a particular motivating factor. Each situation provides its own context and shodd be 

reasoned and considered that way. Lack of morality and violence perhaps c m  enter the picture 

perhaps, if and when, we attempt to shroud our hue motivation in the guise of one higher on the 

value scde (Beck, 1993). 

One consideration that seems interesthg to specuiate about, concerm whether it is of any 

signincance which value is stronger. For example, does it matter whether sense of duty is 

stronger or weaker than self-aggrandizement? Either, does it matter which of these desires came 

first? Hodgkuison (1 99 1) claims that kmwledge of good (that is, what is desired) comes 

spontaneously, yet people make decisions constantly to abandon their own impulses in favour of 
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more nomothetic necessities, so perhaps the order in which the desires achieve cognition matters 

Iittle. Rather it is the response in totality that is of substantive import. 

Dwerences in moral values have been lïnked to student violence (Rïckard, 1994), and vaiue 

theory can apply to violence resolution. Teachea are fkquently required to resolve Werences 

and disagreements that occur between students and even between teachers and their students. 

There is a certain code and standard of behaviour to which educational professionals are all 

committed as members ofour democratic society. Yet, it is ultimately left to the admini-strative 

officers of schools to ensure that teachers act with morafity (perceived as the right way through 

tradition) towards coileagues and their students. As is often the case in confiicts, multiple 

versions of events can Vary dramaticaUy. Without the contexhialization of the naturai setting, ai l  

action, discourse, and meaning are but a constmct or representation of reality (Hughes, 1990), 

ultimately making the task of untangling even more diflïcult. Teachers and their administrators 

are bound by educational policy issues and the values embedded therein (Mathews, 1996). How 

can teachers rationalize these many vaiue issues to resolve dilemmas responsibly? That question 

provides a segue into the next area for discussion, that of school change. 

(3) School Change and School Violence 

In general, the characteristics of bureaucracy include a hierarchy of offices, the channelling 

of communication through hierarchical levels, files and secrecy, clearly defined spheres of 

authority detemiined by general d e s  and govemed by regulations, and the administrative 

separation of official flairs fiom private affairs (Marshall, 1994). Bureaucratie officiais are 

routinely appoùited fiom above rather than elected, enjoy life-long tenine, high status, a fixed 

salary, and a retirement pension. The preceding profile could easily be a description of our 
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educational systern. And, the more dehumanized the bureaucracy the more perfect it apparently 

becomes (Weber, 1968)- 

Bureaucraties are, first and foremost, power organisrations, the main function of which, is the 

continuance of the bureaucratic mechanism itseif(C1ark & Meloy, 1989). Through the 

imposition of its meaning system, the organizational structure of this bureaucratic mechanism 

allows the dominant class to maintain its power status without resorting to physicd violence or 

overt coercion (Feinberg & Soltis, 1992). However, the imposition of the meaning system of a 

group (or individual) onto another group (or individual) is st i i l  a form of violence. Feinberg and 

Soltis (1992) refer to this as symbolic violence because it substitutes for physical violence. 

Essentially then, if one does not play by the d e s  of the bureaucracy, corrective measures are 

initiated such that any behavioural dehquency provokes discipline, for example, forfeit of 

advantage, or privilege. Failing that, the penalties become increasingly harsh until the imposition 

of the ultimate weapon, exclusion fiom the group. This description could be a depiction of 

authoritanan regimes of times past But, quite deiiberately, it also delineates, to a great extent, 

the modus operandi of the educationai administration system of the present day deaiing with 

violence in which suspension, and fînally expulsion, are reserved for our most dificult repeat 

offenders and so-cailed unmanageables. With domination over, and control of, individuals taking 

precedence over any consensual behaviour, respect and consideration for the individuai is, at 

best, minimal. 

A re-structuring of the present system of education dong participative democratic lines 

would, of nec es si^, require an altogether new theoretical fiamework perhaps encompassing 

theories of democracy, morality, and education (Heslep, 1989). Thus far, much of the discussion 
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pertaining to democratic change in schools has focused on teacher autonomy and decentdization 

as an alternative to control ideology (HoUingsworth & Sockett, 1994). Ifwe are, as we claim, a 

democdc  society, then the canons and tenets of the democratic way should be pervasive in 

society at dl levels, which would, of course, include education- Exclusion is not championed as a 

p ~ c i p l e  of participative democracy, yet students, as the prime stakeholders in education, 

continue to occupy a non-starter role in its processes. Educational change and improvement 

appear to be driven not by democratic principles, but largely by the economic red ink of a 

capitalist society (Steiner, 1994) and by authorïtarian leadership, whereby the best in education is 

Ieft to the discretion of the Leader (Sergiovanni, 1989). But shouid economic efficiency be the 

compelling daim to juste the present bureaucratie state of the educational system? Arguably 

not (Strike, 1993). Democratic privilege is thwarted when power difference selects that best 

through unilateral rather than democratic means (O'Hair & Reitzug, 1997). Further, the problem 

of change in education is hught with rnultifkious issues too complex to remain the sole 

province of so-called leaders, however qualified. 

Summation 

Students interact with teachers all day. The attitudes and beliefs teachers have about many 

issues, including school violence are informaily and formally communicated to students. To 

respond 'appropnately' to incidents of violence at school, optirnally teachers would k t  have a 

clear understanding concemhg just what kind ofbehaviour should be characterized as violent. 

They would aIso be contextually co-t of the different circumstances in students' lives, for 

example, culturai traditions, environment, economic (i)stability, and relationships between and 

arnong family mernbers and with the larger society. These relationships dong with many others 
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somehow are enmeshed with the mental, emotional, and psychological heaith of a student, ail of 

which have the potentid to have some comection not ody to how a student behaves and learm 

in the classroom, but aiso to what kind of democlatic citizen slhe will ultimately become. 

Against this backdrop, we are now ready to sharpen ou. focus, and tum more immediately to the 

particulars of this study. 



Chapter Three 

Answering The Challenge: The Unsettled and Unsettling Road Ahead 

Introduction 

The fore-going discussion informs the current research. The increased self-direction and 

participation by youth in the active management of their personal and social lives today codd be 

characterized as not having been translated into similar gains at school. At school, students 

remain largely disenfkmchised, subjugated, and devahed by a monoiithic educational 

bureaucracy having little relevance for our democratic society in the 1990s (Levin, 1996; 

Osborne, 199 1). The judgement may seem a little h a r ~ h , ~  but there are those who assess that 

schooling, and students' place in it, continues, for the most part, as it always has been, with 

students having linle meaningfûi influence, that is, power, over their own school lives (Levin, 

1996; Shor, 1996). The educationai system and its agents prescribe and control curricular content 

and almost every aspect of schooling. Some observers may wonder if it is really an educational 

necessity to prescribe behaviour and conformïty in everythïng fkom absentee and late slips, with 

detentions and beli ringing, to dress codes, lunch, and washroom breaks? Some may see these 

controlling mechanisms as mere facilitating devices. Such a stance, perhaps underscores just how 

ingrained, and insidious these processes may be. 

Teachers, as fiont-line agents of the educationai institution, are required to attend training 

segments offered by the Ministry to be introduced or inculcated (depending on one's 

philosophical orientation), with the strategies and practices deemed acceptable to teach our youth 

27 Sometimes it is necessary to push the envelope a little to draw attention to what is seen 
as an injustice. 



and so to perpetuate the existing status quo. Child-Centred Learnuig, Streamingme-Streaming, 

and Wholistic Language Leaming can perhaps be construed by some observen and educators as 

little more than "red-herrings for manipulation by the educational power elite."28 The extemals in 

education may change fiequently but the internai organizationd structures appear to continue 

essentially the same. Some could argue that, by and large, education has hctioned as a self- 

serving, self-perpetuating, bureaucratie entity for so long that those who have managed to 

survive and have passed through the system, have perhaps convioced themselves that, as an 

institution, education is not really dl that iiL-conceived. At the risk of some overstatement, the 

rationale may run dong these lines: WelZ. I went through the systern and I turned out all right. I 

don 't rernernber feelingpowerless, subjugated, and so on. One difficulty with that reasoning Line 

rnay be this: that was an e d i e r  time when Iack of personal autonomy both at home and in society 

was fairly consistent with a similar sense of personai powerlessness in self-directing our school 

lives. Put plainly, for purposes of exposition here, home, schooi, and society used to proceed in a 

fairly similar manner, but that no Longer seems so widely to be the case. Yet, the status quo has 

inertial strength. It seems reasonable that it may be more difficult to evince change within a large 

entity than a small, especially when the bureaucracy is as large as education. Into the present, the 

structures of society and of the family appea. to have become less restrictive and have evolved to 

In the case of StreamingDe-Streaming, as will be evident in this study, some of the 
teachers themselves charge that De-Streaming was foisted upon them. Some offer cogent and 
passionate arguments explainhg why Streaming is superior to De-Streaming. (Teachers f%d 
themselves caught in the cross-hairs of education, acting both as education's agents within the 
system of which they are a part, and as teachers offering students the best in teaching. These 
latter positions should not be polar opposites, but in the case of De-Streaming, for example, it 
would appear that many believe such is often the case.) 



encourage and promote more personal fieedom and individual self-direction at the action level 

than ever before. This increased fieedom may have occurred in part, through the changing in 

familial Iives. One can only examine the responsibilities shouldered by many contemporary teens 

in households where both parents workB or in homes with lives shattered by divorce to 

comprehend how vast the change has been in that one area aione. 

This is not to suggest that there are not other factors that have influenced youth behaviour. 

The world has increasingly experienced extensive culturai interaction. Technological advances 

have essentidy reduced the world to a neighbourhood. For example, the media is now able to 

provide instant access to M y  any part of the world and often in space." Western democratic 

society has become economically prosperous to such a degree that nonessential pleasures of 

self-interest and personai gratification, over and above basic subsistence, are readily available to 

ever-increasing numbers of our citizenry. Almost any appetite that one can imagine can be 

readily satisfied. Increased personal wealth, rapid technologie advances, peer pressure, and the 

media, to mention only a few, have ail impacted youth's view of their world and their place in it. 

The last severai decades have opened up the flood-gates of personal liberty, self-direction, and 

personal responsibiiity. 

'' The "Leave it to Beaver" household in which monies are aiways adequate, mothers 
work oniy at home, fathers arrive home fiom work at 900 in the aflernoon, and both parents 
have plenty of time to spend with their children may, in many instances, be little more than a 
myth presented in a television senes. Contemporary life can often be problematic for today's 
children. Abuses of a physical, emotional, and psychological nature al1 too often seem to 
comprise reality for many teenagers (Patterson, DeBaryshe & Rarnsey, 1989). 

30 The events of Desert Storm, the war in the Persian Gulf, for example, were often 
provlded as they happened. 



Although some chinks are appearing on the educational front3' -dents seem unable to 

effect rneaningfid change in the hierarchical (if this is not too strong a word) schooI culture to 

which they continue to be indent~red?~ But, the power of being heard, of k ing  vaiued, and of 

hding one's own way c m  be an enticing and irresistible Lure especially in these rapidly 

changing times. Railing against disenfranchised circumstances, youth may challenge suppression 

in a variety of ways. These "ways" may involve unacceptable behaviour, disruption, andor 

violence manifested not ody  towards school, the Iarger society, its symbols and structures, but 

dso towards peers, f d y ,  and even themselves, The nature of the abuse may be physical, 

verbal, psychological, emotional, or a combination. Because students are at school for most of 

their waking hours five days of every seven, it is often lefi to teachers to sort out and deal with 

these unacceptable and inappropriate behaviours. The challenge is set. If teachers' responses to 

misbehaviour are to be equitable and appropriate, they need to have a clear understanding of the 

problems at hand as well as strategies for their mediation. 

Purpose of the Shidy 

nierefore, the prime objectives of this study (revisited from their introduction at the end of 

Chapter One) are: 

31  A province-wide study of School Councils (in press) will show that although School 
Councils are mandated to have student representation, in many cases there are none, and in other 
instances where students are represented, they are often not elected, but appointed. 

32 Students have no input in the content of curricular matter they shidy. Ruies which some 
may £ind inane, childish, and unnecessary, must be obeyed. Failure to comply may result in 
expulsion fiom the educational system they desperately need to acquire skilis to secure 
employment and become economically solvent. They can then be willing partaers in the currency 
trade so fundamental in our society. 1s this redly the democratic way? 



to iden* and expiore teachers' reactive and proactive strategies for aileviating the 

incidence of violence 

to identim and describe what teachers perceive as violent; 

to iden@ and describe conditions that teacher perceive as fostering violence; and 

to describe, fiom their perspective on violence, how these teachers contextualize theu 

paaicular schools. 

Additi~nally~ thÏs study seeks to document consistencies and contradictions between 

"teachers' ideas, images, and theories that rnyst* social reality and block social change" 

(Keher quoted in Gïroux & McLaren, 1989, p.187), with respect to violence. Thus, the study 

objectives also include the following : 

(5)a to document, as articulated by a sampling of the teachers, the consistencies and 

contradictions of coastnictions of violence in two schools, one urban, one mal; 

(5)b to explore the contradictions between and among: 

(ii) teachers' generai constnictions of violence in schools, 

(ii) teachers' ideas and images conceming violence in their schools, 

(iii) teachers' particular construction of violence in their own schools using their own 

articulated delkitions as the point of reference; 

Design and Methodology 

A tentative initial theoreticai framework was developed on the basis of the literature reviewed 

and on pnor research conducted on school violence (Gailoway-Rùitoul, 1 994; Rintoul, 1 998). 

Methodoiugy Type 

Unlike quantitative research which has a predisposition to objectie social reality by making 
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generahations, in qualitative inquiry, reality is socialiy and contextuaily coosmied. For 

example, quantitative inquiry often contains categories within which the participants must h e  

their responses (Gray & Guppy, 1994), such as multiple choice questionnaires, which are then 

used to make generalized statements. Qualitative inquiry, on the other hand, seeks to make sense, 

understand, and interpret the perspectives of others (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992) by permitting the 

participants to present information in their own way, ui their own words, therefore allowing the 

data to speak for themselves (Greenfield, 1979), that is, the data is presented and it is le& to the 

reader to idente with the information or not. Because 1 am interested in understanding the 

everyday experiences of teachers contending with school violence in the context of their schools, 

recounted in their own way, 1 considered that qualitative inquj. would satis& these 

requirements. 

Procedures 

Initially, to gain permission to conduct the research, the research proposal was submitted to 

the Superintendents of two Boards of Education, both the urban and rural jurisdictions in which 

the chosen schools were located. Two readily accessible schools were selected for convenience. 

Best efforts were made to select two schools that reflected a wide spectnim of socio-economic 

and ethnic backgrounds, as weU as a broad mix of advantaged and disadvantaged students, both 

high achievers and low ability levels. Initiaiiy, my intention was to interview teachers of one 

urban school. When access to another school was granted, 1 reasoned that perhaps here was an 

opportunity for maximum variation of people and site. M e r  ethical clearance and permission to 

conduct the research was granted at Board levels, letters were sent to the administrations of both 

schools seeking permission to engage teachers as study participants. Each school designated a 
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facilitator, one a vice-principal, the other a department head, to assist me in gaining access to the 

staff. S M  and administration at b o t .  schools were extremely CO-operative and appeared 

enthusiastic to participate in the research. 

Conununi@ and School Descripaon 

Teacherlparticipants were drawn fiom two secondary schools, one rural and public, the other 

urban and Cathoiic- 

The rural school, a leisurely hour and forty-five xninute drive fkom a large metropditan area, 

is situated in a srnail pichuesque town having just under 18,000 in population. The population is 

largely homogeneous and white. The recent census indicates that some 16,775 of those are of 

British backgrounds, with Central European Dutch, German, French, Italian (in descending 

order) comprising about two-thirds of the remahder. The category "Others" comprises the 

remaining 435 residents. About 44 percent of the population have some post secondary education 

(Statistics Canada, 1996). 

The town has one high school situated beside a small Iake, at the periphery of a residential 

area. This high school serves a regional population of about 40,000 to 50,000, with those 

attending the school numbering nearly 2000. The building is a brick, one-floor plan with 20 

entrances, about ten years old, now suiTering fkom over-crowding. There are seven portable 

classrooms needed to accommodate the extra students. Even the staffparking lot is barely 

adequate for the number of cars. The visitors' parking area was reaiiy part of the entrance 

driveway to the school. There were aiways plenty of students crowded in fkont of the schooi on 



the street, just off school property? The cafeteria area is too small for ail students to eat together, 

and consequently lunch breaks are taken in three shifts of about 600 or so eacb Even so, the 

cafeteria c m  oniy comfortably accommodate 300- Assemblies are Sequent ,  even rare, because 

no space is large enough to accommodate the complete student body comfortably. 

The urban school is situated in a city of about 500,000 people within a larger metropolitan 

centre having a population of over four million. The population base on which the school draws 

is highly multi-cultural There are major representaûons of East Indian, British, Chinese, Italian, 

and Black Origins as well as smaller but signifïcant numbers of Portuguese, French, Spanish, 

Korean, Polish, German, and Greek ongins (Statistics Canada, 1996). Lady, there is a category 

that Statiçtics Canada includes as Multiple Origins which comprises nearly 20 percent of the 

525,000 population. 

The school itselfis positioned on a fenced plot of land with large trees near a busy multi-lane 

highway. The structure is two-storey and brick. Wiih a school population of 1250, the school is 

somewhat overcrowded, but not quite to the extent of its rural counterpart. There are several (3) 

portables unobtnisively situated at the back and side of the property. Parking space, at least on 

the days of my attendance, was barely adequate, but there is, apparentiy, available land on which 

to expand. As is often the case with Catholic schools, the Church is beside the school. Several 

meeting places are outdoors, patio areas with benches where students sit when the weather is 

pleasant. Several times when I arrived at the parking area, 1 saw students working on the 

33 According to teachers, students, often numbering 300 to 400, congregate on the street 
to smoke because provincial legislation requires that smoking is no longer permitted on school 
property. During my t h e  at the school that number was considerably less, although still 
substantial, perhaps 80 or 90. 



landscape around the scho01.~ 

SampIe 

Facilitators (see Procedwes section earlier) distributed summaries of the research proposal to 

stan members, and from those who expressed an interest in its subject matter, a purposive, non- 

random samphg procedure was used to select 12 experienced full-time secondary school 

teachers, both male and female, nom the fïltered pool (each having five years teaching 

experience or more). Al1 those ioterested in partÏcipating m the study were interviewed except 

two, one initially expressed interest but asked to be excused because of tirne constraints, the 

second because of illness? Seven participants were teachers of a large district high school in a 

small nirai community, and five were teachers of a large urban secondary school in a major 

metropolitan area. The study focussed on the perceptions of teachers as those who deai with 

violence 'on the front lïne7 and who are the prime implementers of any educational change. Each 

participant signed a letter of consent which outlined the purpose of the study, the benefits and 

nsks to the participants, and the participant's rïght to discontinue hisher participation at any time 

(Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Seidman, 199 1). 

Pilot Study 

In the Fall of 1996 1 conducted a pilot study of three interviews to test procedures and the 

effectiveness of the general interview questions developed (Anderson, 1994), as weil as to test 

34 1 Iater learned this work was part of a school beaufication project. 

35 The latter teacher discussed with me the possibility of proceeding, but using a 
telephone i n t e ~ e w  format. Because I wanted to keep the method of inqujr consistent, that is, 
in-depth recorded in te~ews,  1 deciined and thanked her for her the. 



the way 1 related to, and interviewed, the participants (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). The theoretical 

mode1 and substantive theory were discussed with prospective participants who then could 

provide feedback and suggestions. I proceeded with the stwly after making very &or 

adjustments. 

I j r  ferviews 

Seven interviews were conducted at a large disîrict high school of a s m d  rural community, 

and five interviews were conducted in a large urban secondary school of a major metropolitan 

area. With the assistance of the facilitators, interview dates and t h e s  were arranged to coincide 

with the availability of each participant. Tape-recorded interviews were conducted at each 

school, in private, in rooms set apart for that purpose. 

A schedule of interview questions (see appendix A) was developed fiom the research 

objectives, but the schedule's fiinction was more in the nature of a reference and a guide 

(Merriam, 1988; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). In te~ews ,  sometimes severai hours in length, semi- 

structured and interpetive Ï n  nature, yielded descriptions rich in detail (Tiemey, 1987)? The 

interview questions were posed in an order that related appropnately to participants' statements 

made in response to previous questions, Interviews were conducted, moreover, in a 

conversational style to aUow the participants the flexibility to explicate their world subjectively, 

at their own pace, unhindered by pre-set questions in a pre-set order that might not necessarily 

have been conducive to good conversational flow. Pre-set order for questioning might aiso have 

36 Several of the teachers were members of teaching teams and able to remain away nom 
their classroom duties leaving others in charge. Two others had spare periods before lunch and 
indicated their wihgness  to continue partiy through their lunch breaks. 



been inhibithg to the interpretive nature of the responses so desirable in this type of quaiitative 

research. As much as possible, the participants were asked for specinc examples to explicate and 

contextualize their idormation. Participants were also asked to ground their theoretical 

statements. In effect, teachers were asked to give a sense of why they think like they do, by 

parsing grand concepts into their constituent parts to promote better understanding. A samphg 

of questions used to deepen understanding were: "Could you explain what you mean by that?" 

"Could you relate an incident which conveys what you mean?" " What has happened to make you 

think like you do?" Often teachers would cite incidents gathered through years of expenence 

which ultimately have shaped their views. This attention to p d c d a r s ,  1 believe, helped to 

clar* information provided by the participants, boosting edification. 

The anaiysis draws on fmdings fkom a study conducted in Wmter and Spring of 1996/97. 

The research study, qualitative and descriptive in nature, was conducted using audio-taped 

teacher participant i n t e ~ e w s  and classroom observation, as the main strategies for data 

collection. 

Although the i n t e ~ e w s  were audio-taped, 1 kept an Interview Journal in which 1 wrote any 

observations, impressions, indeed anything that stood out as being unusual about, or pertinent to, 

the issues raised in the interviews. This information was jotted down during, a d o r  just after 

each meeting. 1 anticipated that these memos might stimulate critical thinking about rnatters 

heard in the setting and how they relate to larger theoretical, methodological, and substantive 

issues (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). 

Audio-taped recordings were transcribed verbatim by me as soon as possible after the 

interviews (often the next day), while the substance of the meeting was still fiesh in my mind. 
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Each participant received a typed copy of hisher transcription delivered pemnally by me, with a 

t h k  you note and a request that any amendments to better represent meaning or accuracy be 

submined to me within a week of receipt of the transcription. Even so, I spoke with several 

participants to be sure that each felt the transcription accurately represented what was said. 

During the course of the interviews, 1 selected seven of the teachers for more in-depth 

investigation by way of classroom observation- The selections satisfied a number of cnteria 

Included were both male and female participants, representation fkom both schools (four rural, 

three urban teacher participants), and nom a wide range of subjects and levels taught. Recorded 

classroom obsemations can typicaily provide M e r  insights (Tiemey, 1987) into the multiple 

realities, diverse perspectives, and idiosyncratic behaviours of classroom teachers. Of the 

teachers inte~ewed, dl,  when asked, volmteered their classrooms for follow-up classroom 

observation. Common phrases indicating acceptance included "My door is always open, corne in 

any time." Not one teacher showed any hesitation or reluctanfe in offering me access. Classroom 

observations were typicaliy several hours in duration, not innequently included most of a 

morning or aftenioon, and occasionaily a retum visit in the days hence. During the periods of 

observation, 1 took detailed field notes in a Field Journal kept for that purpose. 

I anticipated that particulars gamered nom the perspective of classroom observation would 

enrich the study by ailowing me "as-it-happens" access to emotion, body language, and group 

dynamics which constitute important aspects of human research? T'us, the information 

gathered from these visits was used to strengthen the validity and reliability of the interviews 

37 Such behaviours are avaiiable to the observer but are more diflicult to convey in an 
interview which is but a constnict of reality (Hughes, 1990). 



already conducted (Memam, 1988). In this study, the juxtaposing of an in-depth interview 

approach with classroom observation facilitated a higher level of participation and interaction 

which helped me to contextuaüze participants' comments and to comprehend more clearly how 

they understood and made meaning of their experiences (Seidman, 1991). As researchers, we are 

primarily concemed with understanding and recounting these "lived actions" (Anderson, 1994, 

p. 153) in a meaningful way, but we also recognize that some interpretation on the part of the 

researcher is involved in all acts of understanding and recounting the world of others. Therefore, 

in an effort to 'get it right,' additional interviews during and following the classroom observation 

phase were conducted to M e r  enhance interpretation and to validate understanding of the 

multiple layers of meaning (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Seidman, 1991; Van Maanen, 1988). As a 

positive consequence, classroom observation allowed me to comprehend firsthand the intricacies 

of teachers' approaches in dealing with incidences of violence and potential violence in the 

context of their natural setting (GLesne & Peshkin, 1 992). Brief elucidation interviews with 

teachers foiiowed the observation sessions to enhance understanding of what 1 had just 

witnessed. 

On-going analysis (Merriam, 1988; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Seidman, 1991) accompanied 

the entire process to provide illumination and to keep the data and research focussed. Utilipng a 

summarïzation process, I categorized the data by theme and topics according to the typology of 

the research questions and the shidy objectives. Further, 1 used a cornputer software program 

(WordPerfect always searching for patterns, contrasting, comparing, synthesinng, and 

38 Research tools available with WordPerfect that proved usehi were QuickLinks, 
Hyperlink, Sort, Search, Highlight, and Tracking. 



interpreting the data (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992), so that 1 couid make sense ofwhat I had seen, 

heard, and learned. Throughout the andysis 1 constantly refened back to my research objectives, 

conceptual fiamework, and definition of terms to maintain my study focus. 

M e r  I had completed the interviews, the participation observation segment, and transcnied 

the interviews, 1 began to categorize the data utilizing a summarization process, constantly 

comparing as 1 searched for similarïties and ciifferences in responses, according to the typology 

of the research questions and the study objectives. 

Limitations 

As a researcher, 1 realize there cm fiequently be some dïfficuity in i n t e ~ e w s  regarding 

context. The interview process itselfhas a certain artinciality about it in that it is taking place 

detached fkom the situation or circumstance in which the action itself occurred (Hughes, 1990). 

With data analysis, M e r  decontextualization would seem destined to render a construct of 

reaIity even more distant fiom that which occurred in the natuml setting. Participant observation 

made this process one step Iess removed. 

As an interviewer it is difncult, moreover, to be certain that my perception of an incident or 

emotion articulated by a participant is semanticaiiy equivalent to the participant's. The open- 

ended conversational-style i n t e ~ e w  allowed me the fl exibility to ask for elucidation in a non- 

threatening manner. Participants seemed wilhg,  indeed even eage~?~ to provide additional 

information and insight, perhaps sensing on my part, a genuine interest and desue for 

understanding and accuracy. In this process, 1 was able to retum to key issues repeatedly, with a 

39 It was almost as ifthey had been wanting to unioad their concerns about my topic for 
some time. 



view to knproving understanding- 

During the participant observation aspect of the research, 1 realized that my presence in the 

classroom could simiificantly affect the behaviour of both students and teachers, both positively 

and negatively. My sense was that students were fairly cornfortable with this outside observer, 

introduced (correctly enough) to the class as a teacher and as a researcher-in-training. 

The participants in this study were not identifïed with pseudonyms, but were instead 

recognized by the subject they tau& Both schools are large enough that many teachers, for 

example, teach Mathematics and so on- However, my prime interest in characterizhg the 

teachers in such a manner concems ceriain s i m i l d e s  of opinion voiced by teachers of similar 

subjects that are not necessarily offered by others. 

It is likewise appropriate to make the reader aware that there may be a skew in the database 

in that the nurnbers of teachers interviewed were not equal, that is, seven in the rural setting and 

five in the urban. Although both male and female teachers were interviewed, the gender number 

in each setting neither were idefiticai. 

The rural school is a Public school, whereas the urban school is Catholic. The Separate 

Catholic educational system claims to emphasize a higher moral code with a strong iink to the 

theology of the Catholic church. Moral teachuigs are subsequentiy reflected in the teachuigs of 

the Separate schools perhaps more overtly than is apparent in the Public system (McLaren, 

1993). There was some concem that these teachings may indirectly or directly affect the generai 

tone of the school thus impacting the data in some measure. Teachers were given numerous 

opportunities to address the religion issue and to indicate how and if it might affect student 

behaviour. But, none chose to introduce Catholicism and its tenets as having an affect on the 
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morality and behaviour of the students and teachers. In fact, several teachers volunteered that 

curricular studies and their handling of student behaviours were kept stRctly apart fiom the 

religious aspects of the Catholic school. This is not to suggest that the Catholic afnliation and the 

morality that faith encourages have no affiect on the incidence of violence at the school presently, 

oniy that these participant teachers did not so indicate. One teacher of the Cathoiic system did 

refer to the Catholic school he attended as a child as "so tightly-controlled, a very fascist type of 

administration" that "the violence that cornes fkom the top down actually encourages violence 

underneath as well." Opinions such as these are supported by research, for example, McLaren 

(1993) suggests that the efforts of Catholic schooiing in helpùig the poor and oppressed are 

spiritualised away when Catholic values themselves are invisibly Iinked to a culture of 

domination and exploitation. 

Further, teachers were routinely asked at the end of the interview if there was anything 

around and about the issue of violence and their school that they felt 1 had not addressed or about 

which they wished to elaborate. Not one teacher took the opportunity to mention philosophies of 

religion or of the Separate school system and its structures that she felt positively or negatively 

afTected the incidence of violence and its mitigation. It is my opinion that the teacher participants 

were extremely candid, gregarious, and forth-coming and I feel as certain as 1 can be in such 

circumstances that if the teachers felt the Catholic aspect of the issue was important in the 

incidence or mitigation of violence, the subject would at least have been mentioned 1 r e b ,  

however, that this is effectively taking a response fiom what is essentidy a non-response. 

Further, such an inference cm likewise overlook, however indirectly, any effects that the 

religious aspects of Catholic schooling may have had on the general school climate over time. 
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This s m d  discussion is by way of acknowledging the existence of these potentially probIematic 

variables, 

B k  and Efhi'cr 

1 understand that it is impossible to be unbiased and value-neutral. We aLl have inherent 

biases of which we may not even be aware. Life is replete with choices and research is no 

exception. Even initiai choices of topic and methodoIogy show preference, like democracy, for 

example, and can be coastrued as Ïndicathg bias. 1 made a concerted effort to understaud the 

perspective of each participant, while realizing that as a separate entity 1, too, carry my own 

baggage of beliefs and assumptions (Anderson, 1994; Hughes, 1990). Giving carefhl 

consideration to the diverse value possibilities inherent in my shidy and appreciating different 

approaches to redity, 1 attempted an impartial, non-judgmental treatment of participants and their 

information (Hughes, 1990; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). 

All transcription and mdry information pertalliing to the study are accessible only by me. 

Hard paper information pertaining to i n t e ~ e w s  and classroom observation is stored in a locked 

storage and retrieval system. Cornputer data on disks are coded and accessible only by me. 



Chapter Four 

Contextual Understanding: The SchooVCommunity Milieu 

This section of the study £kt examines participants' understandings of concepts and terms 

that form an integrai part of the research. The concept of violence has changed over tirne and 

here it is re-cast once again from the perspective of the 12 teachers participating in the study. 

Secondly, teachers situate their particular schools within the communïty, providing important 

contextual information to heighten understaading- 

All the teacher/participants fiom the pseudonymous Bishop's Gate Secondary School (urban) 

and Woodview District Secondary School (rurai) in this current study were asked for their 

perspective of the term violence, in particdar, to spec* what type of behaviour they would 

include under the rubric violence. Both the urban and rural teacher/participants of this study (as 

in the 1994 study) specified physical violence as the fist type of behaviour that came to mind 

when constructing and characterizing violence. This was by no means the only criterion 

mentioned, however. The descriptors cited by the urban educators in their characterization of 

violence included: 

... definitely physical contact, that comes to rnindfirst, definitely threats, swearing non- 
verbal kifids of threats: eye contact; gang behaviour. .. 
... the overt kinds of violence, beatingpeople up; verbal abuse, psychologka1 ahse, 
ernotional abuse-12 that is intimidation- 
1 consider intimidalion a form of violence, 1 mean direct con$-ontution, the 'Tm going to 
get you stufl" as violent ... 
... girls hitting boys and boys hitting girls, punchingpeople in the face, physical violence, 
but then there S some borderline kind of stt& horseplay thol c m  turn hto violence which 
in a way is more unpredictable because people can be just horsing around and something 
happens and it turnr into a fight which just comes out of nowhere; ifthere is a weapon 



involved; also verbal assault.,, 

Stïil another expanded the concept to encompass: 

.-. any kind of unwanted aggressive behaviour4ut especially physical violence such us 
Fghting.., 

Thus, the current construction of violence, articrilated by the educators partkipating in the 

urban segment of the study, besides the usuaiiy cited aspects of violence like physicai, emotio~d, 

and psychological abuse, is now recast to include new descriptors like intimidation and 

confi-ontation These new, more-inclusive terms, intimidation and confiontarion, may include 

verbal assault and other non-verbal, yet threatening behaviour, like certain incidences of eye 

contact. With this new delineation corne special inherent difncuities. These described behaviours 

appear to be both broader in scope and more subtle in nature. It now becomes, perhaps, far more 

challenging for teachers to discem and identiSr accurately violent actç. For example, coastructing 

the subtleties of eye contact seems fiaught with ineluctable and potentially insurmountable 

problems. Although there are instances in which some eye contact appears to convey 

malevolence and intimidation, judgement of this fleeting physicai eye movement once again 

brings the issue of subjective perception to the forefiont? And, because it is such a smail, 

perhaps barely discemable motion, a consistent and accurate judgement may be even more 

challenging. 

Rural educators too, had much to say in their construction of violent behaviour: 

...I think 'rhe physical 'Jrst of all. Fights! But any force is unacceptable if the motive 

'O The idea of subjective perception also figured prominently in my 1994 study. See 
Galloway-Rintoul, unpublished Master' s Thesis. 



behind it is to be hurrfùl or violent. physical things. one kid roughing up another, but 
verbal violence is the initial stage.-- 

A Mathematics teacber was emphatic that he would inchde: 

Physical intimidation, verbal intimidation, also intolerance of ka3 that me slower; 
verbal put-dowm, even kids putting themselves down; self-abuse like poor persona1 
hygiene and not caring for themselves generally or not caring about their 
academics- Self-obus happens a lor. 

A generai level Mathematics teacher offered this thoughtfûi commentary: 

I think emotional when we 5.e talkng violence. Verbal and emotionaC abuse me more of 
an issue than the physical. 

A teacher of French stated: 

... when Ifirst think of violence I immediutely think ofphysical violence, fists. a weapon 
and then there are many other kinh4ike psychological, verbal, that is, student to 
student, student tu teacher, teacher to student. teacher to teacher, al1 sorts of things-.- 

A teacher of Special Education also of Woodview District Secondary School put a Little 

different spin on his defikition of violence: 

... there S the violence that you c m  do within and the violence that you can do without. 
and to waràk.. [for example] there 's chippy. lippy kind of stz@ confi.ontationa1 "Iike this 
is crap man" language; aggressïve. attitudinal verbal stufl- swearing and insulting 
language and other incendiary comments; somebody beating up somebo4; things like 
divorce; kids coming to class dmnk or on marijuana. .. 

The teacher of Mathematics also in the rural setting expressed his ideas of violent behaviour 

this way: 

. .. very aggressive acts that we read about, like a kid bringing a gun to school. with kids 
beingpart of a gang; bullying; lots of verbal abuse, a trush-taiking mentality like calling 
a girl %lut ' or 'bitch ' and using the word-ny verbal sass; selfabuse like being 
suicidai; physical things like using a Bruce Lee drop kick ifsomeone speaks to yow girl-.. 



Another included: 

... well, racial pro blems und gender problems; physical intimidation, like one kid 
roughing up another kid or cracking open a switchblade; verbal intirnidahon: verbal 
bullyïng verbal pu t -dom like racial inrimidatiodsIws, derogatory remah,  sweming; 
pushing, shoving; self abuse Iike anorex k.. 

Still another appended her criteria to the growing List: 

A boy with a 12 inch h i f e  showing it in the window to students; gender abuse. personal 
abuse like getting dmnk, doing drugs; verbal abuse such as name-calliing. .. 

A teacher of Special Education in the rural setting articulated aspects of violence that may 

resonate wîth many in the 1990s: 

A Self-abusive lz~style '; extorrion of money Pike in the cafeteria]; not respecting 
themselves and not respecting the people uround them; horrible things like going to 
divorce court and saying the rright things so you c m  [ive in the right house ...p hysicarl or 
semai abuse. 

Pushing the dennition even a Little farther, one teacher in the rural se thg concluded that: 

Any force. any force is unacceptable ifihe motive behind it is to be hurtfulI..but what 
happens here is ofien play fighting it's not nasty but it happens- But like mother said 
"sornebody 's going to get hurt when you playjight. " it can escalate ... 

What becornes apparent rather quickly is that the teachers in the rural setting, like their urban 

counterparts, have been rethinking and reshaping the tenn violence in a way that broadens the 

determination and overali construction of the term. A new, more sophisticated definition, at least 

fiom these particular practitioners in the mal settùig, now encompasses a wide range of 

considerations like intolerance, eye intimidation, and self-abuse, which, arguably, even three or 



four years ago, would probably not necessarily have been mentioned in the context of violence? 

Many of these teachers construe the mere flashhg of a weapon such as a gun or mvitchblade to 

be violent because of the inherent idea of intent. Furthemore, intention and context are aspects 

of the issue of misbehaviour and violence that continue to be considered carefiilly by more and 

more teachers; they ponder speci£ilcally-is the intent of the so-calledperpetrator to be hwtfirl or 

not? The concept of being hirrtful appears to be the compelling underlying question that many, 

but not necessady all, of the teachers use in thek assesment of a situation as violent or non- 

violent. 

Interestingly, one teacher of Home Economics does not necessarily assay swearing as violent, 

"because it's so cornmon." Her characterization has this proviso: "They'LI Say 'F--'" or 'Shit' 

when they're cooking ifthey touch something hot or spill." She views these strong expletives as 

just a means of expressing annoyance or dismay, as another person fiom a different place in t h e  

might utter the milder, and perhaps less offensive (at least to teachers), "drat," or "phooey." If a 

teacher's perception suggests pernicious intent however, then she would re-position her 

classification. In this teacher's opinion, if swearing is directed towards another with malicious 

intent, it is then viewed as violent. 

41 This is not to Say that i d e r a n c e  and self-abuse were acceptable; to the contrary, it is 
simply they would not necessarily have been included under the rubric violence. The teachers of 
this study themselves suggest that such is the case. This may, in part, have something to do with 
the labelling of certain types of behaviour as violent and the increased awareness of certain 
inappropriate actions included under that rubric. 

42 My abbreviation. 



Once again, the provocative issue of subjective per~ept ion~~,  central to teached construction 

of students' intentioned behaviour, becomes manifest, To characterize intent, teachers must 

assess each occurrence of troublesome or questionable behaviour. Teachers have the challenging 

responsibility of making their judgements regarding violence not only with alacrïty, but f d y  

and accurately in a variety of situations that are not necessarily always ciearly defked, as in the 

example mentioned earlier, that of teasing (see footnote 18) or, as mentioned in the course of this 

study, even certain eye contacts. Therefore, on the basîs of the interview data, this study7s 

teacher/partïcipants conceptualized violence as fairly encompassing: it includes any behaviour 

intended to be seriously hw@I or harmfu, whether perpetrated by one person on another or 

directed towardF oneselfi Such behaviour can include physical or non-physicd acts of 

psychological, etnotional, physical, econornic, spinmi, verbal, and selfaouse. 

After the teachers had idenaed the h d s  of behaviour they would include under the rubric 

violence, they were asked to consider their own schools with regard to the definition of violence 

they had just articuiated. In an effort to understand how each teacher regards the issue, each was 

initiaily asked if he/she womes about violence in hisher school. Teachers' responses varied 

within and between the two schools- 

School Characterization 

The urban setting teachers at Bishop's Gate Secondary Sch001, when asked if they womed 

about violence in their school, generaiiy responded that it was not sometlhg they really womed 

about very often. There was one exception though. Their mainly similar responses include: 'Wot 

43 See Gailoway-Rintoul. 1994. Unpublished Master's Thesis. 
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too much here. We have had incidents, though." 

From a teacher of Engiish came this response, " WeU, werve had a bit of violence fiom t h e  to 

time but generaliy speaking I'd characterize this school as king reaily peaceful compared to 

other schools in the area. This isn't just my opinion. The police have said so too." Another, 

shmgging his shoulders, remarked, "1 don't worry about i t  I've seen it certaidy, but 1 really 

don't worry about it-" 

But fiom a department head of Special Education came this reaction, 

Worry about violence? Oh, for sure! ProbuMy l in  most worried aboutfights and they 
usually happen Teenagers are creatures whose hormone levels go up und down. They get 
into an argument. They can 't get out of it, so they flght- Boys and girls. 

A fmal response fiom the urban setting came fiom a former teacher of Religious Studies and 

English, who stated that he now mainly focusses his attention on Peer CounseUing and does only 

a Little teaching. "I'm more concemed lately with the other kinds of aggression. 1 wouldn't Say 

i f s  so much violence as acts of aggression." By way of explmation, he continued, "The boys 

want the girls' attention, so they body-check them into the lockers, knock books out of their 

hands-what I cal1 the 'goof-boy' syndrome." This teacher, who has initiated the Peer 

Counseiling Programme at this schooi, seems to be conceptualizing hostile physical interaction 

as the main criterion characterizing violence even though he earlier articulated a definition of 

violence that included a wide range of inappropriate behaviours of which d were not necessarily 

of a physical nature. He apparently sees the 'goof boy' syndrome, dthough stiil not permissible, 

as being more playful and less offensive behaviour than the all-out physical response of a violent 

and hurtful nature that is so fiequently emotiondy-charged and ripe to spin out of control. 



The following is a sampling of responses fiom the teachers in the rurai setting at Woodview 

District Secondary School, who in tum were asked ifthey womed about violence. Their remarks 

were generally consistent, ïndicating that neither do they, in fact, wony much about violence at 

school. As in the urban setting, there was, however, one qualincation. The first acknowledgment 

is fiom a teacher of Senior Mathematics who oEered, "1 probably ody think of it [violence] in 

terms of inner city Canada, or maybe not even Canada, maybe only inner city Toronto." This 

may be seen as a surprishg admission perhaps, considering what we already know about 

violence and its pervasiveness in al1 schools, in all areas, and among ai i  racial pluralities and 

economic distinctions- 

Again, it was the response fiom a Special Education teacher this time on the nual fiont-Line 

that was somewhat dissimilar fiorn, yet in other ways parallelied, that of his colleagues. 

Ido [that is, worry] because of the population Iknow thut when rats get over-populcred 
they tend to, you know, get a IittZe excitable, the hierarchical kutd of approack m e  
general sociological disposition of violence in this community +here S nothing 
outstanding there. To know about violence, why not go tu Toronto. . . we don? really have 
a violent disposition [here] thaf can lead to escalafion 

This particular teacher seemed to regard over-crowding andor sheer large numbers of 

students as the most likely influences that could potentiate trouble in his mal school. Similady, 

the proffering of Toronto as the most likely place to find acts of school violence suggests that 

some teachers have a certain mind-set or image that appears to view the big city as hugh t  with 

tensions and violence. Mind-set, dortunately, can often be predicated on very little fact and can 

be very difficult to shift once the mind-set judgement has been set in place. In this study, there 

seem to be two beliefs by teachers of Woodview: fïrst, that there is Littie or no violence in their 



rural school, and second, that Toronto schooIs, having an inherent violent disposition (a 

circurnstance which has been by no means been established), are hot-beds of simmering violence 

ready to erupt. 

Then, there is thk response fiom a Family Studies teacher at Woodview who, when asked if 

she womed about violence at school, replied, "No, because the kids are busier in 'foods' Food 

Studies]." 1t is her contention that any physical activity, in this example, the physical activity of 

preparÏng food, helps to relieve some tensions by redirecthg some of the extra energy that couId 

have the potential for fomenting a vioIent circumstance. 

From a teacher of French came this response: 

1 don 't worry about it [violence], but every so o f tn  an incident will crop up in the school. 
Considering the nnrnber of students we have in a confned space 1 think we do a pretty 
goodjob, but we don 't have the problem of ci@ schools. Twenty years ugo they were 
rnosth farrn kihu put] no more. 

Most of the rural-setting teachers apparently view their situation as non-violent when, in their 

own mind, they compared it to the large metropohtan city of Toronto, and claimed not to worry 

about violence at their school at dl. Several Woodview educators conceded that occasionally an 

isolated incident will occur, but in their opinion, violence in Canada remains, by and Large, a 

problem of the urban setthg, specifically Toronto. 

It is intriguing that many of these rural teachers voluntarily proffered Metropolitan Toronto 

as the urban setting in which they felt teachers cornmonly would, or should, be concerned about 

" The inference that farm kids are less sophisticated and not as 'street-wise' as their 
urban counterparts is not something new. Although a widely-held belief, it is not necessarily an 
accurate one based on fact. 



violence at school. These statements, voiced by the major@ of the m a i  teachers ofthis study, 

are intriguing, especialiy when juxtaposed with the information they fiirnifiirnished during the course 

of the interviews? As the i n t e ~ e w s  proceeded, there were also marked differences between 

how teachers' generally constructed violence in their particular schools and the image of violence 

that emerged in response to the in-depth interview questions. Although the urban educators' 

assessrnent of their school in regard to violence was somewhat more severe than the achial 

description of their school's violence would seem to indicate, using their own definition of 

violence as the point of reference, it was reasonably consistent with their actual accounts of 

violent and aggressive behaviour that the interview questions elicited. When d teachers' 

responded to the i n t e ~ e w  questions, however, their general constructions of violence in their 

particuiar rural school setting varied considerably fiom the actual accounts of violence in thek 

schools, again using their own definition of violence as the point of reference. The image that 

most of the rural educators generaily constructed of their large district rural school more 

resembled an idealized vision of a smaii mal community school in a pastoral village of earlier 

times where seemingly everyone knew everyone else, cared for each other, and where 

'apparently' nothhg violent ever happened. These Arcadian images contrasted dramatically with 

the teachers' actuai constructions of violence in their schools, as elicited by the in-depth 

interview questions. Many of these contrasting constructions of violence were also corroborated 

45 This hding may be suspect in that, although the teachers articuiated their cntena for 
violence, it appears unclear ifthey actually use their own stated criteria when characterizhg their 
school according to violent incidents. Their mind-set appears to be still mired in the old concept 
of violence being most commonly equated with combative physicai contact and indictable 
offenses. 



during consequent classroom observation. Recurrïng responses depicting violence in the rural 

school setting were invariably amended by a varie@ of comments, ali similar, such as "Well, I 

know it doesn 'i sound too great, but I [ive here and I know these kidr ... this isn 't the big city you 

know ..." This strand of the discussion conceming these rural setting teachers and their images of 

their schools will be considered in more depth as interview data are explored M e r .  

Even though ai i  of the urban educatoa in the study allowed that there had been incidents of 

violent and aggravated misbehaviour at thek school, only one teacher, a Resource teacher who 

teaches Special Education, declared that she womes about school violence. Similarly, only one 

rural educator, also a teacher of Special Education, conceded that he was mildly concerneci about 

violence and the escalation of misbehaviour, but rather in the general sense, citing his outlook 

that the sheer number of students in any large school cm, of itself, be a provoking catalyst. 

At Woodview, the A G s t r a t o r  of Programme Services declared, "It tends to be Special Ed. 

kids who misbehave to cover up theù academic inadequacies. The biggest bully in the school is 

the person who can't read." It does seem plausible that Special Education teachers might tend to 

be more concemed about ceriain types of violence than their colleagues, for they usually 

encounter a more divergent range of student behaviours and abitity levels than is ofientimes 

apparent in the so-called regular classroom. Further, it is not uncornmon for students who have 

difficulty leaming to seek other avenues for self-gratification and these may include a extensive 

range of socially unacceptable behaviours, including violence in its many forms. As well, Special 

Education classes can be a fiequent repository for students who are seen as disruptive, seE 

abusive, having poorly-developed skilis for interacting appropriately with others, havhg 

problems maintaining emotionai ~ e ~ c o n t r o l ,  a d o r  having dficulty leaming. These challenges 
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(and a rnyriad of others) can negatively impact the atmosphere so necessary for effective student 

learning to take place. The requirements of these students may well be beyond the scope of what 

a teacher is effectively able to supply within the confines of the usual classroom situation. Hence, 

children, whose aberrant behaviour requires moderate but repetitive correction, are fiequently 

dispatched to the catch-basin of Special Education, perhaps for want of a separate facility. 

Accordhgly, it seems logical and reasonable to accept that teachers of Speciai Education, above 

others, are, in some measure, more liicely to be concerned about vidence and all its dimensions 

(including self-abuse), since they are more likeLy to deal with a greater variety of misbehaviour 

incidents and loss of control on a continuing basis. 

Demography 

The participants were questioned about the social and cultural characteristics of their school 

population, and in particular, any associated family challenges that could negatively impact 

student maturation, leanllng, and behaviour. The urban setting educators were consistent in 

describing their school as having an eclectic mix of students representïng quite literally a global 

variety of cultural and economic backgrounds. Even the teachers themselves were representative 

of a wide variety of races (including visible minorities), and cultural heritages. Once again, the 

responses by the urban educators were mainly similar. A Resource teacher s h t e d  herseif in the 

demographic description providing her sense of the changes over 20 years: 

This school, situated as it is in Bishop 2 Gate. has a real cross-section demographically. 
It 's a whoZe conundrum of backgroundr. We have kidsfiom some quite well-to-do homes 
in some cases. Their parents are profssionals and we have kids fiom the other end of the 
spechurn, kidr t h  are fiom Ontario Housing single-parent families. welfme recipients, 
and so on, living on child welfare support ofone kind or another. So there 's quite a nice 
spread throughout. m e n  Ifirst came here 20 odd yeurs ago, the place was all white. 



There w u  one brown kid in the place and he waî a Iitlle Indian kidfiom Angola or 
someplace. Now it's about halfand ha& thut is, huIfCaucasian and halfOher. And there 
is some clash fiom time to time. umally between Blacks and Central Amerifcm kids- We 
get a lot of kïidsfiom El Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala, some Peruvians-al1 dzrerent 
cultures. Probably about 40 percent of students in the school comejForn broken homes. 
So there rnay have been remaniages and blended families but in the remaining 60 
percent IV say most parents do work Very few, rnaybe a dozen I h o w  oJ have the 
parents staying at home. 

Another teacher spoke to the broad culturai diversîîy at the school: 

Generally, working class, but 1 hate that term: blue-colZar, hmd-working fmilies, hard- 
workingpeople, trying their best in these hard economic tintes. Ten years ago the 
predominant ethnic group would have been the Polish because they settled in this area. 
But now it seems to be Sri Lankam, Pakïstani, and Spanish certainly. Still heavily Polish 
but more of an addition of those other groups. It's a whole conundm of backgrounds. 
Both parents work It would be rare ifone parent stays home, especiully not in fiscal 
times Zike these, are you kidding? 

This next comment came fkom the shidy participant who has been at the school the longest: 

From a racial and ethnicpoint of view it's very diverse. When Icame here in 1974 n was 
pretty well a Northern European, British Isles background Now if's like a United Nations 
and I think we 're iucky in the sense that there is no really predominant group. We 7>e 
never really had the gang kind ofphenomena. There's never been one sirable group with 
some other counter group that would be in opposition to them. So that's helped a great 
deal. Most of the students come in oriented to adianced level courses, usually thinking 
about university. Probably, that's unrealistic. Most ofen it seems &O be afinction of a 
parental kind ofpressure and influence. 

Several teachers mentioned economic concems affecting both family and school He. 

The population is pretty evenly split, male and female. The family situations in the l m  
year or two-economic concerns have begun swfucing, parents losing a job, or 
compunies being down-si& and the consequent pressure ofpossibly losing their homes, 
or having to move to Iess expenske homes. Ki& (are) feeling responsible, and having tu 



getjobs and so o n  For the most part if's two- parent families. We get most parents 
working. Probably more than halfthe two-parent families have both parents working. 
mere are] a number of single-purent families, rnosti'y the mother, but some fathers. Some 
ping-pong families. Kidî spending a week with one parent and then a week with another. 

This next teacher offered economic information and how the economic downturn has affected 

many of the families. She makes fiequent home visits (on her own tirne, 1 later Ieamed): 

It's a caring communiîy here, but developed over years. The school has a combination of 
students fiom a whole lot of diifferent backgrounds. M y  habit is to make home visirs on 
occasion And so IS>e been into the homes of a loi of the krkrciS and theyte goi upper rnidde 
class to upper class type homes. privileged I don7 know what the stats would be on the 
percentuge of fmilies with both parents working but I think most huve to have both 
working. We 're looking also ut a lot of single parent families as well. Some of the single 
parent families, both parents are very involved with the kids. m a t  varies as well. Most 
are with single rnothers and some me living with grandpments with the single father 
paying more attention than the single mother, which Ifind very strange. I haven't seen 
that too rnany places. I had one student who had both pments and neither one of them 
had parenting skills. Both parents were trying to do better by their children but the 
children couldn 't quite cope because I think that the parents, when they were back in their 
home town in their place of origin, had a community around them But here they were 
alienated they were separatedpom their community and they were used to relying on 
other people to pick up the slack and here, they don 't have anybody to do that. So what I 
noticed in the families, there was the tendency to get pregnant, go on we[fare undjump 
out of school before Id, which is really bad 

According to the Speciai Education teacher at Bishop's Gate School, communal networks o f  

support groups for many o f  these new Canadians, similar to those which would have been in 

place in the t o m s  and villages o f  their homeland, are either unavaiiable here or not developed to 

a level whereby they provide concentrated and recurring assistance. The support o f  which they 

speak has little to do with the social safety net so often debated by  politicians, but everythuig to 

do with the informal over-the-back-fence a d o r  next-door variety of  neighbourly and inter- 



family sustentation. It can be described perhaps, as an informai network of reciprocity that occurs 

when people Live and manage their affairs within a society chamcterized by an atmosphere of 

mutual support after having k n o m  one another and their respective families very weil for long 

periods of time. Lacking these reassuring and supportive relatiomhips, at least, in the opinion of 

these urban teachers, many new Canadians seem cast adrift as lost souk in the big city, without 

the informal social safety net to which many had become so accustomed in their homeland. This 

is but another Me-deficiency underscoring the alienation many feel, directly placing undo stress 

and strain on family members, Iefi to resolve Me's complications in relative isolation, their very 

existence, often compounded by economic hacdships, ineffective communication skills, and new 

and unfamiliar life courses- Because Canada has made a concerted effort to increase her 

population base through immigration, and because large numbers of these immigrants settle in 

large urban areas such as Toronto, Vancouver, and the ke, feelings of estrangement and 

dislocation can be widespread and a very serious concem in those areas heavily populated with 

new Canadians. 

When the rural setting educators were asked about the cultural and social characteristics of 

their school, their responses, particularly with respect to cultural composition, were markedly 

dissimilar fkom those of their urban counterparts. According to the study participants at 

Woodview, though, in the main, students appear to be fielding home and family challenges 

similar to those of their urban counterparts, if to varying degrees. Commentaries by teachers 

characterizing the students and familes of their rural school and setting include, 

It's pretty WASP-y, lacking in multi-culturalisrn. Very diverse, jùll spectmm 
economically, andfiII specîmm academically. lfyou're in a general Zevel classroom, 



chances are you have a very high percentage of broken homes, but ifyou're in an 
advanced level the percentuge of broken homes drops drmatical2y- 

The teacher's comment appears to equate, to some degree, the increased incidence of broken 

homes with lack of academic achievement, claiming that advanced level children generally have 

a more stable home environment. In a general sense, much research supports this view 

vatterson, DeBaryshe, & Ramsey, 1989; Price & Everett, 1997). Another teacher refers to kids 

with "tough backgrounds" as not being "university-bound." He continues: 

We ire had kidsfiom pretty tough backgroundF. The h-ds 1 teach [in Special Education], 
are not academic, or unïversity-bound, the tell-me-whut-Irve-got-to-do-ond-Wo-it 
kind ' They tend to be the general population. Parents that you want to interview don 't 
show up. At this jmcture in Woodview, generally speakfng we don 't deal wÏth 

psychopaths. we don 't deal with sociopathic personuliries, we don? de02 with reully hard 
corejunk We 'vejust got a nice sociological mir, you 'i-e not dealing with kiak that are 
basically dnrnken, angry. We do have those kih here and what you see is (sic) broken 
homes. molested girls, but I don 't how, I don 7 have access to thut 

He feels that, at Woodview, they have been fortunate in the profiles they are dealing with despite 

the fact that stresses and tensions being brought to bear are ever-increasing. 

A Family Studïes teacher in the rural setting lays the blame for much of the impropnety and 

ineptness of students to sustain constructive and peaceful interpersonal relationships squarely on 

the lack of traditional family values in contemporary mal Me. Under no illusions about the so- 

called consummate country existence, she charges that the dure of a tranquil m a l  Mestyle, at 

least, in this particula. setting, is Little more than an enticing romantic illusion obfuscating an 

oftentimes dysfunctional reality: 

My husband, beingfiom Woodview, I think l can say with a for  degree of certainfy that 



there have always k e n  dmgs in the area It's not just a sleepy Zittle towd6 Every kind of 
dnrg is mound Whatever is popular, is here. There is a lot of &inking. People seem ro 
think that's the only way they know how to socialise. The yood and family' thing is not 
that intense uround here. For the most part there is not that open, loving cornraderie or 
whatever. It seems to be somehow lacking. mere are a lot of broken homes and even 
some of them that arent they should be.fiacttared at least Parents leave at 6:00 a.m, 
corne home at 6:OOp.m. nien they have to relax, so they go out to p l .  hockey or ball and 
the kids are Zefl alone a lot. lSle hemd that parents aZmost give up when the kiak are 13 
or 14. I've hemd thai they don? know what to do wirh the kidr when they reach that age. 
They almost expect teachers to take over. 1 wonder how many of these bak sif dom and 
have dinner wirh theirparents? 

Comments questioning the lack of a vital farnily-life ethic are curious because (as several 

teachers mentioned) many of these country dweliers are displaced urbanites searching for an 

improved life-quality that has long been romanticized as the cornerstone of traditional niral 

society. Io many instances, these country dwellers have deliberately relocated to rural settings 

searching for a respite fkom the social ills that they feel are rampant in large metropolitan 

~ituations.~' It would seem, however, that for many, the halcyon promise of the quintessential 

country life has not necessarily reached the 10% heights of expectation. 

Another nual teacher sees community life as evolving multi-cultudly over the years, but 

still not approaching the breakneck Pace of the multi-cultural phenornenon in large metropolitan 

settings such as Toronto. She reports this example: 

46 Her emphasis, judging by the ernphatic tone in her voice. 

47 There may dso be an economic dimension to country living, as real estate and property 
taxes are commonly less. There are, however, increased food, clothing, and gasoline prices, 
which may factor heavily if the place of employment is quite a distance away. This type of daily 
travel c m  soon put many miles on vehicles which may have to be repaired and/or replaced more 
fiequently . 



WeYe're still a very Waspish rural communi~ in a lot of wqys. but that is changrng- And I 
especiully can see thal over the 1301 yens I've been here. I c m  remember when there was 
only one Oriental*' boy in the community. Everybody knew him. His parents owned the 
Chinese restaurant- He never had anyFienh und nobody ever had unything to do with 
himJ9 None. Thar was violence too. probaHy, but people jwt ignored him and le8 him 
alone. He was a nice guy andevetybody [oved [to have] him in the clms but he never said 
anything. Now the people who own the 2 or 3 Chinese restaurants in town @ad] 
wonderjül, wonderjùl kiuk who. srill, 20 years later never hadfnenh in the school but 
were better accepted Yet last year the one boy was beuten up Mer coming out of work al 
rnidnightfiorn the restaurant, by local kiak He was the most beaurifirl kid who I'm sure 
never provoked but it was the same kind of 'picking on' another race and colour. 

This same teacher, the Admlliistrator of Program Services, articulated current troublesome 

social issues in this community, simïiarly noted by others, that she sees as typical of the times: 

How we thought of booze on a Friday nighl, that 's whar fhey [the *dents] now think of 
dmgs. Some are fiom broken homes but lots fiom ordinary homes too. And I think kiak by 
and large find if Spart of their ZifestyIe. The comrnunityAt's a nice sleepy little town, so 
if S a centrai area for distributing dmgs. It 's a big tesîïng ground A lot of it [the 
problem] is broken homes, kids have been abused by theirparents, mmages  ending. But 
by and large they me wonde f i l  kiak 

In direct contradiction to the Family Studies teacher who declared that the rural cornmunity 

was "not just a nice sleepy town," this educator, the Administrator of Program SeMces, 

ironically using many of the sarne words but with an entirely different meaning, views this same 

rural community as just "a nice sleepy littie town." It is curious that both teachers have such 

divergent opinions of their school setting and communityfy It may be worth mentioning that the 

Many of the nual teachers here seem unaware of the new and more politicaily correct 
terms to address people of different cultures, for example, Asian instead of Oriental. 

49 There is no indication that teachers made any specid effort to integrate the new-corner 
into the community. The position seemed to be one of non-involvement. 



Family Shidies teacher, although living and working in the communlty now and for the last 14 

years, has not been there as long as  the Administrator of Famiiy Services who has Iived there 30 

years. The latter teacher has been a constituent part of the community since her early teenage 

years, essentially growing up with the community. Consequently, she may not be as aware of its 

failings and difncdties or, at least be more accepting of them than the teacher who, as a grown 

woman, e e d  in the community regarding it with fksh, and solely adult eyes. 

Yet another teacher (of Mathematics) views this nual setting as  one component of a problem 

that he sees as peculiar to any rural area which depends on larger, yet somewhat distant 

metropolitan centres, for family employment. Parents, whose work is located in these larger 

centres, are forced to leave early in the day to arrive at work on time, and necessarily arrive back 

home later than those who both live and work in the same community, be they urban or d. 

Such a lengthy workday typicaiiy leaves children unsupervised for much longer periods, both 

before and after school, than those who do not travel great distances for employment. This 

circumstance also reduces considerably the avaiiable parentkhild time together per day . Parents 

who must leave early for distant employment are perhaps less able to get their children off to a 

good start in the day, less able to make sure that they are well-fed, properly clothed, and ready to 

function and l e m  successfdly at sch~ol .*~ At least one rurai teacher noted that students 

ftequently cornplain about being hungry soon after they arrive at school. She in tum cornplallis 

that she must stop her teaching and decide ifthe problem is serious enough to warrant sending 

Although many of today's youth can responsibly care of themselves physicaliy, many 
still need a guiding hand. The possible exnotionai and psychoiogical trama associated with 
awaking alone and having to prepare themselves appropriately for theù day at school, can over 
time, have a lasting injurious effect. 



the student to the cafeteria for a rnufEn, before m g  to pick up the threads of her lesson. 

Another problem one teacher mentioned concems the aiarrning number of single parent 

families, a situation he, as both a parent and teacher, fmds particuiarly distressing. His sketch of 

the school population paints an dl-too-typical-" picture of family relationships starved for 

togethemess tirne, a fact that he obviously finds troubling and which, as a conspicuous 

consequence, negatively impacts the chZ1dren of the affected families- He comments, however, 

that in a generai sense, most families are: 

Fairly homogeneous, like yow White Anglo-Saxon Protestants. 1 hate talking like this but 
if's the best wqy to expiain it. There are sone minoriries of Orientais, some Ednd ians ,  
some Bluch but mostly Whites. m a t  If»ld very disturbing und discouraging is the 
nurnber of kidr who go home to one parent. Ihave found even when my son started in 
Kindergarten, there were 20 kids, 10 of which went home to one parentin kindergarten. 
The one thing is the single parent; the other is that living up here is slightb cheaper, bbut 
they [the parents] are leaving so early in the morning to go down to Brampton or Toronto 
or Mississauga, so some of these kids don? make themselves brearEfast. They come to 
school hungry, they sleep in, they watch television, come to school late- men when you 
want to contact apurent they're not home till6:OO or 7:00 ut night- They've had over a 
12-hour day and the Zast thing they want to do is hearfiom me. 

Summation 

The school culture at Bishop's Gate urban school and the rural school Woodview appeared to 

me (as a visiting researcher) to be quite different. My first impression of Bishop's Gate 

Secondary was that there was a palpable sense of community within the school wails. Students 

opened doors for each other and their laugh-fiiled conversation was accented with a sense of 

comraderie. Students were assisting those who were physicdy challenged to negotiate the 

At least, it is typical in the mind of this particular teacher at Woodview school. 
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crowded comdors. 1 wdked alone through seved halls and staircases at varîous times during 

which occasions students offered, "Good moming," held open the doors, and politely asked if 

they could assist me. Several asked, "Are you Lost?" Not once did 1 hear teachers shouting down 

the halI at students, but several times while in the Company of students 1 did hear polite 

salutations to those 1 was with and 1 often received a nod of the head myself. Needless to say, 1 

was favourably impressed by the esprit. 

On the other ha .& even gainhg entry to the parking lot of Woodview District Secondary was 

a challenge because students smoking cigarettes were constantly müling near the periphery of 

school property." Achieving access to the school through the main front doors provided some 

insight into the overd tone of the school. Students sometimes refused to move to allow me 

access. When 1 asked, "Excuse me," 1 only received a mere glance. Later, 1 was instructed by the 

administration not to wallc any distance through the halls alone, "because the school layout is so 

weird." The approachability of the helpful and CO-operative sta f f  of Woodview made me 

welcome, although before commencement of classes there was often a raucous almost out-of- 

control atmosphere punctuated with the constant c m h  of *dents slamming Lockers and each 

other as they pushed through the halls. This school is, admittedly, about 35 percent larger in 

population than its urban counterpart which is ais0 bulging at the seams. But, the hailways of 

Bishop's Gate seemed, if anything, even more crowded than Woodview, yet 1 did not feel this 

same malaise. In both schools, necessary portables are available to suppoa the over-crowduig. 

Cornmentary by Bishop's Gate teachers indicated that in theh urban setting the racial and 

** New d e s  forbid them to smoke on school property, so they obey the letter of the law 
and smoke just off the property line. 



ethnic mix is widely diverse with Northem European, Sn Lankan, Pakistani, Polish, and Spanish 

well represented, while the rurai setting teachers of this study indicate that their ethnic mix at 

Woodview District Secondary remains primarily white and homogeneous with only very 

minimal numbers of Asians, East Indians, andior Afio-~mericans." 

Teachers of both the urban and rural schools characterized their setthgs as having a 

preponderance of familes in which two parents need to work to maintain current lifestyles. From 

the i n t e ~ e w  data, it wodd appear that, in generai, the rurai setting has more families whose 

economics are in C ~ S ~ S  than the urban setting. The Administrator of Programme SeMces in the 

rural setting recounted a story of an excited teen who "had just about saved enough money for a 

d o m  payment on a CD, not a CD player, but a single CD." Accordhg to the teachers of both 

settuigs, there are a signiscant number of single-parent familes. Of necessity, they feel that this 

places undo stress on the parent left to 'do it all,' emotionaily, economically, and psychologically 

for their children. Although the rural setting perhaps afliords cheaper housing and land prices, 

costs for food, gasoline, and other staples, lïke clothing, are often higher. This necessarily hits 

those on the poorer end of the economic scale because cornmoniy it is the poor who are fiscally 

unable to be home ownea. They therefore find themselves unable to benefit from the cheaper 

land prices comrnonly available in more nual areas. 

Another added stressor, apparently characteristic of families in the nual school setting of this 

" There have been racial incidents springing out of control at both schools but Woodview 
students, on the basis of the interviews, are poorer at practising racial tolerance. This state of 
affairs may be, in part, attributed to the school population not being exposed to other nationalities 
on a grand scale: thus the opportunities for teaching, learning, and practising tolerance may be 
fewer . 



study, concerns a signincantly longer workiag day for parents because of the additional travel 

time to and fiom the metroplitan centres where employment is available. 

As well, there is some suggestion by teachers, most noticeably nuai setting teachers, that the 

lengthier work-day also has the very real potential to negatively impact the relationship between 

parents and teachers, at least to the extent that teachers have difficulty gainhg access to parents. 

M e r  experiencing a long and exhausting day, parents may not necessarily be predisposed to talk 

rationally with teachers. What is more, the longer work-day is thought to directly and negatively 

impact chiidren in the affected homes, in that the window of opportunity for parent/child quality 

tirne is reduced signifïcantly compared to that of the wban families in this study. The six-to-six 

syndrome, that is, leaving before six in the moming and arriving home after six at night, rneaus 

that a sense of communïty and fatniiy is probably harder to achieve and sustain. Other related 

problems cited include company-downsizing, job loss, and the generaily poor branch-plant 

economy." In addition, two snippets of valuable information gleaned fiom severai comments by 

Woodview educators indicate that there are, seerningly, plenty of illegal dnigs available and used 

in this rurai commmity, and that cirinking alcohol to excess is an ongoing social concem? As a 

result, children, who rnay be left unsupervised for longer periods of time than those whose 

parents work nearer the home-site, may be more likely to succumb to the temptation of drugs 

and/or alcohol. A teacher of grade nine Mathematics summed it up this way: 

" This, in spite of widely touted statistics and rhetonc about Canada's booming econorny, 
to the contrary. 

55 It may be that plenty of dmgs are available in the urban setting as weil but that issue of 
dmg and aicohol misuse was not mentioned by these particular urban practitioners as impinging 
in any major way on the sociai and cultural Lves of the particular f d e s  in their urban setting. 



With no one to watch over them, and it doesn 't mean thar someone has to have their 
thumb on them, ifsomeone is not asking, "Do they have their homework done?" or "Did 
you do this or rhat?" because there 's no one there, the temptation is. . - a 14 or ISyear- 
old cornes home and think " l i e  got homework. but I can watch TY; mom and dad won 't 
be home for awhile, I can go to the pool hall, I c m  go suck face, I can go s k i e b o d  1 
carr .. " well, you know, what Mr. G- LF saying in jiont of the classroom is important, but 
al1 these other temptaîïons Zike cornputer gmes  and so on, are Iike electronic op iates 
waved in fiont of a kid -ce. 

The same teacher refers to electronic games as "electronic opiates," part of the vast explosion 

of the media which, dong with the ubiquitous presence of television, and other distractions iike 

skateboarding, and the pool haii, serve to Lure teens away from school-related activities, for 

example, homework and organized sports. When coupled with the lack of parental supervision, 

he argues that the result is potentiaily problematic and may lead to violent incidents. 



Chapter Five 

Teachers' Constructions of Violence in their Schools: Abuse 

In this next section, teachers begin to divide school violence hto its constituent parts within 

the context of their own schools. Three key areas of abuse that the teachers articuiated as king 

particularly troublesome are: verbal abuse, self abuse, and physical assault Verbal abuse is 

viewed by ai i  teachers as king something of a catalyst fuelling the incidence of others kùids of 

violence, but aIso as a stand-done abuse hawig incredible destructive effects on others. 

Verbal Abuse 

Once the discussion of school violence had been broached, teachers both in the urban 

(Bishop's Gate Secondary) and the mal  (Woodview District Secondary) settings generdy 

agreed that verbal aggression/intimidation/abuse was especialiy signincant in that, not only is it a 

concern in and of itself, but also it can be the manifest initiai stage of other types of violence. It is 

at the level of verbal aggression, many teachers asserted, that educators have an opportunity to 

prevent an escalation in the intensity and variety of violence. Verbal violence has a distinct 

status, in that, although it may be the demonstrable, tangible expression of other types of 

unresolved conflict, it can also be an end uuto itself; that is (as several teachers maintained), in 

many instances, verbal violence is the extent to which a student intends to take his/her 

aggression. This is not to abjure the senousness of verbal abuse/aggression/violence, for 

educators in both the rurai and urban settings overwhelmingly contend that students participating 

in offensive verbal skirmishes can become quite vicious with their tongues and can Say 

"incredibly nasty, destructive, and h d  things." Furthemore, teachers understand that students 



with aiready fragile self-esteems c m  be so damaged both psychologically and emotionally by 

verbal violence that they can potentially become suicidai. 

A department head and Resource teacher fiom the urban setting, when asked to comment 

about verbal abuselaggression/intimidation, indicated that it is fiequently accompanied by 

physical misbehaviour underscored by loss of control. She explaïneci: 

Profanity is a w q  of life wïth teens in terms of good stufland bad stufl Jwt joking 
atwund. it S profane with peers. But this kr'd threw a desk, not at me, not at any kid in the 
ciass, but threw a desk So isaid "You need to be outta here because there are orher ki& 
in danger." So Isent him to the ocffice and then I came d o m  and talked to hirn and the 
principal said to me, What  do you think should be done?" And lsaid thut it was 
improper behaviour and he should be suspended so he told the principal to 'y- OB;'' und 
slarnmed the door. 

Invariably, the students prone to these inappropriate verbal outbursts appear to have low 

tolerance of others and poor self-control. It seemingly takes very Little to start an altercation. 

Sornebody looh at sornebody the wrong way, they 're teenagers Mer ail. Somebody says 
sornething mqbe about somebody S girlfilend. or boyjiend, or sister, or brother. If's 
usually. somebody says something about somebody: boy/girZ things, girVgirZ, boyboy 
things, you know- . - 

When asked about verbal violence, a teacher of English, also at Bishop's Gate, stated: 

Verbal assault, yeah It goes on mongst the students but the culture of the school really 
tenrls to fiown on if- It does happen, bot by and large I don? think it is the kind of thing 
which is countenanced by most students no matter what colour, background or ethnic 
group they belang to. 

The urban setting teacher, who heads a Peer Counseliing Programme, had this to Say about 

verbal abuse and swearing, "There is some. It doesn't seem to be intended senously nor taken 

senously." He immediately qualined his response, however, suggesting that such is not always 



the case. He iliustrated his point by recounthg an incident of verbal intimidation that quickly 

detenorated into aggressive physical contact. 

I came across a sexual assau2t case three yems ago. A guy was pmhing this girl mound 
threatening her d s o  on. He was hying to break her up with her boHiend '"I'm richer 
than he is, 171 be better for you, you7l be better of f  with me, I can buy you tltings!"at 
was the start of it. m e n  he was rebt&ed he would snack her just going down the haII- 
He did it to one of herfiienh who had been in Peer Counselling und because I'd laid this 
whole mp on about what was acceptable behaviour and so on, and what isnt she came 
up nght away and hadfound out thaî the fiiend was the victim of a sirnilai- thing- So lgot 
the vice principal up here and we got the police involved and he was arrested right in 
here. It was the fitst tinte I'd ever seen anybo& arrested 

This incident refers to the Peer Counselling program that has been in place at Bishop's Gate for 

many years. As a tool to undercut violence, it will be examined more M y  in the Violence 

Management section of Chapter 6. 

Yet another incident taken fiom the urban setting involved a boy who said to a femaie 

teacher, " F -  you, you bitch." He immediately ran out of class and slammed the door. The 

teacher involved happened to see the head of Peer Counselling just outside in the haüway and 

quickly gave him the details of the incident. He (the head of Peer Counsehg) approached the 

teen who denied that he had said or done anything untoward. When the teacher pressed him, the 

boy adrnitted, "Weil, she upset me." The Peer Counselling director continued: 

So I said. "Mvbe we should go downsîairs and shaighten this out with the vice 
principal? " And Iput a hand on his elbow. "Eh, don 't touch me!" And l'm thinking oh 
Go4 we 've got one of these. 1 said 'Zook you just con 't wander around out here. Why 

don 't we go downstairs, tell your story to the vice principal und straighten it out some 
way. " So he says, "IJm not going down there. " So 1 said again, "You can 't wmder around 
here. " So he sqys, "F-k you, you f-k " So Isaid, "Oh for God 's sake what are you 

saying? Zhis is Zike pouring gasoline on a fire to put if out. You 're not getting anywhere 



with this. " He (the student) pulled out a Zighier and said '1'11 burn you mon. I'll burn 
you!' Right away wefigwed it had to be somethnlg else. In the course of things we found 
out his pments were in detention in immigralon He and his sister were living with 
someboQ and his parents were detained 

The boy was understandably upset and fnghtened. His acting out was perhaps an expression of 

his stress and an sub-conscious c d  for help. The teacher added a thought-provoking comment 

about inappropriate verbaiization that seems particularly pertinent in this instance: 

It becomes more of a judgement call, you knuw? mat conrtiutes verbal hmasment? 
How rnuch of if is inferred and how much of it is real? Initially, part of that judgement 
call is by the teacher, so you may have varyîng degrees of goodjudgement. Personally, I 
think n lot of those moments are good teaching moments. 

A Special Education teacher in the urban school also spoke about verbal abuse: 

It 's all intimidation, the+ you! and this kind of stuff that they go through. As a teacher 
I've had it spoken to me. Heads of groups of kids who have their status to protect will say 
it? but ifthe student is verbally abusive to the teacher or to other studenrs, they will be 
called on it pretty quickly. und usually eliminated [that is, suspended/expelled] 
eventually. A person Me that, fthey keep it up, they aren 't welcome. The rnajoriîy of 
students don 't like if, their gang members may, but rnost don % 

Moreover, the Special Education teacher claimed that girls are becoming especially bold in 

the case of verbal abuse Ieading to threats of bodïiy harm. For example, the teacher had arranged 

for one student to tutor another stmggling in Mathematics. A contract was drawn up and signed 

by the teacher and the two girls. It seems that the student requiring help had a temble attitude 

and would not even do her tem work. When looking at her work book, the teacher explained, 

" We can't mark you on something that hasn't been submitted." There was a time fiame within 

which the student was required to hand in her workbook and that deadline had aiready passed. 



The student sulienly passed in the book anyway and the teacher, trying to give the girl every 

chance to succeed, said she would evaluate what was there, The teacher continued: 

As I was going through the book. her stress level got to be so high thut she war verbally 
abmïve, not only to me but she threatened this young girl [the tutor] und we had to cal1 
the police. She wus even telling her other teachers thut she was going 'to get ' this girlI 
We followed if up with police officers because it was really bad 

When the teacher finaliy gave the student her mark she explained that because of her 

threatening verbal behaviour both to her and to Angela (the tutor) she was severing both 

relationships and she would not receive any more tutoring in Mathematics. The girl intempted 

her saying. "1 c m  speak to Angela any way 1 want to!" The teacher very calmly repiîed: 

"WeZZ, you may think that you can. but I'm not happy with the situation and what happens 
is my decision We aagred andyou contracted with us to get he[p in Malh because you 
couldn 't get help anywhere else. We did not contract for abuse. " You could see her eyes 
widen and you could see that she was very much affected because she and 1 got along 
very well, which was why she sought me out to help her in Math Now the responsibility 
was hers to make other arrangements. The situation was back in her iap. 

The teacher told me that this girl has been getting away with this kind of behaviour at home. 

Her father is feeling guilty because he was separated and divorced earlier and didn't pay much 

attention to his daughter for many years. "Now that he's re-married he took her on, but she's 

been raking everybody over the coals because she felt she's been badly done by." The teacher 

went on: 

My impression is thut here is a really, really bright girl, capable of completing unïversity, 
hying to make a decision whether she S going to go down the gang leader path. She is 
gang leader. She '11 get people to vandalize teachers ' c m  She had a run-in with the vice 
principal and he knows for a fact that she had a fiiend takz a key and run it down his 
brand new cm. m e n  Ifinished this assistance with her, I had cigrnettes butred on top of 



my cm. She 's a dangerous, dmgerous person who works very swreptitiousi) in amongst 
the students- She hm that kînd ofpotential to be a crïmînal min4 in my opinion. She war 

doing things, the body-piercîng the pink hair. Now Inotice since Christmtar. her hair is 
back being properl'y clipped and the right colour. her colow, she 's tukm the ring out of 
her nose and out of her lîp andshe seents to be tryîng M e r .  

The teacher aiso mentioned that the girl "hasnyt been flooring anybody or slamming doors lately. 

Her misbehaviour hasn't been as overt." The teacher refused to speculate whether caliing her on 

her poor behaviour had anything to do with the positive change in the girl's behaviour. Other 

teachers have picked up the slack and the girl's course relationships appear to be going weU. The 

teacher does add that ifthe student approached her maturely, indicating that she "had rnessed up" 

and asked for help, she w d d  assist her again. "1 reaily go out of my way for kids and that's why 

she came to me in the fîrst place. She wants the fhits of whatever, but she doesn't want to work 

for them." The issue of girls being grudge-holden sudaced as part of this incident. The teacher 

declared that this type of nasty behaviour h m  girls, peppered with plenty of verbal abuse, is 

The m a l  teacher/participants of this study likewise view verbai violence as an on-going, 

thomy problem. A teacher of French in the nuai setting related an incident of misbehaviour that 

was apparently incited by verbal goading: 

It was a dzflcult classr one of those classes that I felt I couldn 't do anything unwual' 
because they always reacted in some reall'y strange way. They would get kind of b e r  
und I'd have to calm them down, get control, that kind of thing. One dqy we were having 
a seminar and we were sitting in circie and the best student in the c h s  was doing her 
'thing. ' AU of a sudden this gentleman, and 1 use the term loosely. and this happens in a 
spiit second, turns his butt to the class and drops his trousers, moons the class. and sits 
down! Well of course things are deud nobody seemed to react- I threw my pend down 
und said something like "Ican 't believe this" and sent Peter to the ofice- The outcome of 



the incident . . another girl had moutheîi the wordr "Kiss my ms" ut him in response to 
something and I hadn 't picked it up. 

Since this incident occurred during the tenure of another vice principal several years ago, the 

teacher felt cornfortable describing it to me and voicing her crïticism. She found that particular 

administration to be weak, indecisive, and ineffective, but dtimately, the student received a 

suspension when she, the teacher, insisted. After the expiration of the suspension, the student 

returned in tears with his Mother, who suggested that her son's behaviour was "not the most 

temble thing that could happen," For her part, the teacher vehemently declared both to parent 

and student that one more incident would mean expulsion fiom her class. It is her contention that 

when administrations are wishy-washy, that students are aware and will 'push the envelope' a 

little farther. 

A teacher of Mathematics in the rurai setting, transferred fiom Physical Education, had 

severai examples to share regarding insensitivity for others: 

I remember kids in Phys. Ed class arguing andfighting over whether a kid was good 
enough. or saying "You made a stupidpass!' Or a kid may be overweight and someone 
may not want him on their team because he 's "Too fat." AI1 this kind of stutgoes on- 
Then. the poor kidflnallj snaps andyou 've got a situation on your hm&. 

He continued with an example of remarks made by a student the sole purpose of which seemed 

to be the initiating of trouble: 

A lot of stufljust sort ofpops up. for example, a kid cornes in late and someone wiZ2 voice 
"Oh, you 're late. " and get their goat right away. Ki& Zike to push buttons and get each 
other S goat. Someone will be walking by someone in the caf(cafeterïa) and see sorneone 
listening to something and another will say "Turn thor shit down!" Another thing I'Zl 
notice is that the kïak will attack someone verbally for their hair colour, their haïrstyle, 
the clothing they Wear, for exampZe. wearing a Toronto MapZe Leafhat, someone muy say 



'2eafs' stick!" 

According to the study participants in the rural setting, this type of verbal harassment is so 

prevdent and cornmonplace that even the teachers themselves have been subject to i t  Often they 

have to stop classes and conduct mini Ne-fessons on the nature of appropriate interpersonal 

behaviour. Here is one recounted example: 

I'm a big Montreal Canadiens fan. My wiie and rny kia?s will buy me Montreal Canadiens 
stufffor my birthday and sonteone will scs, "Canadiens suck" And l'll say "Excue me?" 
They want the response "Uh. oh you suck" and then the whole thing will blow up. So I 
have to stop and say "ï wear this because if's a gift and my fmily knows how much it 
means to me and secondly rhr jut eqwessing what 1 likel. Ifyou Wear a certain style of 
shirt or you weor 'happy face ' or a Nirvana shirt, it 's not an invitation to say ''Nirvana 
sucks. 1 Iike Nirvana and I'm expressing whol I like. Ifyou like it too. that f okq,  but if 
you don 7, i f s  not an invitation for you to put me down. .-" 

These social etiquette lessons, although at the secondary school level, stî i l  seem to involve 

teaching the most fundamental of interpersonal M e  skills. A Family Studies teacher, who has 

also been subjected to verbal harassment, declared, "1 won? let someone c d  me a bitcb. One 

student did and immediately I went to the vice principal. 1 was outraged and won? put up with 

that. " 

A teacher of Mathematics at Woodview describes what he calls a "trash-talkhg mentality" 

between boys and girls. 

There 's definitely this male-frnaZe- . . with verbal abuse of the fernale. But it S almost as 
if the girls like it because it 's attention. it 's a sign of stutus. If's beyond immatwity, it S 
become a way of life in the seme that if '.Y the person they develop into. 

When asked about bullying and threatening using verbal harassment as the weapon, a Special 

Education teacher in the rural setting, replied, "1, we, uh 1 dont think of that [verbal harassment] 



as violence,s6 yet it certainly is. It's too bad, but violence other than the physical, we accept that 

more." She picked up the thread of  her remarks, disclosing an incident of verbal violence, 

specificaliy name-calling, that was apparently raciaily motivated. 

We had a wonderfù15' boy in OUT class. He was of Greek heritage and he was the most 
prejudiced character in the school. They had lived in Brampîon The family had moved 
up here tu get awayji-om othem WelI, the othets were East Indian, "We don? like them, 
they smell, they rnake fUn of us. We dont want to have anything to do with them. "And so 
every chance they got, it was "Paki this and Paki that. " There are a few East Indim boys 
and a couple who W e a r  the turban. One day there was this great foofmaw and the Greek 

boy was having a fit. m a t  had happened was one of these boys wearing the îurban had 
walked down the hall. Then Anthony [the Greek boy] and this other kid who was kind of 
sucked into this B e  wasnt ream the perpetrator, they were drawing things on other 
people's paper], well it t a s  turbans they were drmuing. So we nicely began to conpont 
this saying 'This is another person just the sume as you etc. etc. ' We had a couple of sort 
offiendly conversations but then the resource teacher in the Science class and in Special 
Ed. class said it continued If wasn stopping! They were d m i n g  the pictures and when 
the Special Ed. teacher did [taught] immigration, ifan Indian person was shown there 

was great laughter and comments m e y  are Paki, " although it kind of cooled itself'for 
uwhile. One day the teacher was doing stufon immigration He asked them to do an 

exercise whereby he had the criteria of how manypoints you need to get into the country. 
to be a person [trying] to get into Canada He wanted the kidr to play themselves and to 
see ifthey were looking to corne into the country to see ifthey would be accepted It was 
a really good exercise. Of course the kids had trouble understanding it- They thoughr he 
wanted them ro play somebody corning i n  A third boy, my piend Anthony, and another 
who is always stirring things up said "Oh, you want me to pretend I'm a Paki. "And of 

course there was great laughter. At this point I thought enough. I brought the three of 
them down here. The deal was with the father [Anthony's], ifthere was another incident 

" Although this teacher immediately qualified her remark, her statement may suggest that 
even though many understand and know that the scope of violence reaches fa. beyond the 
physical, the teachhgs and beliefs ingrained fiom long ago which associate violence only with 
the physical, have not yet been completely up-dated in theù consciousness. 

" Said with sarcasm, the word 'wonderful' here meant exactly the opposite. 



we were to 'phone home. So fine- I phoned the one innocent, well compwatively Iguess, 
boys home. It was realb interesring. The mother was quite annoyed with me and the 
father came into the school to complain about me. So the ante kept going up until we 
went to the VP und she contacted home- 

The teacher continued to recount the incident, explaining that she soon experienced first-hand 

how the seeds of this kind of racial discrimination are sowed at home and firmly take root in the 

off-spring. When she taiked to the parents, after having Little success at school stopping the boy's 

racial slurs, a possible reason for the boys' rem& became clear. 

1 phoned the third boy's home. If was really interesting. The mother was quite annoyed 
with me and the father came into the school to cornpluin about me to the principal for 
dming to phone home and bother his wife about "A piddy matter." m e n  I had said to 
the mother "Oh your son has used the word Pa&" She said "Well? What else would he 
use?" And 1 had said "You don 'r refer to them by thut, if's a slang term and if's 
prejudced " She said, "Oh, that '.Y what we refer to them at home dl the rime. He 
wouldn't know any other word " So if's no? what they're learning here, if's what's going 
on at home. That kid could not understand what the problern wax He couldn't understand 
it! Oh well, then we let him offbecause he was playïng innocent, or he was innocent, but 
then, when Anthony S father came, we met in the back room and he came storming into 
the room. He was going to teur our heaak ofl How dare I? He 'd corne to this country and 
he worked hard, and these people weren't doing anything und he 'd moved here to get 
away fiom them and his son could cal2 them whatever he wanted So we said "You should 
understand this better t h  anyone. " He went on about people makingfin of him when he 
came here, so we said. "..actly, then you should understand what we 're getting at- You 
should understand how this boy feels when he walh down the hall andyour son calls him 
a Paki " 

The teacher was unclear whether any of the parents actually "got the message" the rural school 

was trying to instil. Anthony's father did apparently "cool his heels" and said he understood. The 

school, however, decided also to deal directly with Anthony, the instigator, who was told, 

"We Ire not trying to change your values, but you c m ?  corne to school and do that (make 



racial s1urs)- You do whaîever you want ut home but not here. " The Greek boy h e w  it 
war on the line, that iflre did it again he would be sent home- There were afew times t h t  

you could see him holding hkself: But it was near the end of the yem. 

What seems rather curious about this whole incident, is that although the teen was told to 

discontinue the racial slurs, the reasons 'why' were not really delineated for him as the vice- 

principal had tried to do with the parents. The school may have thought that he understood the 

racial violence he was committing. By way of a brief critique, considering his background and 

the admission fiom the parent that he "didn't know any different," perhaps analogies could have 

been made and a teaching situation set up to promote understanding, to correct misconceptions, 

and to teach acceptable interpersonal and interracial skills. 

The teacher of Family Studies also in the rural school sees the old male/femafe stereotypicd 

prejudices rear their ugly heads in her food preparation classes in the fom of verbal skirmishes 

and put-downs, abuses that are gender-rooted. " With gender abuse. . . I see it happening. . . they 

(the boys) will fit them (the girls) into categories. 'Like you're the girl, you wash the dishes. 

You're supposed to wash the dishes, that's woman's work'." Although she insisted that the 

general level girls will readily accept this sexist behaviour, the advanced level girls are affkonted 

and wiil not. They immediately and vociferously put up a challenge with their own gender-based 

response. "I'm not doing ht, stop being a jock!" And they raise theK voice to get their point 

across. "If you don? vocalize, you're not going to get the message across. 1 think the guys keep 

pushing until someone says 'No'." 

A teacher of senior Mathematics in the m a l  setting indicated that verbal aggressiodabuse 

has many tentacles. He sees it as a tool of threat and intimidation, a method of initiating social 



hierarchy among students through sheer physical size and strength. He cited an incident that 

occurred right at the beginning of the school year. 

It was in a general level class. where, on thefirst dw of class, [tell them, "Tomorrow 
when you corne in. you can choose your seat andfirst corne, first serve." So, second ciay 
of class, in wulk  this littler fellow on the lefihand side of the clasmonr New the back, 
walking into the class a little later is a bigger guy who wants that seat and says to 
Derek. "Ger outtu that seat. " Derek packed up and rnoved I cal1 this intimidation, which I 
don 't like, 

The Senior Mathematics teacher, wondering about the nature of the persistent perpetrators of 

verbal and emotional abuse, had an interesting perspective on, and question about, the 

phenornenon of verbal revilement. 

Verbal and emotional abuse. . . I don 't know whether these c m  empt into the physical- 
Mqybe some feel that ifthey can get someone with their tongue they wouldn 't think of 
hitting sornebody, mwbe that S why they think it 's al1 right. Is verbal abuse progressfve? 
Maybe these people don 't realize how cruel they are being! 

It is intriguing that only one teacher voiced this query. Most of the other teachers seemed 

convinced that students know exactly what they are saying during these verbal skirmishes and 

that ofien the intention is to be hurtfûl or inflammatory. 

Aggressive verbal encounters with underlying malevolence, many claim, is typical and 

prevalent among and between the genders." A Speciai Education teacher in the nual setting 

recounted this example of female confiontationai verbalizing saying, "Girls be hast more 

vicious than boys. The name-caiiing and ganging up and 'I'm going to get you after school.'" 

When asked what kinds of issues these exchanges were usudy about, she replied "Boys, almost 

s8 Verbal abuse and intimidation by girls was also mentioned as prevalent in the urban 
school setting. 



always boys." She went on to give an account of what is seen, by many educators u1 both school 

settings, to be a fairly recent, but alarming trend: verbal harasment leading to physical assaults9 

She contends that femaie-to-female assauit and intimidation typicaliy has a much longer 

period of malignancy before it dissipates than the male-to-male variety. She warrants that femaie 

verbal abuse, once begun, frequently deteriorates into vicious physical assault. 

Girls have really corne into their own in fighting. That's a realproblem, a very big 
problern in school. It starts with name-calling- "You slept with kim, you f-ked him, you're 
a bitch, you sleep with everybody in tom'' This End of stuflis how it stmts. Girls never 
wed tojight rfgirls fought, it was a real ment. More fights now are wirh grade nine 
girls. Yourfiienb gel together and myfiiends get together, and we meet in the parking 
lot Mer school and we beat the sod out of each other. And then it beconzes very 
inhmidating. With boys, ïfthere is afight it's usually over, then and there, but with girls 
i f 5  not over nearly as fast. With girls, whoever loses is really Maid tu corne to school 
because of that kind of thing, because they me &aid they will get jumped One girl even 
ended the whole semester ut home. wouldn't corne to school, and it was Bcause ofl a 
fight over a boy. She was on home instruction for the rest of the sernester. She had a 
mother who really pushed and said "My daughter does not see school us a sgfe place and 
she NLFists she have home inshwction!' She came back the next sernester and everything 
was okay. That S girls though! 

The teacher appears to be suggesting that girls, once their emotions are negatively evoked, 

tend to hold a grudge longer and also that their sustained animosity toward their antagonist is of a 

much more malevolent and visceral nature than that which is usual with boys. But her h a l  

remark, "That's girls though," seems to indicate her tempered acceptance of this behaviour. 

Some may find such an attitude troubhg. 

Much criticism was leveiled at the vast explosion of the media and the ubiquitous presence of 

59 See Gailoway-Rintoul, 1994. 



television for what many see as a deviant and skewed portrayai of the human condition. There is 

tremendous peer pressure on aiI teens, and girls certainly have their share. From how they should 

dress to the nearly impossibly slender body required by fashion magazines and their peers, girIs' 

cornpetition for male attention has become a serious ail-comuming issue. A grade nine 

Mathematics teacher fiom the rurai setting recounted this incident between two girls: 

With kids here. what causes spats, especially what will make girlsfight, is nnnours. Ki& 
Peak out over here about i m e  m o u r s .  I t m t  blows me away. B i m e  stz# "Didyou 
hear, Karen's sleeping with a goat!" You go offond tell someone else. It willfinally get 
back and blown wqy out ofproportion Even I remember this one. For example, I might 
corne up andpinch your bottom, your boyfiendfin& out. he cornes to beat me up and my 
Piend steps in and says "Over my dead body!" Your boyjFiend gets a broken wrist and 
this kidgets a broken nose and I t e  pinched bottom and I'm fine. Honest to God that 
happened. al1 over a pinched bottom! I've had kids almost go into fisticliffs -The looked 
at me, but if's the way she looked at me!" Isometimes say to the kids '7 cal1 it a Beverley 
Hills 90210 17r' to 14th power or whatever that show is called. mentaliîy- " Now maybe 
this is wrong but ifthey see kids hopping bed tu bed ro bed ... somebody says something 
if gets blown out ofproportion, he beats up her, d m p s  her. .. whutever. .- ifthey see that. .. 
ifthey see this on W o r  some other way. and they haven? talked it out with somebody 
who has, I hate to say this) e-rperienced this and says, ''I%is is crap, this isn 't the way if 
should be. " then the only example or role mode2 is what they see on TV or in a novie 
theatre, 

Sometimes, according to another teacher in the rurai school, girls will just verbaily needle 

one another with no apparent motivation, maybe through boredom or just because they know 

they can get someone else riled up: 

These three young ladies, sitting in divergent corners of the classroom. they just picked 
up on each other and fed offeach other, were verbal& making comment. and dimpting 
the class, on an on-going basis, and the rest of the class was gettingpumped up. 

The verbal bedevilment apparently spills over into relationships between the sexes too. 



Aithough the most common kind of boyfgirl altercation involves what one rural setting teacher 

refers to as "verbal sas," he recaiis an incident where the verbal berating resulted in physical 

fighting between boyniend and girlfkiend. 

He slapped her, [there was] lots of ye lhg  in the hall. he slupped her again, und she 
screamed at him and slapped him back The terni "S[utN was used quite oofien in the 
conversation. If wm a#er cZms so the hall was cleared out. There was myselfand 
another teacher across the hall involved in it- Becme he [the boy] was the one going at 
it, we sepmated them Mark was jmt yelling He was reaZly mad He had a history of 
physical violence. He gets mad and strikes out. The unfortmate part is, this girl and him 
had broken up a number of times und gotten back together. In this instance they had 
broken up, because] he had seen her with another guy and thai's what this issue wax 

It is interesting that the teacher broke the interchange up because it was the boy "going at it." One 

wonders if he would have as readily broken up the fight if the girl had been overpowering the 

boy rather than vice versa? The idea of boys beating up girls as the o d y  scenario seems to spi11 

out occasionaily, indicating a still strong adherence by teachers to the traditionai and 

stereotypical-that boys are stiii the oniy real physical aggressors and that girls need to be 

protected fiom them. 

A teacher of grade nine in the rural setting had a somewhat philosophical attitude $3 

swearing, characterizing it as an abuse of the language. He has a merent  outlook about 

profanity, the so-called shock words. 

The swearing and the y-' word. well they jus? don? want to use the energy tu select a 
more articulate word I don? reully think they mean it in most cases. It 3 just to ofend. 
Sometirnes 1'11 throw it back ut them and they 'II be shocked or act it. I'ZI say, "WeZl, look, 
fyou Ire going to sqy it to me, then I'm going tu say it to you!" Whalever kidF give to me, 
I chuck right back in their face. "Do you l i k  if?" Isay. "No!" "Then don 't say if to me! "' 

According to this teacher, there appears to be somewhat of a double standard here in that students 



are manifestiy chagrhed when teachers use harsh street language, but cannot comprehend why 

sirnilar language is likewise inappropriate for their own use. 

The role of the verbal as a tool of abuse toward others is said to be gaining momentum and 

scope. A Special Education teacher in the rurai setting c o ~ s  that verbal intimidation, 

insinuating the threat of physical abuse, is rampant, even to the point of extorthg money fiom 

fellow students. "Oh, yeah, you see that in the cafeteria. Kids will wait at the end of the h e  and 

Say, 'Give me some money and I'll pay you back-' And they pay up because they don't want to 

be beat up." The teacher added that of course the perpetrator and the victim both understand that 

the rnoney will never be repaid. 

A Food Services teacher, about swearing and verbal hassiing between and among the sexes, 

does not see it necessariiy as violent. As she says: 

Weil. swearing, no, becaure it 's so common Ijusi say 'No, I don 't need to hem that. Tiy 
to find other wor& ' Andpretty much ihey will do that. When you [they] me working in 
the kitchen and touch something hot, you 'II ofien hem the 'F- ' word or 'shit : 

Seemingly, the intent, as perceived by the teacher, has much to do with whether an exchange wiU 

be labelled as violent or non-violent. She also related this incident which she does classiS. as 

violent, an occasion which was precipitated by a heated verbal exchange that rapidly deteriorated 

into violent physical contact. 

There was an incident last year where there was some pushing One young man was in 
grade I O  and the oiher young man was graduaiing. Bey are in the same class Food 
Studies]. The kitchen areas are just so close. The young man was giving the ozder man 
verbal insults, so the oolder man hadjust had enough andphysically threw him on top of 
the counter. 

A teacher of French indicated that abusive language among and between boys and girls is 



rampant. She claimed that in one day it is not uncornmon to hear "as-hole" shouted 20 thes, 

and other words "20 times worse than that," as weii as girls ushg the term "bitch" constantly. 

She declared that: 

Girls are becoming much more aggressive. I'm not sure why, but Isee if in my own 
daughter who is 14 andphoning and asking a guy over. We would never have done that, 
never! There S nothing maybe wrong wirh it but it f a dzrerenî ball-gme now. Ithink 
maybe they Le been taught in elementary school to stick up for themselves. niey know 
their righls. For example, they 'ZZ ojien say 'You can 't tell me to do that. 1'11 get my 
lawyer. You can't m a k  me stuy ajter schooL 'And even my own dmrghter will say 'You 
can 'r make me come home at rhat tirne, 1'12 come home when 1 want to. ' So they ire been 
told a point part which you cannot step. It S drerent now, reuily dzJferentI very dzrerent. 

The senior level Mathematics teacher contends that he, too, sees much more physicai 

aggression between fernales. 

I see much more aggression, girls chasing other girls home in a gang to beat one up. I 
see more of that. I was never aware of it happening 20 years ago. I'm much more awore 

of it now when I see violence beîween girls. Now girls are fighting in the halls- Mvbe 
this is part of equaliiy, I don 't kno W. 

When asked what he thinks might be behind this apparent increase in physicai aggression, he 

replied: 

A combination of things-dzBculties at home and so o n  There 's moldering anger readj 
to go ofl We men 'rprivy to a lor that goes on, except when we try to cull home. A lot of it 

has to corne Rom the home. I see them for 76 minutes a day. Thar may be more thun they 
see mom and dad It may be more or a lot less. I do know mom and dad have a lot more 
years to influence them than we do- - -0fien you cal1 home and c m  't reach them. The kia?~ 
m e r  and say mom and dad aren 't home. 

These teachers portray verbal abuse as frequently escalating into W-blown physical violence 

like gang beatings, and even, as in this case, among girls. Again the issue of parents having very 



long workdays appears to have a deleterious effect on student behaviour, with girls king 

especially afTected. 

Teachers of both settings are womed that girl-to-girl violence has quietly reached near 

epidemic proportions in this rural setting and to a somewhat lessor degree in the urban. One 

Woodview teacher spoke about a particufarly volatile and troubling incident. 

This girl had annoyed one of herfnendr and they sent this other girl, ulrnost likz a hired 
gun. to straighten her out. Shejut  wulkd up and stmted to beat the tar out this other 
girl. m e n  Igot there. there was actually one other teacher stmrdng beîween the girl 
being beaten who was our student, and this aggressor. She had obvious& hit the other 
girl who was on the floor and in tems. 1 intervened to get the aggressor out of there. I 
just said that the police had been called even though I didn 't know whether they hud been 
or not. I said "What S your name. we 're gohg to the oflce. " She responded. "F- - - off! I 
don 't go to this school anyway. I'rn goingl' I was mare thal 1 couldn 't grab her and 
resirain her. There was no percentage in doing that, so it was just a case of walking and 
talking and saying "You 're making a wrong move here. They 5.e going to findyou 
eventually, su why not make it easy on yourself?" I think she was wavering 'the should I .  
or shouldn 't 1' but then said, "No one knows who 1 am" And she disoppend We gave 
the police a description. and within a week in a small town like this, the police had her. 
even with informationnfiom other students. She was charged with assault, it was apolice 
matter- 

Again there appears to be ample evidence that many yomg people, to a greater extent in the 

rural school, often have difficulty mastering the art of self-control and self4iscipline. The initial 

manifestation of this inability to maintain personal control and mental discipline over one's own 

demons often seems to be exemplified k t  by aggressive verbal harassrnent directed towards 

others. 

Self Abuse 

Among the rapidly-growing and special types of aberrant behaviour included by the teachers 



under the rubric violence is that which is tumed inward as mistreatment of one's own body. One 

Mathematics teacher in the rurai setting dealing with anorexic teens states that 

The role modelis me there fiom the teachers and thut rneans they have to do this, and ihis, 
and this4ut hey, that could ta& a long rime, and [they think], '-fl lose weight quickly 
and dress like a tramp I've gotfiiendk, or z f l  do dmgs I've gotfiienk."Ki& want 
immediate grati!cation-they 're not looking at the big picture. Ki& are lookïng ten 
minutes ahead fyou 're lucky. 

Another teacher, head of Special Education, declares: 

Of the grade nine kids. I'ZI ber more than 50 percent have pied dmgs. That 's what S so 
upsetting to me. m e n  you try to do anything with drugprevention or try to help them 
out, it 's "What 's your problem lady? We do this. You don 't go out and not have glass of 
wine, so we donPt go out and not have what we want- " The kih, by mtd large, find if part 
of their lifesty1ee. Some of them just handle it better than others. They don 't go anywhere 
io Party unless there are no udults. Ever since high school [staaed], by and large, there s 
never a parent [at parties]. 

E s  teacher's own 16 year-old daughter is one of those attending un-chaperoned parties and 

she admits that: 

Since grade nine 1 can be sure thut every pmty she goes to has plenty of dmgs and booze 
mailuble. I don 't rhink her fiends have a horrible problem with it and most of her 
friends are fiom pretty ordinary families. I hope andpray she doem 't do dnrgs. I know 
she drinks and has done since grade nine. She doesn k get dru& I can smell it when I 
pick them up to drive them home. I fhe  kidr want it. it 's ihere. 

She appears to envision today's teens as difEerent t h  the teens of her day. Udike other 

teachers at her school, most notably the Mathematics teacher, this teacherlparent appears to 

accept the view that drinking is "a Iifestyle choice," not an abuse. This may not be the whole 

story, however, when she, by way of M e r  explmation, states "So where's the threat? So you 

get to stay away fkom school. 1s that a threat?" She continues: 



She 's ber daughter] been doing that [gohg to un-chaperoned parties 1, and here I am her 
mother vowing it would never happen, but she 's been doing it since grode nine and she 's 
in grade twelve now. We talk We 've gor a good thing going- What c m  you do short of 
barring the bedroom door which leads to nothing. She h m  to mah those choices. 

Another teacher, formerly of Physical Education who now teaches general Ievel 

Mathematics, believes that part of the problem concems the incredibly low self-esteem that is 

epidemic among most teens today: 

I won 't even let -put themielves down. It 's 4~ ifthey 're abmkg themselves before 
someone else can, and I'rn not comfortable with that. Selfabuse c m  show up through not 
cming about persona1 hygÏene. not caring about their acadernics. Unfortunateely, ki& 
look at their [ives and their academics as disposable- ï%eysee how easily they c m  throw 
a candy wrapper or a ch@ bag out and how quickly a father c m  walk out on a foinily. 

One teacher stated that smoking and street dnigs are rampant in this rural school of 
Woodview: 

The no-smokrkgpolicy came alung, and we offered help to stop smoking. You c m  no 
longer smoke on school properw Same goes fur s t e  Ifrhy 're smoking in the* car they 
are gone for the drry. So now kids smoke on the sidewalk along the side of the road- it 's 
a mess. You get 300 or 400 kïds out fiont and it S a mess, but they 're oflschoolproperty. 
Drugs, they go over to the arena This is the front-line for dmgs to other towns. Highway 
# - [the main street] is the main conduit to northern Ontmio. Drugs are a bigproblem 
Mmijuana is prevalent, very fiee and easy to get. Have you seen those tattoos? You c m  't 
identz3 it as dmgs because it look like stickers or something, so it S now the dmg of 
choice. The kids lick them and B 's impregnaed with acid or something. My sense is that 
drinking is even more of a problem because ït isfieely and more easiZy accessible. Mom 
and Dad not home so "Let's go home for a liquid lunch." 

The urban setting school also has had some iimited troubles with marijuana and alcohol. The 

Resource teacher indicated that the h g  problem was not widespread, "Well, it's not a huge 

problem. There is access [to dnigs] if you go digging. We have had kids corne to school high on 



marijuana and drink." She immediately began to speak about procedures: 

The procedure is very clear. The kid stays healthy- There will always be health aspects 
f i r s~  You make sure ifthe kid neeak a hospital or whatever. That is alwuysfirst- Then. 
you deal with consequences. which is ma l l y  suspension for such an infiucti~n~ 

A Special Education teacher fiom the urban setting stated that femaie students can be 

manipulative especidy when they are on drugs: 

There 's a core of manipulation andfimales are survivors in diflcult times. Some of these 
females really hold their fmiIies at r m o m  It S quite amazing- 'You t e  no? going to tell 
me what to do- "And they 're into gantes and some are doing very unusual things. fiey're 
into dmgs and one girl came in one dày and was really scmed sayïng a guy came mound 
with a hile and was going to kill her and she jumped out this window. They'r-e in v a c m  
buildings und doing weird things. 

The alcohol problem quite LiteraUy spiiis over into the school and classroom. A Mathematics 

teacher in the rural setting related this: 

Isaw a kid sharing his water bottle with another boy. I was talking to this kid and 1 
could smell it [alcohol] on his breaih. so I hauled him out of class and suid, "You t e  
been drinking!" And immediateZy he responded. 'Tt wasn 't me. it wasn 't me. Josh gave me 
the water bottle. " Now of course while I'm talking to Sam, if's clicking with Josh that 
'uh-oh it must be the water bottle. ' So he downed the whole thing and if's mîked strong 
not like a shot or so, maybe 50/50. He downed if all so there wouldn 't 6e any lefi. So 
now, how long is it going to take for thk to kick in- I sent him and the boule to vice 
principal in the ofice. In several minutes they cal1 and he hasn 't mived. Soon a 
hocking at the door, Josh says, 'I'm sorry I didn 't go to the oBce but I wasn 'tfeeling 
very well. " Of course he 'd been in the loo [washroom] up-chucking- AAlcohoZ is definitely 
a problem. Whoever threw up on mom and dad S couch on the weekend is the hero of the 
moment, 

Once again, it seems the issue of being the star of the group, initiated by peer pressure, is what 

inspires certain teens to try things that by themselves they normaily might not have attempted. 



Predictably, the results were not very pleasant physicdy and the student fkquenty showed 

remorse for acting UIlSUitably. 

Physical Assauit 

It is extremely dBicuIt to subdivide aberrant behaviour into categories like verbal abuse, 

physical violence and so on, because, in many ways, bey are Iinked and intertwined in paths so 

complex that they are nearly impossible to separate into constituent parts. There does appear to 

be one area of violence that merits special mention. R d  setting teachers of this study are citing 

examples of seemingly60 unprovoked incidences of physical assadt. A senior level teacher at 

Woodview recounted this incident: 

I can think of this one fellow, Justin, a pleasant enough kid. always in trouble for 
something but just a happy-go-lucky type of guy. 1 came in one day and his face was all 
messed up. I said, "What happened to you? " "Oh some guy jumped me!' "Who jmped 
you?" "Idunno, never seen him before in my life." "Where did this happen?" "Over by the 
fire station I was just walking along and he jumped me." Of course, you never know if 
there's more to the story or what else happened, but he was really messed up. Apparent& 
thk guy had mbbed h i .  face into the sidewak Ifmd it hard to believe that a guyjusr 
cornes up to you out of nowhere. 1 know Justin S mouth can get him in trouble, but he 
insisted he didn 't know who the guy was. 

This could perhaps have been another example similar to that mentioned eariier whereby a 

so-called 'independent' or 'hired gun' is sought for retaliatory purposes. This type of behaviour, 

i f  it is in reality as portrayed, is particularly intimidahg and fightening for shidents because 

they never know when something said, w h e e r  purposefüliy huaful or not, will result in 

Teachers suspect that some of these incidences may not be unprovoked but c m  uncover 
no information suggesting othenvise and, therefore, are left with only their suspicions that aii 
may not be as it is reported. 



retaliatory and pre-meditated physicai assauk Consequently, since neither the perpetrator nor 

victïm appears to know one another, the possibility for mistaken identity is always a concem. 

The possibility that many teens are living their iives in terrer, fearing calculated well-planned 

gang-like reprisais, seems particularly reprehensible. 

The partïcular urban setting of this study does not appear to have this soit of singular 

behaviour, rather the issue of "gangs for protection nom gangs fiom other schools" is much more 

of a problern according to one teacher. This seems logical since, in Riral areas, the distance 

between secondary school would necessariiy be much greater than that in urban areas. 

Additionally, that this school is Catholic may have some influence on student behaviour. For 

example, students are required to Wear unifonns and to attend Roman Catholic religious 

instruction classes. To what extent the Catholic aspect influences behaviour may be diffscult to 

ascertain, but some have suggested that when students dress alike, the peer pressure and 

cornpetition that d e n t s  endure about wearing 'in' clothes, may be somewhat alleviated. 

Similady, religious instruction may address, directly or indirectly, problern areas in students' 

lives, providing a forum for discussion. 1 mention the Catholic aspect here as a possible influence 

that the reader rnight consider- 

From the urban setting came a story about physical abuse by a male student on a female 

student: 

We had a case several years ago of a guy who used to beat up his girlfiend and a lot of 
students knew about it. It w m  murder trying to get ker to corne along and let us know 
what happened The other kit& wouid tell you but we were bying to get itfirsthimd 
because you 're dealing with a lot of hemsay- The English teacher stmted telling the kids, 
"I've got a play for you. It 's a play in two Iines. It S called LOVE. 'He ,  '7 love you so 
much I have to hit you. " She, '7 love you so much 1 have to let you!' The End The kiak 



would* stop. He asked them " m a t  do you think of that?" And they 'd suy 'Tt sounds 
reully dum b- " 

Unfominately, the staff never did get the response they were hoping to get fiom the girl in 

question. Finaily her parents were cded and alerted that abusive behaviour may be taking place. 

She was Living with an older sister and her parents were in Barrie, a smaiier city two hours north. 

The parents removed her fiom the scene by taking her to Barrie to split them up. In the end the 

boy was suspended several times- 

From the urban setting, a Special Education teacher recounted these incidents which involved 

physical harm related to gang behaviour; 

Over here, there have been a few cars that have made it over the blujj'is and one guy 

didn 't muke it out of the car, playing chicken This is what the groups and gangs do. We 
have had gang warfare going on in the neighbourhood and we 've hnd one boy at 
lunchtinte stabbed sir tintes. It was about a year and a halfago, but he survived His 
girlfiend got her han& al1 cut upfiorn Qing to protect him fiom the knzye- 

She was quick to note that the boy was South American, not &can American. She made this 

clear because, in her opinion, as soon as you speak of gang warfare people think it must be 

connected to the Black community. She spoke of another stabbing of a South Amencan boy: 

It was seven times around the heart apparently. He survived The people who uttacked 

him were big-time serious about it though. Kids don 't talk They won? tell you what the 
real reusons are- But sometirnes there is an undercment of what 's going OK . . there S 
an awful lot of girls that are involved in fighting with other girls over boyjiieendî. 

According to many of the teachers hterviewed, the increase in the incidence of girls fighting 

each other over boyfkiends, both in urban and rurai schools, is a troubling trend. 



Discussion 

Teachers of both Bishop's Gate Secondary School and Woodview District Secondary School 

agree that verbal abuse, whether characterized as inappropriate use of the language, as 'cool' 

adjectives of communication employed merely to converse, or used to incite, goad, andior hurt 

another, continues to be prevalent among teens as an integral part of their teen communication 

system, 

Excessive and conf?ontational verbalization likewise seems to be a common Initial response 

by youth in situations where the incident has as escalating violent potential. An off-hand remark 

or even a glance can precipitate a Stream of vitriolic verbal abuse. Often it is a seriously intended 

verbal attack, yet at other times it is meant as joking. Swearing and profanity, even in non- 

confrontational conversation, generally is the "in" thing with youth and their peers. Teens 

generally are very dramatic in their language and actions. As one Woodview teacher said, 

"Everythîng is always such a big deal." Many would agree that the teenage years do tend to 

ma& every little nuance of Ne. One acne pimple can be conversation fodder for hours, it 

seems. Therefore it seems safe to Say, that although their language seems radical, improper, and 

in extreme poor taste to adults, it may perhaps be little more than the over-dramatization that so 

ofien characterizes these years of puberty. The complication cornes when teachers, who are of a 

dinerent generation fiom their students, have to assess this behaviour contextualiy, the import of 

the circumstance, the language, the intent of the verbalization, and even the manner in which it is 

accepted by the recipient. There wiii, of course, be occurrences when the deciphering process 

may be relatively clear-cut, but in many more instances, the event will be widely open to 

contextual interpretation. As the head of Peer Counselling at Bishop's Gate remarked, "Much is 
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heterosexuai play, neither intended seriously, nor taken seriously." This is not always the case, as 

many students, teachers claim, are ready and, apparently, willing to trample on another's ego- 

For example, they will shout, "turn that shit down" when they hear music they don't Mse, or, 

when playing football, one verbdy assailed another shouthg, "You're too fat," and "You made a 

stupid pass!' 

Neither are teachers exempt fiom experiencing na=, truculent remarks targeted at them. As 

my research attests, even female teachers have been cded "bitch" and told to "F- off.." 

Regrettably, these offensive epithets are not an uncornmon occurrence. Thus, verbalization is 

another predicament of contemporary education that teachers are finding increasingly 

challenging to i d e n t c  and de-mystiQ using their judgement as best they can. 

What is new about these certain words that some claim to find offensive, however, is that one 

of the teachers on the receiving end of these denigrating remarks is reîuming the 'favour' and 

vocalizing the same words back to students, a practice ahnost unheard of just a few years agoPt It 

is intriguing that the students often seem quite afionted by this new "in-your-face" practice by 

teachers, but it does serve to anest theû attention. An English teacher at Bishop's Gate infomed 

me that one student became very indignant, "You can't Say that to me- I'm going to the principal 

to teIl him what you said-" The youth seemed not to realize initially that it was his own simiiar 

rudeness that prompted the teacher's response. This kind of repudiation by teachers may render 

the desired result for now when students are shocked by hearing words fkom teachers that they 

This practice is condoned neither by the teachers themselves nor the administration, 
thus its use may suggest that teachers are becoming fed up with what they feel is insolent and 
abusive language, and are at their wit's end trying to tmcate this ubiquitous behaviour. 



heretofore never expected to hear. However, there is the potential, at least, for these verbal 

exchanges between students and teachers to rage out of control. Teachers of both settings 

routinely use these occasions, and others similar, as 'teaching moments' for open discussions 

with students conceming the merits of exhibithg verbal respect for each other and the need to 

foliow the "do unto others" Golden Rule Teachers generally feel that these on-going verbaily 

combative exchanges set up tensions whereby the culture of the entire school is negatively 

affected. The atmosphere remains at fever pitch whereby any additionai rem& can potentidy 

flare situations completeiy out of control. Astonishingiy, students often c l a h  they do not realize 

their remarks are being offensive and could potentiate troubleP2 

Many teachers articulate a growing sense that, in their minds at least, a student's "fight or 

flight" flash point is closer to the surface than ever before. Frequently, when students are 

chastised for unsuitable behaviour their responses appear totally irrational and out-of-control. 

When, as related earlier, one student was sent out of class to the vice principal for telling a 

teacher "F- you," the student reiterated the epithet several times shouting it at another 

teacher/counsellor who was in the hail and had decided to assist in mediating the incident. On the 

face of it, such a behaviour pattern seems iliogical and perhaps malevolent, but can be, as the 

research demonstrates, an emotional plea for help. 

A teacher/participant of Bishop's Gate was proud to say that he beiieves the students in his 

62 In and of itself, the sincerity of this statement is ciifficuit to gauge. Students may indeed 
not reaiïze how offensive they are being or they may be cleverly saying the appropriate words to 
get themselves out of a problem situation with their teacher. If we give them the benefit of the 
doubt, then perhaps there are many other behaviours which we, as adults, view as inappropriate, 
but which are considered acceptable behaviour among youth. Again, value and context are core. 



school feel safe enough to "act out." When students misbehave, teachers and counseiion have an 

opportunity to discover any underlying problems that rnay have precipitated the "acting out" The 

female student at Bishop's Gate, who threatened her peer Mor, had evidently been a child victim 

of her p&rentYs apparently nasty divorce. She was, perhaps, still angry and emotiondy insecure, 

so she acted out at home and at school to see how far she could push and punish everyme 

because she felt she had been treated Ullfairly. 

The head of the Peer Comelling program at Bishop's Gate. who characterized verbal 

harassrnent as a judgement c d  by the teacher, wondered aloud, "How much of it (verbal 

violence) is inferred and how much of it is real?" He has articdated what 1 would argue is the 

fiindamental complication inherent for teachers assessing verbaikation: interpretation and 

contextualization. What rnay strike one person as verbal abuse and therefore unacceptable, rnay 

seem to another as litîle more than acceptable social interplay. The interpretation can depend on 

many things: the value baggage the teacher hidherself brings to the occasion, the students 

involveci, the nature of the incident in question, the culture of the community, and even, how dhe 

is feeling about W e  and hisher place in the world at that moment in tirne. For example, if the 

unacceptable behaviour is perpetraied by a shident who is rarely, if ever, in trouble, the teacher 

rnay treat that student less harshly than someone who is always requiring castigation and 

remediation. Similarly, at the end of a seemingly long and stressful day or week, a distraught 

teacher rnay be less tolerant than when under the innuence of calmer, less emotional and less 

stressfûl conditions. School communities that are concerned about the extreme behaviour of their 

students and which also have had a recent rash of violent incidents rnay not be as tolerant as 

another, quieter setting. Aitematively, one setting rnay be quieter than another because the school 
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community is not tolemnt of these Little misderneanours and rnay move to truncate them in thek 

early stages. Additionally, there rnay be complete ciiffierences of ophion-some teachers rnay 

believe that the shouting of epithets between students is never acceptable and address them 

accordingly, but others rnay view these boisterous exchanges as an integral part of king a teen in 

the 1990s. These are but a few of the myriad influences that can impinge upon how teachea both 

constmct and respond to misbehaviour, 

Another disposition that rnay be gaining popularity, according to severai teachers, concerns a 

practice termed "the kt'' wherein one student contracts a "hit" on another as payback for a reai 

or irnagined affront. The "bit" commoniy involves a severe physical beating with fists, without 

waming and, in the eyes of the victim, without justification, for they complain that they know 

neither why have been attacked nor the penon who delivered the beating. As one Woodview 

teacher said, "It's like the Mafia." This practice is especiaily troubling to some because the 

perpetration of these acts of violence rnay have shified to include a wider venue out of the r e a h  

of the local school comrnunity, making control more difncdt. These "hired guns" are considered 

extremely dangerous because they wiU often corne brazenly inside the school and proceed to 

pummel their victim and fiightening on-lookers with what is claimed to be unprovoked brutality. 

These young "gangsters" are ordinarily not known to the teaching staff as they usually attend 

others schools. Because both teacher and students have generdy considered their schools as 

havens of safety, incidents of this nature c m  place their comfort levels in jeopardy. No one wants 

schools to become like armed camps, with teachers and students requiring escorts when miving 

or leaving school property. 

Girls, as perpetrators of physical violence, are now seemingly as active and as scrappy as 
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boys. Teachers, remembering that when they went to school girls never fought each other, seem 

especially disturbed by what they view as an alarming trend towards physical violence between 

and among girls. Several of the teachers i n t e ~ e w e d  actually stated that they believe girls and 

their malevolence can be particularly nasty and nistained. Unlike my 1994 study, which 

indicated that girls perpetrated physical violence only occasiondy, at the present tirne, fights 

involving girls are, seemingiy, nearly as cornmonplace as those involving boys. 

Teachers of both schools agree that the most contentious issue Ieading to physicd 

altercations between girls concerns arguments over boyfkiends. Girls are becoming serious about 

defending what they see as their 'property' (their boyfiiends) fiom the clutches of other girls. 

Teachers in both the niral and urban settings said that when boys fight they will, in most cases, 

stop when a teacher intercedes but girls ofken will not. The o d y  way is to "strong-ami them" 

(girls) through separation and even then, afler they have been disciplined, they will often h d  a 

means to perpetuate the physicd altercation outside school grounds. In my earlier study, teachers 

then indicated that girls as early as grade three were pushing and shoving other girls aside in an 

attempt to keep certain fiiends for themselves (Gdoway-Rintoul, 1994). 

Although teachers Uisist they will not tolerate misbehaviour, the research seems to show that 

unsuitable conduct is not necessarily met with nearly as severe a response as it once was. While 

an observer in one class at Woodview, 1 noticed a youth arriving just as the bel1 sounded, 

signalling the commencement of classes. Negotiating the diagonal of the room by walking on top 

of the desks fiom one corner of the room to the other, he was ignored by the teacher who 

scarcely gave him a glance while she continued her opening remarks to the class. Later, when 1 

quened the teacher about the student's conduct and her non-response, she calrnly stated that, in 
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her mind, ail the teen wanted was attention, so she chose not to acknowledge his misbehaviour. 

Particularly, 1 recalied that neither did his peers appear surprised by his actions, the implication 

possibly being that this was not the first occasion for this nature of behaviour. I am not 

suggesting that wallàng atop desks should be considered violent, rather, it is but another 

indicator that certain kinds of behaviours aithough stiii regarded as unacceptable, are now ofien 

tolerated by both teachers and students aiilce- At least one teacher suggested that "You have to 

know what to make an issue oE" It would appear that the level of tolerance has, arguably, 

expanded somewhat, at least according to the longitudinal information gamered fkom my two 

small studies. 

Jh the 1990s, youth are under pressure to be the best, so they can successfully compete for 

prizes and awards at schoot, to conform in physical appearance to that considered as "cool" with 

their peers (and in a myriad of other ways) lest they s e e r  the ridicule of their fnends and 

censure from their parents. Stories of teenage girls Mering poor health fiom the effects of 

anorexia, boys and girls smoking and using drugs such as the new dmg of choice, '"the tattoo," 

are not uncornmon, at Ieast according to participants in this study. Girls, seeking attention from 

boys, WU ofien tolerate abusive behaviour by them because they feel the boys find them 

attractive. One teacher actually referred to this acceptance of male dominance by the girls as 

becoming a way of life for many, a mindless acceptance he found troubling. This kind of 

behaviour could possibly be another search for approval nom those lacking it in other aspects of 

their lives, home andor school. 

Another potential diffculty that has proved a challenge in some schools concems visible 

minonties and cultural difference. What seems clear fiom the present research is that, at Bishop's 
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Gate, the school with a broadly cosmopolitan cultural mu<, the incidences of racial discrimination 

are fewer than at Woodview which is more culturaliy homogeneous. In the case of Woodview, 

racidy-discriminating views verbalized at home by parents were echoed by their children at 

school. Sûmgely enough, according to the teachers, the parents implicated in the discriminating 

behaviour were themselves discriminated agahst as a minoriw culture, an understanding they 

(the parents) did not consider germane to the present disputation. People expressing such 

conditioned reflexes may often have d3ficulty comprehending parailel circumstances, even when 

they are clearly explicated, as in the case of the Pakistani and Greek familes. These Greeks 

understood the Pakistanis as Little more than ethnicaliy peripheral and inferior. Exemplars of bias 

and discriminating behaviour, evidence of cultural ignorance and part of people's belief systems, 

c m  be very difficuit to mitigate in any lasting way. 

Teachers of both school settings daim that students either seem incapable of controlling theu 

misbehaviour, or misbehave deliberately because it is "cool" with peers. The youth who dropped 

his pants and mooned the class in response to a remark fiom a female student, is, perhaps, a good 

example. He knows how to conduct himself, but instead went for the iil-conceived shock value, 

not considering what problems such action would cause. 

A Food SeMces teacher spoke to me briefly about the issue of homophobia. An example 

came up peripheraily while she was showing the class videos of chefs demonstrating cooking, 

which indicates that the negative stereotype about gays are s t i l i  perpetuated: 

The kids hute videos and make f in  of the cheJ They thinkthey are al1 gay. They won? say 
thor though. it 'k, "He talks firnny. He dresses firnny- " They will ask if if's Chef Alexander 
and they will groan and say, "Ugh, h k  " 



Teachedparticipants of both schools did not speak about extensive gay-bashing characterized by 

the use of derogatory epithets. Only the Food Services teacher mentioned it, indicating, "1 just 

tell them what I want them to get out of the video and go on." 

There stÎll is much stereo-typing between the sexes, with both girls and boys hurling 

sexually-loaded remarks at each other. There are epithets bandied by girls to other girls, but, on 

the ba i s  of the data in this study, there does not seem to be the same incidence of this type of 

conduct between boys. 



Chapter Six 

Violence Management in Schools and Classrooms 

Unless, in the judgement of the teacher, an incident is of sufncient magnitude to require the 

assistance of the administration, it is the task of individuai teachers to manage a wide variety of 

interpersonal collisions and school skirmishes- Consequently, teachen attempt to address 

incidents of misbehaviour in such a manner that escalation is averted or kept to a minimum so 

that leamhg can continue to take place in a safe environment- Strategies for deahg  with school 

violence range fiom 'ad hoc' reactive responses designed to curtail aberrant behaviour already 

under way, to more complex proactive responses confïgured to alleviate the incidences of 

violence before they can begin. 1 asked both urban and rural teachers (of Bishop's Gate 

Secondary Schoo l and Woodview District High Schoo 1 respectively ) just what strategies they use 

(a) to manage troubIesome situations when they do occur and (b) to prevent violent incidents 

nom arising in the first place. Teachers' responses were classified into two broad categories: 

reactive and proactive strategies. 

Violence Management Strategies 

Reactive Strategies 

In reactive situations, many teachers in both settings use multiple and progressive 

intervention techniques depending on what, in their opinion, is necessary and appropriate to 

mediate a given incidence or cïrcumstance. My research findings indicate that these reactive 

strategies, for exposition purposes, may described as measures which are policy-based: 

continuity of response, threats, and expulsion; pedagogically-based: curricular penalties, 



innovative pedagogy, humour, and professionalism; and student-centred: rationai intervention, 

separation, and school databases. Although 1 have categorized reactive strategies into the t h e  

main groups just outlined, they are by no means definitive but rather, very fluïd because many 

aspects of the strategies mesh and interrningie across groups. 

Policy-Based Reactive Sfrategies 

Severai teachers mentioned the importance of consistency in deahg  with inappropriate and 

disruptive behaviour. Some voiced their belief that the penalty should likewise be appropriate for 

the nature of the misdeed. A Mathematics teacher at Woodview offered this example: 

I remernber a couple ofyeurs ago that a teocher buned down to the ofice and said 
''ï7tere 's a kid here with a knife- " The vice principal hod zero reaction. The sume day one 
of my kids caCled the vice principal a faggot and the guy lried to have the kid expeled In 
that case, there was no consistency. ThanIfùily, ail those individuals are now gone Rom 
the school 

He continued with another iliustration that was potentiaiiy more serious: 

Irernenzber the case where a couple of kit& dropped LSD [the hallucinogenic agent 
lysergic acid diethylamide] into a teacher S coflee- The teacher tripped out. She was 
within iwo years of retiring and it codd have killed her because she had a heurt 
condition and all that. I couldn 't believe it. Then. within two dqs? I had a letter fiom 
these kidr ' attorney [asking] "Would I be a character wiîness on their behalf? " I think the 
punishments should be harsh. 

The strategy of separation to buy some "cooling off' time, according to the information 

offered in this study, often seems to include the "threat" of M e r  retaiiatory measures for any 

non-cornpliance. Such schemes, although, perhaps achieving the desired short-term outcome on 



some occasions, rnight tend to exacerbate matters when dealing with d i s e ~ c h i s e d  students 

whose main grïevances are predicated on the autocratie imposition of des .  This patticular 

scenario could be laced with volcanic potential, such that an agitated student who has made a 

disruptive stand against the regimen of the classroom, and the control and regdations therein 

impiied, is uniikely to respond positively to more authoritarian measures, except with even more 

outrageous and volatile misbehavi~w~ Further, any budding rapport that has developed between 

teacher and student wiU, in aU probability, be negatively afZected. 

A teacher of French claims that the ultimate reactive strategy beyond suspension is to 

declare, if the situation is bad enough, that she, as teacher, won't have a student back in her 

It 's too disruptive or whatever and it sometimes happenr. I had a student about whom I 
said 'Thal 's it, I've had enough. " He wasn 't necessmily violent but just total& 
inattentive, demanding attention comtantly by banging the desk, waving his anns about. 
yel[ing, saying "I'm not doing nothing. " Then he throws his han& up and every time you 
said anything to him you had the impression that he thought it was because he was bl& 
as we have su few black students here. I just said thal l'd tried everything. We pied the 
tirne-out thing giving him extra work for a halfhour that had to be checked. He was one 
that wm not rem& at that time in his Zzye to do this- Al1 he wanted to do was screw 
around 

Although she indicated her action was a last resort, it seems such a waste of a student, who, 

"was a likeable kid and quite bright underneath it d, who could do 80 percent in this course." 

She added, not mentioning any particular incident "1 could pin-point 50 or 60 examples. They 

have problems in their familes or whatever. - .not just an inability to cope in school." In sum, her 

response appears somewhat troubhg and scarcely adequate. Apparently no effort was made to 



sit down and have a meaningful discussion with the youth, or to transfer him to a different 

classroom situation and different teacher with whom he might have related better. 

Bishop's Gate Secondary School, according to the Special Education teacher there, "is 

quieter than most because the administration will act quickly." That safe and quiet environment, 

though, can aiso include expulsion. She presented her own interesting idea with respect to the 

concept of expulsion: 

Smetirnes peoplejiorn the outside think thut it 's a bad thhg getting sontebody expelle4 
and hming the student go find another school. But sometimes t h t  's really good because 
they get awuyfiorn their power buse. are sepmatedjiom the group thatfieh them with 
that kind of cheerïng o n  

Obviously, she has considered the idea of expulsion nom various angles and agrees with it in 

certain circumstances. The other end of the spectnun has the perpetrator simply replicating his 

inappropnate conduct elsewhere. Again, of course, context is central. 

Pedagogicafly-Based Reacfivc Sfrafegies 

( 1) Curricular Penalties 

Another rural setting teacher indicated that she unashamedly uses marks as her lever. "The 

only control at this point in tirne is the mark, and this is what 1 Say to students. They know it up 

fiont." She was the only teacher that specifically mentioned that dimptive and unseemly 

behaviour cm, and will, impact the course grade. 

(2) Innovalive Pedagogy 

A teacher of English at Bishop's Gate (urban setting) believes that sometimes all the usual 

reactive strategies in the world will not aileviate an incident. In cases like these he cautions that 

teachers m u t  think creatively and react with alacnty, yet wisely. Recounting this incident that 
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occurred eariier in his teaching career he added: 

This kid had his feet up on his de& his hat on, and he was doing al2 hnds of things in 
clms, su lsaid in a very low key kind of way, "Take your hat ofl  put your feet on the 
floor, you know the rules!'And he saidjust loud enough for the students tu hear, "F-k 
you " NOW, Ican read lips and it S not hard to tell what that was evenjiom 30feet away, 
and I looked ut him and the students got very quiet You know, it 's one of those little 
watersheds in the classroom, and I suid. "No Peter, F-you!" Well, he got very upset und 
said he war going to the principal to tell him what I 'd said to him And I said. "You go 
down, get his attention, let him know I've got a lesson to set here, md I'll be down in five 
minutes. ookqy? " And he gets al1 across the room tu the door. puts his h d  on the 
doorknob, and he starts to think; shook his head, and came back andsut down. We were 
fi-ienak @er that- Idon't know whether he was testing me or what- He's kind of a rnoody 
sort of kid and it 's hard to tell- 

Although the teacher and the administration, too, for that matter, certainiy don? condone 

profanity in the classroom, in that particular situation, accordhg to the teacher involved, it was 

equally important how the rest of the class was going to react As he indicated, it was a 

"watershed moment" perhaps setting the tone of the classroom for some time to corne. The 

students were: 

A Iittle suprised, their eyes widened You could tell they had never had a teacher say 
anything like that befoe. . . hey, this is a new tack But when the student backed offand 
came and sat down, they basically said. "Forget it- " There was a collective exhale of 
breathe and we just went on. 

As a teacher he tries to provide a safe leaming environment for bis students and stemming these 

types of htlammatory incidents before they can spin out of control is part of maintainhg an 

environment with a certain comfoa level of safety for teachers and students. 

(3)  Humour 

Urban sening teachers and thei. rurai counterparts try to use humour to douse potentiaiiy 



volcanic situations whkh are frequently initiated by inappropriate verbal skirmishing. A teacher 

of English at Bishop's Gate Secondary offered this: 

I use humour, ivil. a disarming question. Sometimes 1 repeat back to thern what they 've 
said breaking it d o m  into its cornponentparts, taking it out of their mourhs andputthg 
it in a dzrerent context? for example, "Did you really meun f- me? And in whaî way did 
you intend that because I don 't understand As an English teacher lin obv io~ ly  
fascinated with wordr and 1 don 't know what you were trying to get across becawe that 
word seems to cover a great deal of area in the English hnguage. So, couldyou 
elucidate on that?" They get bqffled by bull-shit. They don 't really know whui to do when 
they see it [the pro fanity] didn 't have the effect they intended 

He claims that this kind of approach works well, as it takes iittle time and invariably the 

students wiil laugh, thus diffushg a potentially troublesome situation. "It's the ultimate thing, 

diaise  it by diverting the effect, or neutralize it." 

The head of the Peer Counselling Program stated that in the case of verbal abuse "If you 

happen to be there in that place and time, you can deal with it faVly quickly in a faVly efficient 

way, and it need go no further." Again, the Iight-hearted approach seems to be the action of 

choice. "It can be done in a joking, humorous kind of way." 

The head of Peer Counselling told another story which emphasized again his rather off-beat 

method for dealing with problem situations: 

Several years ago we hud a prfncigal who fancied himselfa junior cop or something, so 
we had to be deployed each day to different corridors where there might be potential 
trouble. One set of doors seemed to be the focus point. Teachers were compluining about 
al2 the kids that were gathered there at the end of the day so I went down. The Rids were 
at their lockers and 1 went walking by just shooting the breeze with them. Somewhere 
behind me 1 heard a >ad say, "Oh, yeah? " and another kid say, "F-k you. " So I twned 
around andjust bellowed out, "Did I heur one of our students say 'F-k you ' to another 

student? I really hate it when students tell each other to 'F-k you. ' It 's really impolite 



and rude. Can you imagine telling someone 'F-k of in your own school* " Things just 
went dead silent and kidr started leaving 1 think ifthey t e  convinced you 're crmier than 
they are, they go a w q  Sornething gets their attention- 

Although a little unconventional, the ploy worked, the students moved on, and after d, that is 

the goal in these s i t u a t i o n s ~ i o n .  

A Woodview District Secondary School teacher indicated that she also uses a sense of 

humour, when she cm,  to dispel student-iniaated disturbances. Knowing how easily unseemiy 

and excess verbosity can flame out of control, she attempts to keep such interruptions from 

inciting fiactious responses from others. She spoke of one student who is constantly verbdy 

disruptive in class: 

Shannu is a love& girlp but she doesn 't work. she yaks andyaks, talking dwing clms- I'iZ 
say "Shanna, turn around "And if 's got to be sort of a joke. Ijust use a sense of humour 
'There she goes again, " and the class wouldjust crack up. so Iguess that's my form of 
discipline, a sense of humour, 

The teacher in charge of the Peer Counselling program at Bishop's Gate school Wrewise 

tends to use humour creatively to diaise violent situations ifhe can. He described this inventive 

response to an already highiy-charged situation: 

I was sitting in rny oBce ut the end of the day making up appointment slips when 1 
suddenly heard these growling noises and though "Oh. it soundî like afight!' Icame out 
of rny office and in the corridor to the le@ beyond the doors was a circle of guys- I went 

through and there were maybe 15 guys, two guys in the centre and they are kind of 
squaring ofljust at the pushing and shoving stage- Al2 I said was "Are you boys touching 
each other? You know it 's pretty scary when boys start touching each other- "And it wus 
like reverse magnets. They just bounced back and d l  went away- And I continued "I 
really haie it when boys touch other boys because nobody is payïng any attention to the 
girls and itputs a lot ofpressure on old guys like me who might have a cardiac amest." I 
jtisî kept rnaking noise and it al2 dissipated 



At that particular moment the teacher seemed to feel that it was important to terminate the 

inappropriate behaviour however he couid, before it erupted into something wildly out of control. 

There would be time later to try to sort it out when cooler heads had prevailed. This incident may 

also perpehiate another set of stereotypes, that everyone is heterosewal. For those students who 

may be stniggling with their h o m o s e ~ t y ,  comments such as these nom a teacher may be 

constnied as bias and injurious, 

An English teacher at Bishop's Gate Secondary added, "My feelings are never hurt" He 

counselled, "That's the trouble with most teachers, they take it personaily. And you absolutely 

can't. These are adolescents and they're goo& Don? descend to their level." Claiming that he 

often digs into his repertoire fiom Dramatic Arts to solve incidents of confrontation, he 

elaborated his response when students throw epithets or insulting language bis way: 

In Dramutic Arts you're teaching people to play games. complicated games of the 
imagination. It's not acting Iraining, but having had the experience with someone trying 
to play games with me in the classroom,'usually Ifm going to win the game because I can 
ident23 the game faster than she can I h o w  what it is before sfie even knows what it is. 
So then you can turn it around and make it into a little scenario. You don? turn the class 
against each oiher, although 1 know teachers do iry it. H&& I've even pied it once or 
twice and it's not all that satiaing. So, I'd say, 'Y'd Iike you to get up here with me and 
we 'l[ go through that again. I'd iike to replay that scene because I'd like everyone to 
understand what just happened because there are going to be some cornequenees arising 
out of this and 1 want everyone to know. I want them to be able to expluin- So explain to 

me how youfeel about rhis. See ifyou can put into worrls what it was that triggered that 

63 For the term professionalism here, I refer simply to the habit and practice of using those 
qualities and skills that are typicai features and stated values of the teaching profession. These 
would include not ody the academic particularities of teaching and learning but also other 
personal services involving confidentiality, morality, equality, honour, and trust. 



rem&: was it my facial expression, tone of voice, was 1 being too nusty to you?" 

He also tries to avoid a showdown with a student in the public sphere of the classroom~ Often 

he senses that a student is looking for some kind of coofrontation. Such signs as: "an elabmte 

body language, elaborately not paying attention, digging in briefcases, t a h g  while you're tryhg 

to get a point across," are al i  possible indicators that a student may be seeking a public encounter. 

Rather than responding angrily, he will, "ask once, twice, three times, in a reasonable tone of 

voice saying, 'Would you please pay attention, you're distracting people.' You try to focus them 

right back to the task at hand rather than [saying], 'You're hurting my feelings."' He recommends 

that teachers need to step aside mentally and Look at the larger picture in order to comprehend 

what might have precipitated any unacceptable behaviour. "It c m  be ail kinds of thuigs: 

hormones, daddy was on a rant last night, it could be for a million reasons." He cautions that 

teachers, as competent professionals, must remember to act adeptly and thoughtfully, not to take 

these minor *onts personaiiy, and to put their training and education to good use. 

Student-Centred Reactiw Strutegies 

( 1 )  Rational Intervention 

A teacher of Family Studies at Woodview, when responding to an incident of physical 

violence in the classroom wherein one boy threw another on top of a counter, used a combination 

of strategies addressed both inwardly to herself and outwardly to those directly involved in the 

altercation. S he explained: 

I went over and asked them to cairn down and to sit down, and I calmed down because my 
adrenalin escalates and ais0 because my reaction is to yell andscream and I know that S 
not right. So, then I went over to them and spoke to them individually- B e y  agreed with 
me that it (the behaviour) was foulish and that they had to keep their distance Rom each 



other. They both wanted the credit (for taking the course) and they both wanted to 
participate in clc~ssroorn actnlities. A@ threîzt was that Icould give them written work 
outside the classroom or they could corne in here and work together. And that 's whar they 
agreed to do. 1 pied to give them some options. 

The teacher tried f h t  to strike a chord of reason with the teens while at  the same time applied 

pressure by suggesting unpleasant alternatives ifthe students proved to be less than willing to 

acquiesce and co-operate. 

The gambit of offering students a variety of options in response to misbehaviour, is a strategy 

that many of the teachers use, but few articuiated it as such. Severai proposed that the options 

they offer hclude a method whereby the student can (1) remove W e r s e l f  fiom the classroom 

to work in isolation (if that is the student's wish), (2) have a consultation with an administrative: 

official, (3) accept the downgrading of a course grade or loss of course credit (potentiaily) if 

expelIed fiom the class, or (4) improve behaviour such that the student becomes non-disruptive. 

In most cases, though, teachers contend that students will usually opt for remaining in class, 

participating, and behaving appropriately. Students are, apparently, reluctant to be segregated 

ikom their Eends. 

(2) Sepmation 

One Woodview teacher indicated that if he senses that an exchange between hirnselfand a 

student is dangerously close to spinning out of control, his strategy is to put distance between 

himself and the student by sending the student out of class (usudly to the office) aUowing them 

both to regain their composure. He explained: 

What usually happens is something between me and a kid. Ifit goes on and on, I'II 
muaZly walk up to the kid and say "Hey, i f s  not working, I want tu talk this out with you, 



but right now, you 're uptighc I'rn uplght, please go to the o8ce and corne buck ut the 
end of class. . .you cool of l  I'lZ cool ofl" What happens is, wel[ you don 't want to get 
caught in n situation where l've gor to win or the kid's got to win I ulways give the kid 
an out. Corne and see me the last minutes of cl= But I'll let the offce kiow they i e  
coming in case the kid doesn 't show up. They have to fill out a form ond state what 
happened Isay to them that zythey don 't show up there will be men worse comequences. 
Then we '11 set a time when we can work this out- 

Urban educators, too, have reactive strategies that they feel work very weU most of the tirne. 

One Bishop's Gate Engiish teacher likewise employs the separation technique: 

Ifyou detect that the person could get loud or violent andphysicalZy abusfie, then you 
have them step out into the hall. And there usually is a point where you stwt to fiel the 
adrenalin. and 1 feel as ifthere is a confiontation coming+fight orflight moment, you 
know? I 'll say, "Just step out into the hall und I'll be with you in a moment- Now don 't go 
away as I'll be right there. " And I usuaIly give it a minute or so, finish up what I was 
doing and tell the kids, '7'11 be right back" Usually in the hall. uwayfiorn everybody, the 
whole thing breaks down, the mask comes off; and if's "Oh, l in  s o q  I didn 't know what 
I was saying. My Dad's buggng me!' II's usually some Ring ofpersonal problern having 
nothing to do wittt me. 

Although the scenario just related is somewhat similar to the type of incidents reported by the 

teachers in the rural school setting, this urban setting teacher did add a comment, saying "This is 

a place where 1 think they feel safe enough to act out" 

I've seen thut a lot in my classroom The kid will not act up at home and the parents me 
surpriseci by the fact that the kid will act out at school. They are @aid of the punishment 
and consequences. Who knows? I'm not a counsellor, so I don 't try to  dig into things too 

deeply. 

When 1 queried him about his rather interesting footnote about students not king afkaid "to 

act out," he hypothesized his theory: the school administration of today is iight years away fiom 

the autocratie and oppressive administration in schools when he was a youth. He explained: 



The kind of school1 went to as a boy, flom about grade three on, was a very fmcist type 
of administrationn When youpress down on the top. ssrtffsqueezes out the sides. The 
violence that comes fion the top encourages violence underneath as well. Whereas here, 
we 've, generally speaking, had a much more relaxed kindof thing, so there 's Iess 
tendency to react violently because there's less violent repression A h  we have a lot of 
student involvernent in Peer Counselling Progrums for the social, emotionul, and 
acadernic things that crop up. 

(3 )  School Databases 

Several teachers mentioned the Ontario School Record c d  (OSR) and the cornputer 

database at school as valuable tools to aid teachers both in a reactive and proactive sense. These 

information instruments cm  give teachers worthwhile insight into the types of challenges and 

difficuïties that may ùnpinge on student behaviour- Teachers, at their leisure, or when they feel it 

is appropriate, cm access these OSRs and school databases if they sense the potential for 

complications with a student or if they feel their reactive and proactive measures are not 

achieving the desired results. As one teacher put it: 

Ifyou have a really bigproblern, you can go up to the VP and say "You know there 's 
something not clicking with this kid 1s there more here than meets the eye?" U d l y ,  if's 
arnaring. They 'Il punch hïs name in and ail of a sudden it 's 2ook at this! Late in English 
and History as well! Have you received reports on him for that as well?" The one teacher 
who follows the rules more will hand in the first report of deviant behaviour notation or 
excessive lufeness. and maybe none of the other teachers will have done rhot That open 
happens. You may find it (the behaviour) rampant in al1 classes, in some cases. So then. 
you can dig into it? 

64 There is one potentiaiiy troubling aspect of these databases that 1 would like to discuss. 
There may be the possibility that teachers could pre-fom their opinions and pre-judge students 
based on information accessed in these data systems. It is a challenge for teachers to know when 
to access such information because fdure to acquire certain valuable data may mean that 
teachers are not pnvy to information that could potentidy be of great assistance, especidy that 

(continued.. .) 



The teacher added that, of course, she does not include lateness, in and of itseLf, as an act of 

violence, but it c m  teIegraph that something of greater concem may be occurring. Ofien a simple 

database check on a student who is consistentiy tardy can tum up a varïety of more senous 

behaviour such as dmg deahg or sexual abuse. As she says, "T'en you c m  dig into it." 

But, a Special Education teacher, also at Woodview, indicated that he never reads the school 

documents about students unless another teacher teils him something. M e a d  he attempts "to 

create an atmosphere that is worth coming to, that kids WU choose to corne to." He tries not to 

bring baggage fiom students' records and similar databases into the classroom as pre-conceived 

ideas about students, because in that way he can resist the temptation to pre-judge. 

Proactive Strategies 

Teachers fiom both senings claimed to be proactive in their strategies for deviating the 

incidence of violence. For purposes of description, these proactive strategies, like their reactive 

counterparts, have been loosely categorized as poiicy-based, pedagogicaliy-based, and student- 

centred. The categorization again is somewhat fluid, in that, many have aspects that could 

comfortably place them in more than one group. Included in poücy-based proactive strategies 

are: diligence, d e  enforcement, and zero tolerance. Those grouped as pedagogically-based 

proactive strategies are: cUmcuium, innovative thinking, focus the ,  experimentation, and extra- 

curricular activïties. Finally, those categorized as student-centred proactive strategies are: 

"(. . .continued) 
which details personal troubles that may affect the -dent's behaviour and/or leaming. It is a 
challenge that teachers face daily: to show respect d morality to each student equally. Teachers 
too can be affected by likes, dislikes, and so on; therefore the constaat challenge is to err on the 
side of accommodation. 



rapport, environment, positive reinforcement, counseliing, communication, student participation 

and involvement, and participative democracy and school change. 

Poiicy-Based Proactive Strategies 

( 1 )  Diligence 

As part of their school duties, most teachers are required to take their nim at some form of 

hail patrol. Teachers consider that just their presence in the corridors helps to prevent the 

initiation of some misbehaviours. The general consensus among d setting teachers was that 

actively chailenging students on smali misdemeanours helps to keep minor issues fiom jumping 

out of control and becoming major problems. Stated one teacher: 

Ifind a number of tintes in the hall I'lZ stop a kid for swearing, pushing shoving, 
throwing something in the cafereria, making derogatory comments. There are certain 
spots in the hall where the kidF hang out. Ifind a certain group+he Lacrosse, hockey 
teams hang out, there S a certain mentality where the jocks hang out- They may go there 
and verbally intimidate people. They Le even done ir to teachers. I remember one of these 
kidr who pluyed Lacrosse. I was weoring my Canaden 's shirt and one of them said 
"Canadien 's suck" Ijust turned to him. and I knew which one it was even thought here 
were ten or twelve in the group, and jurt said to the group. "Hey! Whoever said that is 
obviously a wimp and a coward because you don 't have the guts to say it to my face while 
you Ire making these derogatov comments to me." They just look down like a puppy dog. 

He states, however, that he has become "tired of saying 'don't swear, don? do that, what the heu 

do you think you're doing?"' He feels that much of these problems can be attributed to "the 

inadequacies of the home," yet does not Iay all the blame on the home-fiont by any means. He 

continues: 

We 're having to teach al1 those social skills, teach responsibili&, respect, tolerance. 
We Te having to teach that. mat  should be taught at home. I fhu t  is taught at home, 1 
wouldn 't have to be deahg with this violence crap as much as I do. Ipersonally believe 



that. I don 't think we ' d w  we 'd have to be toleruting thnt. 

(2) Rule Enforcement 

A rural setting Mathematics teacher has what he c d s  his Two Rule System that he 

implements the fist day of school in the Fd. By his own admission this strategy is authontarian 

and somewhat confiontationai, but he feels it has its merits because it stipulates boundaries. He 

First d q  of cless 1oCway.s tell my students, no matter what clms 1 teach, thar there are 
only two rulesyou know, they me so bombarded with d e s -  can 't do this, c m  't do that. 
rule # I: I'm the boss, mle # 2: ifthere me any problems, go back to d e  # 1. And the 
kidr go [say] "What? " Isay, "Put yourfeet down JoeL Why? Rule # 1, ifyou don 't like it 
go tell your Vice Principal- " Thar's if und Ifind fthe Jirst two or three weeks are like 
that then you can sturt easing back I f i d  thar school is open like being a refree- Ifyou 
walk in with these two rules and the folk h o w  them, then this is if. They know who is in 
charge. I'm always there and with me being there, the classroom is set up, and it al2 says 
'Tm here, I'm ready to go. Ifyou don 't want to corne along, there S the door." 

He advises that this regdatory methodology of letting students know exactly where they 

stand within very narrow boundaries and parameters does seem to help, especidy ifa student's 

home life is without direction and in turmoii. Thuikuig back to his own childhood, he offered this 

thought, "1 liked someone looking over my shoulder because it made me get things done because 

1 knew there were consequences. Also, I do so with humour." 

(3)  Zero Tolerance6* 

On the dore-mentioned issue of zero tolerance as a strategy both to reduce violence 

proactively and to deal with violence reactively, rural setting teachers of Woodview District 

65 See Chapter Two for a definition of Zero Tolemnce. 



Secondary had plenty to Say about these kinds of policies which have been adopted by many 

school boards in Canada Aithough most agree in p ~ c i p l e  with the concept of zero tolerance, 

many expressed a variety ofreservations, some arguably more serious than others. Some see zero 

tolerance as unenforceable. A teacher of Visual Arts at Woodview declared, "1 think it's a line (to 

cross), right? I thought initiaily that it would be difficult to enforce, but 1 agree with it in 

principle because 1 don't condone violence. Any force is unacceptable." She does believe it is 

enforced at her school because, "That's why we're encornaged as teachers, to walk down the 

hall, and that's where we see the teacher's discretion." Regrettably, it is her opinion that the idea 

of zero tolerance, when taken literaily, does not necessarily d o w  for teacher discretionP6 She 

continues thoughtfdly, 

m a t  do you suy, "Keep your han& ro yourseK or get down to the oflce, right?" Is it 
escalating? m a t s  the underlying cause? 1s it in fin? Most of what happens here is play 
fighting it 's not nasîy, but it happens. But IiRe your mother said, "Somebody 's going to 
ger hurt when youplayfight,"urtd it can escalate here too. Somebody punches too hard 
then somebody punches buck too hard and they i e  08 I think they just need &O keep their 
han& to themselves. Jfthe motive behind it is to be hur@ or violent then it 's an issue 
that wiZZ involve the oflce. 

The discretion to which she is referrïng, represents, first of dl, an on-the-spot judgement to 

determine whether the perceived misbehaviour is intended or taken seriously. Then, the teacher 

considers what response, ifany, the witnessed misbehaviour me*. This initial judgernent is 

necessarily made quickly and tries to be appropriate to the circumstance of the offense and the 

students involved. Ultïxnately then, it is left to individual teachers to decide if a distinct single 

66 See Chapter Two, the Definitions section, for earlier M e r  discussion about 
subjecrivity . 



event f d s  under the prescription of violence. Because these assessments are necessarily 

subjective, responses may Vary from teacher to teacher. A teacher rnay determine that a particular 

misdeed is a minor breach of d e s  requiring only a reprimand, or, aiternatively, that the 

infi-action is of a more serious nature warranting a visit to the administration to sort out the 

matter. Further, most zero tolerance for violence policies, for example, stipulate that bringing a 

knife to school is an act of violence, but such a specincation does not necessarily aiiow for the 

variety of reasons in which bringing a W e  to school could be considered acceptable (for work 

in Art, Home Economics, Industriai Arts, and perhaps in set-making for Dramatic Arts, to name 

a few). 

The rural setting teacher does, however, see a benefit for students within the concept of non- 

tolerance of violence. "1 think the students feel it makes a safer place for them. And that's my 

opinion too." 

Altematively, another teacher thinks that subjectivity is inherent in the concept of zero 

tolerance. She alleges that interpretation can be a problem though, when different perspectives 

meet. Rather than applying the niles autocratically, she considers context crucial: 

Some teachers get angry that kidF are late or absent. But there are circmstances why 
kids are late, and the administration has to make that calL Subjective is the word..they 
have to look at the whole picture individual&. Some parents don 't know proper parenthg 
techniques. There ore too many things happening in the world I think o w  administration 
knows more than we know. 

Yet another rural sening teacher has a persona1 view about the zero tolerance policy. He finds 

it "quite useless." It is his contention that often the imposition of d e s  are subject to political 

manoeuvring of the system by parents and trustees. His own child was subjected to racial slurs 



because of his darker South African skin colour. One student became especiaily abusive, 

chanting that the boy "wipes his bum and spreads it on his face." Finally. after waiting in vain for 

some action response and redress fiom the Board, as a teacher and parent he decided to take up 

the issue with the administration. As he noted, "Something's supposed to be done: a warning, 

something, but nothuig." Apparently the offender was fiom a "problem family, a famiIy of 

divorce and had been suspended at least two or three times before, for kichg  a teacher and 

swearing." He went on with his grievance: 

ïhat 's fine, and I kiow if S one more thing to add to the kid S scroll of misdeedk, but 
whether it S a short list or a long list, what S the use of this zero tolerance s tu f l1  
actually had it out with one of the t ï t e e s -  She said, "Oh. Isaid it 's a crock of shit " WeZZ 
I went nuts. In this zero tolerance policy there is stuffabout racial slurs, derogatory 
comments, physical handicaps, race, colour, creed, the whole gamut. It's all in there. As 
welZ as the stuffabout ifyou do violence, if's a one-day suspension, and fyou do it again 
we get the police, if 's a fie-day suspension, then after that it '.Y a monih. 

While he narrated this incident, he appeared visibly upset and claimed to be fnistrated with a zero 

tolerance system which, when put to the test, failed his son miserably, at least in his opinion. He 

seems to be suggesting, like numerous others, that Zero Tolerance '7s a h e u  in the sand, but with 

few teeth. He argues, for example, that in rural areas especiaily: 

I may suspend your son or daughter for doing blah, blah, blah, but also, because you 
h o w  so-and-so and play bridge with the Directml you have strings you can pull. And I 

find that happens, notfiequently, but Ifind that it S an influence on decisions made. 

He then vehemently stated: 

I think the punishments should be more harsh. We need to toughen up the rules. The only 
kïak I h o w  who were expelled were the ones who dropped the LSD- Per~onaIZy~ I haven 't 
even taught any. I would like to hit thern  ha^@ right between the eyes right away. I h o w  
there will be exceptions to the rule, but ifkïds realize that we won 't tolerute. .. .I can 't 



stop what 's happening outside my ciassroorn, but you don? do it here. It k unacceptable. 

It is his belief that the only place in which he can be sure that the rules offaimess are observed is 

in his classroom. 

He claims that parents and trustees are not the only ones who try to use the d e s  of zero 

tolerance for their own advantage. He contends that it is because these d e s  are set down so 

clearly that they become fodder for manipulation by trouble-making students intent on fomenting 

dissension while avoiding retrïïution themselves. He noted that students can become adept at 

obeying "the letter of the law ifnot the intent." For example, one important and weli-publicized 

aspect of zero tolerance policies states that physical altercations will not be tolerated. Routhely, 

the person who initiates the physical exchange should expect to experience the lion's share of the 

censure. He believes that students use the zero tolerance regdations to achieve their own ends, 

playing a strategy word game of taunting and teasing until the victirn becomes thoroughly 

exasperated, loses his temper, throws the first punch, and thus commits a strongly-punishable 

offense. Through exploitative imposition, not necessady the intention, of the d e s ,  a student 

may rightly c l a h  that she didn't physicaily "hit any~ne."~' In the hubbub of the cafeteria or 

assembly, teachers often do not see an incident unfolding; rather, their attention is arrested when 

something blatantly physical, like shoving or a thrown punch, occurs. Ceaainly, teasing with 

harmfûl intent is not acceptable, however, it often happeos outside the hearing of teachers. The 

situation then becomes a he saidkhe said situation. As well, even if the verbaiizing that led to the 

67 Psychological and emotional bruises, although not manifested as a visible scar on the 
body, c m  have their own senous implications. These concealed wounds are much more difncult 
to detect and assess and can linger long after the outward manifestation of a visible bruise has 
healed. 



altercation was heard by other students, it may be difficult to prove harmful intent. The teacher 

claims to be somewhat discouraged by ai l  this exploitation and what he views as manifest loop 

holes in the zero tolerance regdations He continues: 

It [Zero Tolerance] is Iike the Young Wenders Act. Ki& know al1 the right butions to 
p h  and al2 the rules to break. bend, or whatever, so they don 't get caughr. They p h  
andpush another kïd untic he blows tip andgets in trouble. Then they '21 say '7 never 
touched him" So the other kid is caught spitting or making a derogatory comment. They 
know wery nook and cranny- 

Several teachers advocated interesting, stimulating, and well-planned lessons "to get, and 

keep, the students involved" as the most obvious proactive strategy for preventing many of the 

misbehaviours that cari lead to violence. Many teachers were quite clearly convinced that 

excellent lessons can dramatically reduce inappropriate incidents in the classroom by diverting 

students' interest away fkom disruptive behaviour and towards mentally chdienging activities 

and concepts. 

An urban setting Resource teacher declared that she tries to be innovative, not only in her 

approach to lesson planning but in her approach to the school day. For example, she might: 

M a k  Friday a dzgerent day, a ddqy when we do no written work. or it may k a dày with 
no talking andyou have to communicate by sign language. We still do work but we may 
watch a video about course content. We may tell a sfory, or they may do a group 
presentation, 

Said a rural setting teacher who is trying to manage his classes creatively, "I'U do whatever 

works."As a teacher of Mathematics, he advocates keeping students stimulated and interested and 



in class, rather than allowing them to become bored and behaviour problems and ultimately, 

drop-outs. He remarked, "I'U teU the kids that the only t b g  consistent about me is m y  

inconsistency." He explained that some days heyil ask for homework, some days not. Some days 

he'll spring quizzes, other days he'll put the homework on the board. On yet another day, be'li 

ask for homework for marks. He hopes that the kids are leamhg not to procrastinate and to be 

ready with their work. 

A teacher of French in the niral setthg proffered: 

1 think the key is to keep the kids extremely busy. Ido a lot of oral work in French and ifl 
see them getting bored 1 quickly move to something else, perhaps a dicrée or witing 
sentences. It just calms them right dom. 

She believes in experience because, "Of course the longer you teach, the easier it is." She also 

credits the relatively s m d  French department (as compared with other departments at this 

school) as being a positive in that she sees each student more often and therefore becomes more 

familiar with each. 

(2) Innovative Thinking 

The Peer Counsellor TeacherITrainer himself has been known to exhibit unusual behaviour 

just to forestall any negative action nom students. He told this story: 

This kid came in and he 's muttering under his breath- I couldpick up swearing. me other 
kidr were all "What's happening?" I said. "Class. Sean is not having a good day. behold. 
he is sitting over here having a bad tirne. " He was in the third rowpom rny lefl "Our task 
before we begin the other things we are going to do todcly is to cheer Sean up. " So then I 
went over and said. 'Sean, are you with us or against us?" Well, he 's still determined to 
be miserable. So 1 climb over thehefirst desk 'Sean, we all want you to be with us today 
because ifyou 5.e in a bad mood we won 't get much done that is he@fUl to anybody- "He 
was stiU muttering. 1 crawled over the second row of desks, so now I'm about a forehead 



apartfiom hirn and thougiir, Oh HeZl? l've gone this far, what else is IeFfor me to do? So 
I Zeaned over and kissed him on rhe forehead WelI, hejust broke up, the class broke up. 
He always used to corne and see me Mer that andrant and rave about his Science 
teacher. His mother understood because she wos a good teacher but tended to go d e r  
hirn about certain things which he inferred as naggkg, which is what he and mornmy 
argued about. If sure did dzBse the situation rhough- You ntay as well be experimentd, 
what else is there? 

He readily grants that there is a great deai of "beiügerence" and rebeilion circulating in 

schools against any voice of authority. The task of keeping the brew fiom boiling over continues 

to require creativity and a quick mind. He acknowledges that there is aiways the temptation "just 

to blow up and lose your 'cool,' but then, you'd have a reai situation on your hands." The 

rewards for being inventive, even spontaneous and zany, at least for this teacher, seem weli 

worth the extra effort- 

(3) Foms T h e  

Another strategy a Bishop's Gate resource teacher employs concerns the length of h e  

ailotted for lectures. "1 don't lecture for longer than 20-minute span of thne with the grade nines 

and tens. You don? want to spend al1 your time screarning." Along with this 20-minute span of 

time for lessons, she includes, "a whole CO-operative learning thing. Everyone has a task, a role, a 

time. A lot of work is set up. They do a lot of group work." 

Woodview's Special Education teacher also has a set thne limit for tasks. He regards 30 

minutes as the optimum work period. "After 30 minutes, if we've really been focussed, we're 

probably ready for a five minute break." He believes that students have less trouble keeping on 

task and interested in their work if tirne focussed is kept within certain panuneters appropriate to 

the class. The two classes just mentioned are special sessions and do not reflect the usual60 to 



75 minutes for subject class time in Ontario secondary schools. 

As the Special Education teacher at Woodview, one educator claims to be "ùiterested in 

leaniing and the process of leaming." Special Education, he feels, gives him the opportunity "to 

zero in on people's strengths." He tells his students, "Special Education is special because of 

what's special about you. Let's find it and you can be responsible for it and it wil l  help you over 

hurdles." He has become absorbed in the various leamhg styles and teaching strategies that 

boost people's interest in lifie- He said that he tries "to teach to the best in the student." And he 

reiterated, "What's the person's strength and how do we marshal that together?" 

In an attempt to gain access to the general feeling in place, he ofien uses w h t  he refers to as 

Anonymous Poker. He descrîbed how it is "played": 

I sqy, "Write down the most exciting thing rhar happened to you this surnmer, and write it 
down anonymousi'y. And because I'm not the best reader, l may have d13cuii-y reading if, 
so ifyou could do it in your best writing andjust fold it over once." It 's just to get a 
feeling of how the sumrner went for us." Iask them not to be incendimy in their 
comments, nor to use names. '7 can 't read swearing and l won 't read names." In this way 
you can read stuff thot the kidr really believe. 

Unlike one of the other participants who says he gives-as good as he gets, this Special 

Education teacher claims that he is responsive to, and unwihg to trample on, students' feelings. 

He remarked thoughtfiilly: 

Ifsomeone hates you the easiest thing to do is to hate him back hate him back even 
tougher. There is no percentage in that. I don 't want to promote that in leming. Thar's 
what 1 want to get awayfiornm How do we Zemn to be human in a way that 's most 
constructive to ourselves and to others around us? 



Encouraging an atmosphere of trust is part of bis way of "defraying violence." A variation on 

Anonymous Poker is, "cded First Impression Poker because we'il mix up the cards, the names 

aren't on them, and 1 don? know who they are." He will read out the responses and the students 

have five seconds to decide to whom that description might apply and give him their k t  

impressions. As he tells hem: 

First impressions-we all rnake them. Why? Because we can 't leave you us a question, 1 
have to have you as an m e r ,  everybody is an a m e r .  I have to make you something I 
con deal witk A question is something 1 don 't how about and it might corne up and htar 
me or kiZZ me. The anima[ in me makes you into something I can deal with In the process 
you 'll be what I want you to be. Why is this First Impression Poker? Because you don 't 
want people to know how you really fiel- It 's manhg the stt@that comes out of it- And 
it 's easy to get them not to be too rough. 

He suggests that he is teaching the kids about Mie. Even when they play the game, he'll tell 

them to keep a "poker face, because we don? give ourselves away." As a participant observer in 

this Speciai Education classroom, 1 was intrigued when the teacher suggested that they "play" 

Anonymous Poker "for their guest." 

Another the ,  teacher and students play First Impression Poker such that if an identity is 

guessed then that person has the option of identifying hiderself.  A modincation on First 

Impression Poker is To Tell The Truth. The "tell the truth'' part only comes after the students 

know each other weil. Students put their names on their work but only the teacher sees i t  Before 

the piece is read by the teacher, he will ask the author (as yet unknown to the class) and two 

others to corne up to the fiont. Students try to guess to whom the anecdote is referring, just as on 

the old television show To Tell The Truth- He indicated that he gains tremendous insights into 

what is going on with the -dents. One day he said to them, "Write d o m  the sneakiest, foulest 



thing you have ever conceived of." He remembers vividly one response fiom a grade ten girl, 

"getting high on dope and going to class." He added, "Remember these are just kick, but they are 

doing such addt things. You see a component of kids, somebody beatuig up somebody, divorces, 

there are ai l  kinds of blank spots though." He believes that these "games" assist hun in discerning 

what is happening in student's lives away fiom school that can impact their school lives. 

On the day 1 participated, we were asked to play Anonymous Poker and Fimi Impression 

Poker rather than Tu Tell The Tmth so, as he told me later, ttiat students wodd not have to wony 

about being embarrassed in fiont of a guest if the students admitted personaily to king involved 

in certain anecdotes. But, what he told the class was "so we don't embanass our guest." 1 found 

him to be very empathetic of students and caring of their sensibilities. Each person had the option 

of not joining in (and he reminded them of that fact before we began), but certaùily, on that 

day, al1 were eager participants. Not only does he believe he gains useful insights into the lives of 

his -dents, but also he regards these exercises as composition, spelling, and writing lessons. 1 

sensed that these students reaily iike and trust this teacher. He seems to have a kind, firm, and 

highly original approach that, on the occasions when 1 visited, appeared to resonate with his 

-dents. That he was well respected by his students was apparent even during the short duration 

of my attendance. 

(5) Ektra-Currich Aclivities 

A Resource teacher in the urban setting indicated that in her opinion, het school is the best 

for avoiding problems and at building communityy saying "1 thuik that this school could be used 

as a mode1 for many of the other places that I've seen because they offer the kids a reason to be 

here." She went on to descnbe that aspect of her school program: 
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There are tons of extra-curri~(Iur sports, al1 kinh of things like Drama? Art. Music? 
everything that you could want to do ar a practicuh'y, is hem. They Le got clubs, 
contests they c m  enter- Each department reall'y works overtime to do this sort of thing. 
There 's a group in the Science department that takes kit& on what they cal2 an m e r s  
Club. mey  go once a month and take them tu unbelievable places: compïng in the 
wilderness for example. Last year I went with two of the Science guys to FIoriclP to the 
Science School and the Marine Biology School with a group of 22 k i k  We went to the 
EvergZades and we rode in air boats, saw alligators. And we did that in our Mmch break 
withjust rwo additional days offiont school. It WGS an unbelievable expert-ence. I'll 
never forget it und the ki& witl never forget it- 

She admits, though, that even with this kind of spectacdar activity, "There is that f i g e  group 

that you don? reach." She would Like to see much more "going on" during the period when 

classes are closed such as weekends and evenings, because she feels that "kids get bored easily". 

Student-Centred Proactive Strategies 

( 1 )  Rapport 

A Mathematics teacher in the rural setting theorized that this next strategy for keeping the 

peace is so simple he's surprised more teachea don't use it: he tries to establish a good rapport 

with his students so that when he "flips out," or punishes the whole class instead of part of it, 

he'll come in, and admit that he's made mistake- In his words: 

The kidsfind out you 5.e human There is a drawback though, they cun tuke ahtantuge of 
you. They don? mean tu, but they 'II suck you dry. IJnd they enjoy being treated like the 
addr they ire always wanted to be. And ojen they don 't get this chance at home. Because 
the parents ju t  give them the back of their hand or the kids get "Don 't bug me, now!" I 
find 1 do my best not to analyse something too quickly- 'Sean, greatJ let S get the show on 
the road. we 'll talk later. " No w Iiie Iearned that ifl say something wrong I'Zl come back 
luter and say "Hey, I rnessed up. We all have bad deys. " It S very important for the kidr to 
know you 're human. 

The Resource teacher at Bishop's Gate Secondary has a seemingly s m d  strategy that has 



evolved into a practice that appears to be working well for her: 

1 don 't stmt teaching right a[ the minute the bel1 rings- 1 have a fie-minute break They 
don 't h o w  that, 1 don 't know that, but we talk about whar they didfirst, who they kissed 
what movie they saw, whaiever. This kind of gets t h  settled and sets the tone. Five 
minutes is al1 it t a k  It dependr on the cluss- Some class~ooms are so connected that it 
happens al1 through our lectures. We have some classes that are mal2 so you c m  work 
and talk ut the s m e  time. Butyou have to have that atmosphere, so you c m  say, 'Oh, by 
the way, I saw D e d  Wmhington in a movie, " but you c m  sîill get stuffdone und get 
back on pack 

As an observer/participant in her classroom, 1 noticed how effectively this strategy coalesced 

the group into an attentive unit The students all were keeniy interested to hear the "goings-on" of 

their fellows since the time they last were together the previous day. They also seemed avid to 

contribute their own information to the rest of the group. The exercise was extremely interactive, 

but short-lived, allowing the teacher to transfer to work-related tasks rather smoothly and 

searnlessly. According to the teacher, this type of strategy encourages students to bond with each 

other and that comectedness may well spiil over into regdar classroom activities such as group 

work and peer help. 

A Special Education teacher at Woodview claims that a series of strategies he has put 

together for classroorn management have made him Less conf?ontational when dissension 

threatens. He counsels that "if we have proper classroom management we don't have to get into 

personalities and psychological profiles." He works to develop what he refers to as "a Corporate 

Thinking System in the classroom, a kind of collective IQ so that each student can benefit fiom 

one other." He tells his students, "How can everybody be organized in here so that your 

behaviour is not a problem?" To me he suggested, "There is a real opportunity here to preserve 



the learning environment-" By way of explanation he offered this incident: 

You get called to the Vice Principal and he sqs ,  "One of those kfàk stole another kids 
shoes. " I'm told that ifhe doesn 't retum the shoes, well, World Wm LU is gonna happen, 
parents, everyone in trouble- Now I don 't think the kiak really want this to escalate and 
we don 't really have to involve the parents, so Isuggest, 'Why don 't we [eave and let the 
guys return the shoes? Will two or three minutes be enough? And nothing else will Le 
said" Iin trying to t a k  care of everyone 's digniîy here becawe was it really a 
psychopath who srole the shoes? Wus it really an evil rotten thing or is it a matter of 
sming face? And when we came back the shoes were there- There was really no needfor 
someone to rom in like Genghis Khan- Agentle voice turneth away wrath- 

As a teacher he tries to be protective of his students and is prepared to stand against the 

administration for them. He advocates non-coriErontationa1 choices to resolve certain situations, 

for example, when students' self-esteem is at stake. In this instance, the shoes were returned 

without the necessity of b a t t e ~ g  anyone's self-esteem or resorting to MIne-~dhg.  

Another Woodview teacher claims to use every avenue to arrest and channel student 

attention. He warrants that sometimes even a srnall thing c m  make a Merence: 

I never wore a rie in teaching till last year Now I Wear a dwerent novelty tie every day. 
I've got Mickey Mouse ones, Star Trek. Donald Duck Sornetimes kiidr will ask where 1 
got t h  tie. Then at a certain point in the semester 171 ask "How many ties h m  Mr. W. 
worn this year?" I'll tell them when my birthday is and say that my wfe and kids won 't 
buy me presents and someone 's got to. The k i h  see that as greatfùn. I'll channel their 
attention. I had one kid corne to school just to see what kind of ties 1 wore. I've got to get 
them here and get their attention and 1'11 do whatever it takes. He sees the tie, he 's here 
andfigures "Well I may as well do something anyway!' 

A Resource teacher at Bishop's Gate School had her own spin on the issue of rapport. "1 bank 

a lot of relationship stuffwith the kids so 1 don? have to scream and yeil at them. It's like money 

in the bank. This, 1 guess, is one of my stnitegies for managing kids." Immedîately, she went on 



to illustrate what she meant by descriiing a situation in which this 'banked' rapport helped her 

deal with a volatile situation: 

In this case r i c e ] ,  it was summer school. Ididn 't know the kid& nor how to get a 
hande on them Big Fight The ki& came in and told me about a hugepght going on 
outside and of course 1 went out there- It was huge fight with a huge cikcle of kids- r 
broke through and there w a  a really badFght going on and 1 didn 't know whot to do. It 
was vicious. but no weapons yet There were two boys really pounding each other. 
Stupidy. Ijumped in the rniddk and hled to pull them upart- B e y  didn 't hurt me but they 
were so angy that I thought that uccidentaIZy they might. Two of rny huge favourite 
dudes, big basketball players grubbed one by the c o n .  and the other one andpuned 
them apurt- Then Isaw a knife. I sent a kid to the office right away to get the principal 
and to call the police. The boys were suvpended and kicked out of summer school and 
that was that. II wos the rapport that I hud built up with those kit& that hei'ped me out. but 
just the same it was a stupid thing for me to do going into the midde of those fighting 
boys. 

She also suggested that day-to-day violence management benefits fiom establiskg a good 

rapport and fiom using a humorous approach in tandem. She has various strategies that she uses 

to entice students away fiom perpetrating disruptive behaviour. 

Because l build rapport, it 's very rare thut they won 't do as I ask But ifthey get snmIy 
then 1 use more humour. Then Iget blunt swing, "Now look you 've been asked, now 
you 're being told to sit down. be quiet, take your unifrm ofi and where '.Y your 
homework? " Ifhey are still snarly. I'dprrll them out of the classroom and say. "0kayJ 
what '.Y the problern here? Tell me whut S bothering you. "And that tisually seems to help 
me. Ifthe behaviour is of a nature that it 's dismptive to the rest of the class. then I'd send 
h i h e r  tu the office. 

For her, sending a child to the office is very senous and she won't undertake it lightly. She 

expanded on her experïence: 

That 's the on& way Isend a kid to the oflce. v u  kid sits in my classroom and sulks and 
isn 't disrurbing anyone, I let him sit and sulk and deal with it afer. But ifhe 's throwing 



things and heaving deskr. then down to the ofice- ï've only sent someone dom mice in 
16 years. Because they know me so well, they usuaIly will just keep the kid quiet and waït 
until 1 c m  corne und talR to the kid. which is whot Iprefr- 

Further on the issue of rapport, several teachers proposed that students with whom they have 

a good tappoa will be less likely to initiate trouble, knowing that a teacher that they like and 

admire would disapprove. They admitted that this approach requires constant effort on the part of 

teachers and a genuine fondness for students. One rural setting Mathematics teacher argues that 

the benefits that accrue to both teacher and class are weiI worth the extra effort, He celebrates 

student biahdays by giving the birthday person a French fÎy coupon. He insists that he spends 80 

percent of his energy on prevention as opposed to resolution. 

An urban setting Resource teacher aiiows students to have food in the cIassroom and to use 

headphones while they work. She believes she has a rather progressive attitude towards these 

things. "As long as they do thek work. . .they Say, '1 could do a lot better if 1 could have my 

headphones.' And 1 Say, 'Okay, let's try."' She claims that: 

We m u t  keep up with the timea Ir 's a new world We 're not working in little offices and 
cubicles any more. 1'12 do anything that S legd as long as they get their work done. 
Nowadays, we 're workingfi.om our cars, Our bedroonrr. our bathrwnr. anything. It k 
the wave of the firttire andyou 're going to work with everything aroundyou. You have to 
Zearn to be focussed in any environment. You need to learn to be focussed on a ta& 

The response 1 received most ofien fiom rural teachers dealing with violence was concemed 

wiîh various methods of violence prevention and that includes the idea of rapport just rnentioned. 

Said one teacher: 

1'11 bring anything to show them 1 had troubles, the certificates thut 1 won Mer one 
teacher helped me. I wîtnt to show them that they Ire not alone and thut I've been there- Z 



was ne* 300poun&, was not doing well in school, only had a 55percent 
merage-thor kïnd of thing. 

T'us, as many teachers mentioned, a great deal ofviolence prevention involves king 

available and approachable. The "approachable" part only cornes with the establishment of a 

good rapport with students over time. This state of "gening dong" reaps dividends in many 

ways, they feel, the most important of which being the intercession by the teacher to diffuse 

situations before dEculties get out of hand. 

One rural teacher declared uaequivocaüy that from his perspective the school student 

population of Woodview District Secondary is far too large. In his mind, a proactive strategy that 

would assuage stress both for students and teachers wouid be a srnalier ratio of students per 

teacher and a much smaller school population overall: 

I wish this school were smaller. L i k  over 2000 kidr is too many. You get a hot, muggy 
d q  with 2000 kids stuck in the hall- Kids are Zike rats in a cage. Of al2 our problems, if 
you wanî ro say there S a problem, could be alleviated ifwe cut the population in ha@ 
Two thousand bodies is just too much. Because of the number of cutbach, fiom what I 
guther, some of the advanced courses and the OACs [Ontario Academic Credits] will get 
35 kids. fi's just too much. In Communications class I've got 18 and that is starting to 
push it. 

A Speciai Education teacher in the urban setting likewise believes that "classroom size and 

facilities could be Mproved tremendously." As she explains: 

Ifs worth your Ife to be out there at dismissal. You can 't walk by without getting hit by a 
school bag. They carry rhose big things on their backx It 's very dangerous, actually. We 
could have wider hallways so kiak could congregate and talk by their lockers. I fhink you 
could have more meetingpluces. We have a student lounge downstairs that could be used 
but there has to be someone superniring it and there 's nobody except a teacher who c m  



Improvements such as these, she asserts, might make life nui a Little more smoothly and therefore 

rnight reduce the incidence of inappropriate behaviour. She fears that, unfortunately, there does 

not appear to an end in sight to the heavy economic cutbacks to which everyone, including 

students, have become victims. 

The Special Education teacher at Bishop's Gate would also Like to see someone, coumeilors 

perhaps, nui activities at lunch tirne. "This would give the kids something to do and a place to 

"drop-and-flop" so they dont  have to fool around in the hallways." She went on to mention that 

although they have a cafeteria, "not everyone wants to be in that Ioud, noisy place. The sound 

bounces al l  over the place." She sees a real need for congregating areas, because "some of them 

want to play a little floor hockey or do this and do that and they're playing it in the hallways with 

th cans and they're getting into trouble." She counsels that students have energy that needs to be 

properly funnelied. To emphasize her point, she added: 

In good weather they can go out. The groundr are magnifient, and we don 't see 
behaviour as a problem. But in winter it S deady for these kids- There 's no pluce for 
them tu go. W e  of them retreat to the Chape1 to think. but others retreat to 'bther 
activities. " We have tu be vigilant in ail aspects. 

(3)  Positive Reinforcement 

Another strategy used freely is the "tried-and-me" reward system. When a group has been 

weil-behaved, one Woodview teacher said he will: 

Let them play cardi or I'ZZ let them read. I t e  also got some games, some mind ieasers. 

Unfortunatel'y there are no cornputers, not in the portables because they 'II gef stolen The 
thing is, the sno22 rewmds are great, the other thing is, mcrybe once a month, "Youi.e 
done a great job, let 's wrop up this, tic& things up and I'ZZ bring in some music. " The kids 
absolutely love Disney music, so I have soundtrackrfor most of the Disney stuffand 
they t e  humming along while they work 



This same teacher also thinks that while a sense of humour is important, the ability to Iaugh 

at yourselfshould be a large part o f  it. By his own admission, he decorates his classmorn like a 

bedroom: 

My whole bock wall is covered in Star Trekposters, Star Wws s m a t  the fiont* and then 
I have cartoons covering other walls. On Mondqs I'llput up three new cartoons al2 
making* of school. whether it be the teacher, students, buses, cafeteria, wharever. We 
c m  Zaugh at ourselves- 1 have a whole board dedicated to the kih: stars and stickers- It 3 

got Spider Man and Barman and Robin on it. Igive them (the stickers) for a whole bunch 
of things. 

He' Ll ask in class "who' s tough?" But he explains to the class that the t d y  "tough kid" is the 

one who isn't aftaid to Say he doesn't understand something. When a student fïnally stands up in 

class and says that something is not clear, he'll give stickers to him or her put in notebooks 

When 1 asked him ifthe kids like this practice, he responded: 

Go4 yes. The grade elevens think they are so sophisticated. and they 're the worst- 
They 'Il say, 'Sir. are we doing stickers today? " I'll get whatever 1 c m  get fiee, 
McDonaZdF, Disney stickers. Mickey Mouse. Scratch and Smell. and I'lZ get them 
anywhere ... then at the charity stuffin the Mu12 1'22 buy maybe $10.00 worth. Bernstein 
stickers-everyone gets one the first day of school. 

Another teacher nins a retreat, a special benefit for advanced level students who have been 

nominated for this experience by their teachers: 

AZZ the kidr that are imrohed in leadership, student council. athletics. academics, the 
cream of the crop- It is a four-dq retreat- IJve been doing it for ten yems. The Zast four 
years il's been set up so it S all student le4 student run We '11 do 80 this year. Twenty of 
those will be student leaders who have been there at least hvice before. For another 20, it 
will be their second time through. For anoîher 44, t will be new to them. You how. I 
don 't like to d@erentiate. They get hurt when they don? get asked back or to be one of 
the 20 skill builders. We 'te approached some of the Generul level kit& and they don? 
want CO go. 



The general level -dents apparently regard the retreat with some disdain, as it caters to 

"high academics, athletics, and student council members. . .mostly the latter." Interestingiy, this 

teacher does not reaily agree with the criteria for choosing students. "1 don't want to talk about 

this retreat because what 1 get to do is take 80 of the cream of the crop of the school." He feels 

that the retreat would be more wisely employed addressing the needs of problem kids. He did not 

Say if he had attempted to change the admission criteria 

Another Woodview teacher involved in counselling claims that: 

Guidance is taking on such a different role. It 3 beingpwhed towarak cmeer. And it 
shodd be because it 's very important s t u ?  But in a maII town there me veryfew people 
to corne and chat with- the social counselling kind of stufl personal counseZZing there 
isn 't a whole lot of tirne for thut- Annette und 1 were the ones the kidr wodd corne and 
talk to- We have one centre [crisis] but there might be a wait rime of six months- But the 
kid who has a crisis in the hall won 't wait, he 'II deal with it on his own, 

It has been her experience that there is much expected of teachers who, more and more, are 

taking on the role of parent to make up for what they regard as farnily shortfalls. She added, 

"Any good teacher wants to do it too." She understands her availabiiity to students and her 

willingness to listen as a kind of release valve for those in whom the pressure to strike out is 

building. These informal chats act as a preventative, a kind of venting system, to help keep 

emotions fkom festering and finally erupting at inappropriate times and in destructive ways. 

Similir thoughts were expressed by another Woodview teacher who is amazed at the level of 

despair in some of the kids. 

There are desperate kit& who need lie@. One phoned me fiom home. He was in grade 
13, well-respecte4 a good student- It was a complfment that he called but Iremember 



being just dumbfounded He said he hud a $5000 Cocaine problem I had to think about 
going to tulk to this total stranger. mat  was really troublesome to me. He was in big 
trouble because he owed dl  this money and he didn 't have that kind of money. He wus 
desperate and needed help. I got him to the h g  und ulcohol people- And l've had others. 
Muybe hava dozen of them have ended up in psychiutric c m  Those types of kidr will 
pay the price ifthe social net isn P there for them anymore. And so ïfthere is somebody in 

their school that they îrust that they c m  talk to, 'cause ifthey go into a clam mad as hell, 
and iî blows up, and they get kïcked out of school. . . 

The teachers insist that they are being forced to enter the realm of the psychologist and 

professionai counselIor, venues in which many feel uncornfortable and unqualified. Many 

cornplain that they are already over-worked and to accept even more responsibility will 

necessarily weaken teaching when time is drawn away fiom academics. As one stated concerning 

counselling, "Ifs outside my job description." Because guidance has become increasingly career- 

onented, many would argue for more qualified fùU-time personnel to whom students can tum in 

times of stress. Severai rurai setting teachers mentioned that lacking this service, the school has 

experienced an increase in the number of violent and disruptive behaviours among students 

unable to cope alone. 

One Woodview teacher, who believes she has a good rapport with students, likewise 

indicated that trying to "be there" for -dents is somewhat of a complication in the classroom, in 

that it takes t h e  away nom the teachinglwork that she also feels is more in iine with her true job 

description: 

Kids tell me stus Sometimes they want a response and sornetimes ail they want is an ear. 
Irediy try not to be judgmental. (/sua& I listen and say "Wio have you talked to? Hove 
you tdked to your guidance counsellor? Have you been to the Birth Right Clinic [in the 
case of pregnancy]?" Then Iask ifthey have talked to their parents? In a couple of cases 
the parents were supportive, in a couple they weren 't. In one instance, the parents were 



the last tu kiow. It S a real hmd realiiy for kids andparents. Is it such a shock now as it 
used to be? There is a real social issue. Some dqs I just W h  I could teach Art, but these 
me kidî wirh social concerns and some dqys you can % There 's a lot of stuffgoing on. 
You have to be aware. Ifrhey think I'm approachable- - ..then thnt TJ okay, but usuallj I 
steer them toward someone who can deal with them professionally- Thaf 's not my mea 
and I don 't pretend to be an expert. r'm rhehefirst fine of assistance und I rell them "You 
need to talk to someone who can help you, 1 c m  't really. " Ofleen they are sexuulZy ache  
and under the delusion that they are really in love. . .the White ffiight in Shining Amour 
and this is the person they Ill be spending the rest of their life with- 

She understands the need students have for someone to counsel them but would instead 

prefer "to stick to teaching" the appropriate subject matter in which she has been trained. As 

well, she indicated that neither does she feel qualined to address the more senous issues and 

stressos that students have presented to her. She is concerned that she may not have good 

advice, or at least, may not have the "best advice." 

One teacher claims that even parents will secretiy approach him about a problem. He 

explained, 

Something came Rom a parent contact. I had one of those quiet students, a sort of nerd 
type who had bought into the way I do stug and it '.Y the first iime he had opened up in 
years. He 's always done well acadernically. but now he 's learning how to interact. I had 
parents say, 'Su-and-so is saying this, they 're putting him down. " So I'ZZ talk tu the 
clussroorn in general. Kbat I say is "Hey gang, I met a lot of parents Iast nighr and a 
pment had a concern ... and so on." The kidF wil[ sqy, "Wlty are you looking at me?" So 
now I look ut the Star Wars stuffon the back wall. Then I'll say, " . i d  everybody get the 
message? I'm not looking ut anybody you know. Ifthe message isforyou, you'll get it. " 

(5) Communication 

A teacher of OAC Mathematics iikewise uses humour as a tool in his rurai setting school, but 

says he aiso deliberately changes his whole personality when issues threaten to enipt 



Do it with humour for one thing. And I make sure I don 't yell. I nomtally yeZl and scream 
al1 the t h e ,  so Itell the hekidr that 2 7 1  corne within sir inches of your face and talk very 
quietly, you 're toast- "David, get your ass outta here!" They 're used to me yelling "Get to 
work shut up, you good for n~ th ing- - -~  They 're wed to that- It 's al1 very fiiendy and 
joking when I'm noisy. But look oui when l in  quiet. I haven 't thrown a kid out in over 
two years. 

Some may h d  his approach a Linle troubhg. Mer  having sat as an observer in this teacher's 

class, 1 found him to be extremely gregarious, animated and yes, noisy. His dynamic style did 

seem to resonate with hîs students, however. They seem to have generally adapted weli to his 

"storm the bastions" manner and to work hard for him, apparently sensing that his raucous style 

is well-intentioned. Kis style may not be for everyone, though, especially the very sensitive 

student. 1 was not, however, present during one of his "personality changes." 

He clairns not to be without sensitîvity, something he apparently learned the hard way. He 

related this story, which, although somewhat lengthy, 1 present here: 

My very first year of teaching 1 was pretty pufled with myself: Hah, 1 wasfull ofp-s and 
vinegar. This girl came in late. I looked up and said in my usual shouting sarcastic 
manner, "Hey, you 're late!" Hey, I'd showed her, andshe sort of whimpered and stuff 
Zike that. She didn 't say anything so I said "Do you have a good rearon for being late?" 
You could see she was a bit teary-eyed but Iplunged on tu really nad her mdshow her 
how tough 1 wax "No, 1 just came backfiom .-. here 's a note!' I said, "Did you sign it? " 
And she said, S NO." and Isaid "Why no??" And she said "Why don 't you back OR" But I 
said "Oh, by the way, here S all the workyou missedhm last week su get your ass in 
gear. " Then she really started to [ose it and suid. "You don1 know whal kidr have to go 
through. " I respond, "Oh right, I don 't understand what kids are going through, look at 
me, my w$e 'S pregnant, I've got a home, I'm going to be unemployed shortly because 
I 'm going to be laid ofl You don 't know about Zife being a grown-up. " She s c r e m  "F- 
- you, " and ran out of class. m e n  I got down to the ofice a@er 4:OO p-m I was politely 
told thai she was 14 years old, was away last week because of her abortion, and that 
what I did was not right. I learned very quickly not to make any assunptions. So ifso- 



und-so waZks into class I say politely "Hi Swan, glad you made if." Then once things get 
g o ï a  "1s everything okay? You didn ' t jmt deep in? O& that S cool. Do you have your 
note? O k q  " 1 make no assumptiom at al[- That was an awfùl lesson to l e m  You ktow 
thot girl wouldn 't corne back to class. There w m  only two weeks [of school] leji and that 
girl refised to corne to Math class, and Idon 't blme her! 

He adrnits to being an inexperienced and insecure teacher whose lack of sekonfidence and 

self-engrossed attitude portrayed him as devoid of any empatW8 for students ùi his handling of 

this early career incident. ALthough he felt the administration rightly took him to task for his 

behaviour, perhaps the severity of the incident might have been reduced or even avoided had he 

been privy to the circumstances surrounding the fernale student's absence. In faVness though, 

when t e h g  the story to me, he did not offer excuses, but rather took the blame and vowed that 

such behaviour on his part would never recur. 

(6) Student Participation and Involvement 

Many teachers believe that students could be more fully involved in areas of schooling which 

heretofore they have not been allowed access. An issue that was advanced as the interviews 

progressed concerns the question of increased student participation in conflict prevention and 

conflict resolution (areas that this present research addresses), as weii as in the academic aspect 

of schooling. 

Most of rural setting teachers eventually spoke to the issue of confiict resolution from the 

aspect of Peer Counselling. The verdict of one who is in favour of this kind of programme is: 

Students help each other where kids who were in trouble a lot or those who were involved 
in violent incidences were put with a better type of student to help them. It f not a bad 

68 1 say "appears" because this teacher indicated that, as a beginning teacher, he lacked 
empathy and was too self-absorbed and insecure, a state of affairs that was remedied soon after. 



idea at ail. I haven 't had a lot offirsthund eqerience on if, but I think it 's a good idea to 

use the students that are positive, because students are probably able to communicate 
with their peers better than we are. We (the teachen) are Zike the mommies and daddies 
and I'm sure they (the students) open think "Yeah. right!'!" So, I think muybe students can 

do that just as weil as we c m  

The urban settùig school, Bishop's Gate, as mentioned earlier, has a ~ u c c e s s N ~ ~  Peer 

Counselling Program that is both weU-organked and well-established. AU the urban setting 

teachedparticipants stated quite defhîtively that in their opinion the main reason for the relative 

infiequency of violent incidents is directiy a resdt of this programme. Further, in circurnstances 

that may already be brewing, despite their best efforts to forestdl probiems, they contend that the 

programme catches and diaises much of these potential eruptions before they can become red- 

hot and boil over. Said one teacher, " m e n  we have blow-outs, it's u s d y  somethllig gohg on 

elsewhere that surfaces here. Often, there's not enough family caring, not enough attention." 

He adds, "Even kids who are quite ill or troubled in the commuflity are not in trouble here." 

He believes that the good humour and rapport among the 70 or so sta£f members has fïitered 

d o m  to the students. Students see how easily staff members mingle and how weU they get dong 

with each other. This kind of behaviour is infectious. The kids "sense it."'' 

69 The 'success' is an expectation of the teachers' stated remarks about the programme. 1 
did, however, sit in on one session and discovered that the students interacted in a relaxed 
atmosphere but did, indeed, appear to take their roles as Mediators very senously. 1 found the 
session to be pretty much as the Peer Counseliing leader indicated it would be. My visit was 
invited but unannounced, therefore 1 feel reasonably confident that what 1 saw and heard was 
largely an accurate representation of the programme. 

70 While at the school 1 did notice an attitude of politeness and calmness. This urban 
school did not seem to have that heightened tone of fever pitch excitement that 1 sensed was just 
beneath the surface mood at the rurai school. 



A rural setting teacher likewise touched on the idea of strengthening student involvement: 

We hy to involve students. We have a code of behaviour. We try to involve students on the 
commitîee t h  evolved that code, but 1 think it 's a t o k n  effort thut allows them some 
input. At least, between you and me and the table, it 's a nicety rather thun the practical. 
From our perspective, we listen to them, take their input, but imraally there 's already an 
agenda 

He readily adrnits that students of this rurai school continue to be given only a token voice in 

regdatory matters to which they (the students) must adhere: 

1 think the students probably take it seriously though. They tried P eer Mediation. I like 
the concept. It hasn 't been a great success here though, probably more because of 
Iogistics than anything else. There's certainly room to expand if- The Vice Principal says 
"You have a choice: Peer Mediarion or a three-day suspension." 

The second sentence of this quotation "They tried Peer Mediation" perhaps speaks to a lack of 

cornmitment arnong the teachers for the Peer Mediation Program in this rural school. He did not 

Say we tried Peer Mediation. It wouid appear then, in his mind at Ieast, the reason for the lack of 

success of the Peer Mediation program fies not with the students who, by his own admission, 

"take it seriously" but rather with teachers who already have "an agenda" they expect to 

implement without real student input. The resolve of the teachers advocating the Peer mediation 

program at Woodview may be more tenuous than those in the urban setting outlined in this study. 

He continues: 

For a Iot of these kids I envision that they need someone to talk to and ifthey couldjust 
vent some of this to someone like a bartender, ' m a t  guy really messed me up. " You get 
into what to do ifihe kid says 'Tm so angry Icould kill someone, or Ml myseIj? The 
student has ro be trained to the point of knowing that they should bow out of îhis. It's 
diJ'îcu1t to get it up and running with training. niere is someone in guidance that got ten 
volunteers. There are certainly sîudents who are willing to do it. It's just gening the 



logistics of gening it operative. We went to a conference in Toronto- At some of the 
schools in Toronto, they me mediar»g sii or seven conjicts a year at a big school. The 
number is so s m d  and we were justfloored 

A Woodview teacher, when asked to describe how the Peer Mediation Program should 

operate, responded quickly and summed up how, in a general sense, he feels the programme 

should work. "Sit down at a conference with the peer mediators and the combatants and hammeer 

out a contract to resolve the dispute, and it's open-ended. The Peer Mediators report to a faculty 

advisor." When asked whether the faculty advisor changed fiom rime to time he responded: 

Don 't know, it just stmted last year. You've got 2000 students here. MobiZize 20 percent 
or 10 percent of the kidr who are talented g@ed and capable of Zistening and helping 
others. GNe those other 20 percent who need someone to listen top that opporîmity. The 
fear again is " m a t  are we getting into? " 

Perhaps a more appropriate question would be "What will we be getting out of Peer Mediation?" 

not "What are we getting h o ? "  The latter seems to carry a heavy negative connotation, arguably 

unfounded in light of the considerable documented success of similar programmes in other 

schools, rnost notably in metropolitan Toronto which, by his attribution, is violent. 

One resource that the senior Mathematics teacher of Woodview considers largely untapped, 

is the student council. He offen his thinhg on the matter: 

How could the student council rnobilite towards a more posinnte point of view? You 
h o  w, kids figure janitors get paid to c h n  up in the cajeterîa so "Let's throw the stuff on 
the floor. " We know the power of advertising so let's get pride in our school back I'm a 
firm believer that there are a lot of goodpeople here who vastly out-number problem 
students. Ifwe couldjust get them to be more vocal and say "Hey you, don? write on that 
Iocker because if's my school and you're muking a mess of if. Ifeverybody writes on a 
locker we 're going to hm. . "  They etch their notes to each other on these lochrs, can 
you believe if? W?zy do they do this? They [the school board] just painred these lockers at 



Christmas. And the first day back they kick the Zockers and write on them and scratch 
them. ding them. lt bothers me and it would be great to get students to be more 
aggressive in correcting theeirp peers and do it in a gentle way. 

He advocates increased communication between students and the administration, increased 

benevolence and rapport among students and teachers, and more respect for people (substitute 

teachers, for example) and the fumishuigs of school property (such as lockers). He seems to Link 

these together as generally settuig a positive or negative tone for school behaviour: 

I h  nof a rah. rah guy and l'nt no? sure how you go about generating if. Keep the school 
clean, show respect for each other, show respect for stafl Igetfed up. As soon ar a 
supply teacher cornes. their [the students'] eyes light up and again it Sjust three or four 
turkeys in the class. but the rest sit und let the turkeys do it [that is, make life miserable 
for the supply]. They brow it S wrong and I have this mentalîiy that they me equally to 
blame because they didn 't stop it- The hmdest thing a student has to do is to say to 
another student, "You're acting like an idiot? sit down and let'sjust give this [supply] 
person a break " 

He also comprehends the lack of communication and the lack of student-run activities within 

the school's student population as a whole, as another negative condition preventing the 

unincation of students and the establishment of a beneficial school spirit: 

We had a school newspoper lcut year that was beautifilly done, but it only came out once 

a year. as students were basicallj learning the process in class. nere S no weeWy 
newspaper or anything. The daily announcements are their only real communication. 

Another teacher at Woodview Secondary agreed that there is need for a unifying mechanism: 

Oh. the public address, weZZ. anythîng major that comes across through thatfiom "big 
brother" and the students turn right off fi S such a big school. We don 't have facilities. 
obviously, to put all the students in one assemblj, so we have to split them. There is a 
majorproblem getting îhem in and out of the cafetorium ï'here 's no permunent seating 
so they are al1 on plastic seafs so they don 't have a designated seut- It 's a real problem- 



We have p h  for a nav school but they have been shelved becme of money. MW kids 
don 't know how tu act in an assembly, so the ussemblies tend to be chuotic, sometimes, 
but not always It S getting bette?-- We 're si+ too dam big. 

She reiterated that students r e d y  do not have much contact with the administration unIess, 

"They are bad enough to be sent to the office." Ostensibly, after the £ïrst week of school, the 

principal rarely comes around to the classrooms. The situation has reached the stage that "Kids 

don't know who they (the administration) are." 

The Woodview teacher who runs a retreat for academicaily excellent students stated that he 

only mentioned the retreat to illustrate his point conceming inappropriate classroom conduct 

during the time of his absence, when a substitute teacher is in residence: 

I'ZZ give my expectations on a Wednesday. And 1 know that Thursday or Friday one of my 
classes wiZZ have blown it. I always ask the supply teacher when 1 corne back and Ijust 
know that one of them wiZZ have blown it, probably the grade 10 group. Itll know the two 
or ihree kids. They usuaZZy leave the names and I I I  talk to those two or three and say. 
"That's not the way you behave in grade ten, blah, blah, blah. " But then 1'11 address the 
whole group and say , 'Yfyou allow them to act t h  way then you're as much to blume as 
ihey are. " 

A teacher of Special Education in the rural setting has activated a strategy of what he terms 

"participative management" to "defiay a lot of the confiontational shiff.." He permits the students 

to take control of smaii issues that d o w  them some mesure of personal autonomy. He says, "1 

have washroom breaks and washroom passes so instead of asking, they each have three passes 

that Say ... or they c m  hand them in for one per cent at the end of the year." 

He is the same teacher who daims that work is accomplished most efficiently and with fewer 

disturbances in 30-minute sections. At the end of that time, he asks if anyone is uiterested in a 5- 



minute break. During that break the students c m  eat and t a  but can not leave the room. As he 

States, 

Everybody has an opportunity to relax and rnaybe have the bestjive minutes of the whole 
cZass. .. to talkperhaps about something actuaily meaningfulI Now that allows all kindr of 
behavioural things and I have a sb-ike systern of Three Strikes and Igo 'Sh-ike One" and 
at 'Strike Three, darn, wejust lost our break" Strïke One is a one minute detention, 
Strike two is a two minute detention , SinXe Three is a three minute detention. So it 's an 
attempt to build a peer mentality- The Peer group is so important that you 'ZI see that most 
kids don 't want to screw up everybo+ S break 

In this way, he asserts, the whole class becomes involved. He daims that his participative 

management strategy embodies a diversity of issues. He remarks: 

Most kids would like to participate in things we al1 care about, like dnrgs or whatever 
you 're tulkïng about [as a teacher], most kids would like to do that. So, most kidr that are 
really distwbed, you can talk to the whole group. I talk to [hem andsay "Look. we need 
him. Personally I've had it up fo here wifh him, but we need him, we need this guy. You 
know we Ive allprofiledjrom him being here. He sees things that we don? see. " So you 
hy to meet them on some sort of intellectual level- 

He argues that "the whole corporate group-learning stuff is reaily critical." Also, he feels that: 

There S a lot of organisational stufl in terms of buying into what I'd like to do- . . 
workshops and s t u t  It involves classroorn discipline s t u i  Initiallyf they sit where they 
like. and 1 try to sell them on classroom management, and why it will assist us. And I do. 
1 hy to sell if. and they will suy "Oh, all right) yeah, sure, we can do that. if 's good for 
us. " So they buy into a kïnd ofpackage deal thut includes classroom discipline, 
organizutional st@ coloured folders, teams, developing movement so that you know how 
to defise some of these things like when someone s a -  'IF- you!" Well now, how did he 
ger to that point? 

He gives this thoughtfhi commentary: 

It is sad because gwe were so smart as hunta~ beings we would have learned everything 
the bestpeople had to say and we 'd be a much better h u m  race and we wouldn 't be 



kicking the crap out of each other. How come this hasn 't chmged us? It m u t  be some- 
where in the way we t e  been shming each other. Somehow, the wcry we 've been shming 
the territory doesn 't work So how can we shme the tem-tory to avoid "might is right?" 

This particuiar teacher is seeking to look beyond the reactive and extemal proactive 

perspectives of school violence, beyond the here and now to the larger inner picture of the human 

condition and the cornmon, repetitive practices cemented in place for decades, which may, in 

large part, be reinforcing why people act the way they do. Even the language he uses "sharing the 

temtory" underscores his inclusive and less confiontational way of comprehenduig the complex 

issue that is school violence- 

Using participative involvement accentuated by patience, he appears to be taking a genuine, 

if initial mesure, to empathetically redress theïr disenûanchised state. The strategies he employs 

he admits are not earth-shattering, but rather are small, limited, but empowering steps that 

attempt to amelïorate how students feel about themselves and each other. involvement via mal1 

but rneaningful gradations may affect, for the better, how students view the teacher as a leader. 

He does understand, too, that unforhmately, not al1 students want to participate. For these 

students, he says that he as teacher: 

Has the option tu pass. I f i f s  out-and-out confiontational, like "This is crap man," in this 
school we 're able to sqy 'Thot S not acceptable, the language is insultive, and go out the 
door." For some other kicis you say "You 've got a time out-" But it S the preventative st@ 
I'm most interested in, the proactive. All lin saying is I'm trying to prepare a room here 
that has fo do with stewarhhip of character, tu do with shuring of authoriîy, and Ican 't 
al1 of a sudden pull the pafiiarchal routine. I have to learn to be the gentle voice in that. .. 
and realize that not al1 kids are going îo want to@d their gpfor learning- 

Another rural setting teacher spoke of a Mentoring Programme. Mentoring usually involves 



pairing a student with an adult, in this instance, a teacher on M. Because the Mentoring process 

involves teachers meeting students one-on-one, teachers rnay ofien be alerted to any manifest or 

potential conditions that could negatively impact -dents' Lives. Because the concerns are ofien 

addressed in their initial stages in concert with the student (and others as deemed neces~ary)~', 

the negative impact as a result of these distresses rnay be moderated. In these tïmes of two- 

working-parents households, many teenagers can feel somewhat alone and cut loose nom 

discourse with parents who rnay feel too fiazzled at the end of a long work-day to address the 

wide-range of adolescent stressors. Teachen, in their roles as mentors, rnay help f3.i that void. 

The rural teacher, however, sees Little value in programmes such as these: 

We Verne a Menroring Programme, on a volunteer basis, usua& with grade nine and ten 
A teacher will be assigned one or iwo students to just keep tabs on them To be quite 
honest, 1 had it once, and the thing is, I found that the kidjust didn 't want to have 
anything ro do with me, because the thing is, I taught his sister and then his sister got 
very sick and diedfiom Zung cancer. Becmse 1 war in contact with her IJd @en her one 
[cigarette]. Every time I came near, he just stopped me. 1 pied for three or four months 
andfinallyjust let the whoZe thing slide. IIfind thut these kïdr don 't need mentoring. 

The M e n t o ~ g  Program, as described by this teacher, does not appear to have been a success, 

nor does it appear to have had the cornmitment either of the teachers or the students. To "have it 

once" and then to give up rnay seem to some as perhaps a Iittie short-sighted. 

Even academic mentoring withui a de-streamed class has apparently not been a great success 

at Woodview, he asserts: 

You krtow, de-streaming was a way of sayïng thut the strong would heip the weak, 

71 Some of those "other" rnay include parents, the school administration, psychologists, 
clinics for unwed mothers, and so on. 



independently as well ar with assistameefiom the teacher. lpersonally think de- 
sîreaming is a fmce- Ifind thot the kï& who are weak even ifyou try to pair them up 
deliberately or not, most of them wiI2 only corne to me- Misery loves Company- The weak 
kids will stay with the weak kï&, the sîrong with the strong. Maybe ûk because ifs been 
going like that since Endergarten, Z don 't know- I've really beenjhstrated with de- 
sheming because l know what I can do with a classroornfuII of weak kdr. The midme tu 
weak kidk love it because they buy in that somebody cares- Maybe if S my style that 
doesn 't work I don 't know. 

The teachers of Bishop's Gate, on the other hand, regard a coordinated mentoring program 

as an invaïuabIe aid for students. A Resource teacher in the wban setting considers, "a serious 

Mentorïng Prognunme as crucial in any kid's Me, especiaiiy for grades one, eight, and nine." She 

stated, "Certain grades are watersheds in a student's life a .  therefore, more critical. 1 think of 

these times as periods of transition." She beiieves that "getting comrnitted teachers who are 

willing to be with a group of kids for a whole year," is best. In this way, a teacher can follow 

-dents through time to assess how they (the students) are managing their lives. She would aiso 

establish a scheduIe whereby students couid see their teachedmentors for 40 minutes every day, 

or at a minimum, every two days. She Uidicated that in light of the already-packed acadernic day, 

the program could fiuiction before or after school. She ftequently c d s  kids at home and she 

knows she's not the only one who sees students after school. As she states, "Coaches see kids 

after school for al1 that fun -and comraderie. It's great. Lots of teachers do" (that is, think it's 

great). 

It is her opinion that ahost al1 students want to talk to someone. It's just a matter of hding 

the person with whom the student is most confortable. Initially, she wodd set up the selection 

and matching process randornly. Unlike Woodview District Secondary, a school of 2000 



students, with reaily only one guidance person who deals only with career concerns, Bishop's 

Gate, with its 1250 students, presently has five guidance counseilors who do not handle 

discipline problems in the strictest sense. Rather, they assume "the more serious stuff, idce if the 

kid is suicidai, teen pregnancy, home SM, dmgs, ali that." She added that there have been 

students who have committed suicide at her school. She beiïeves that most large schools have, on 

average, one suicide a year, but Wlfortunately the teachers usuaiIy have "no sense of what 

precipitated it." Apparently, there are also signincant numbers of teen pregnancies and that 

continues to be of great concem- She wondered aloud: 

We have lots ofpregnancies. Some curry tu lem,  some abort. I think the whole issue of 
why there are so many teen pregnmcies is worth examining especiuliy when we Le got 
adequate birth control and it kfiee. Birth control is not availoble in the washroom 
because this is a Catholic school, 

Some might speculate that the lack of readily available birth control at school may be one factor 

that, in sorne measure, negatively affects the pregnancy rate. 

At Bishop's Gate Secondary, a Special Education teacher agrees with several Woodview 

District Secondary teachers that in Faxnily Court "judges really need to have a bit more power 

with the Young Offenders Act It has devastated t b g s .  And the Courts need to take a look at 

more retribution." She advocates that kids are more street smart than they once were. "They 

know what's what. After aii, they've grown up on the street. They know fiom television and their 

parents what their legal rights are." Much of the present ineffectiveness she lays at the door of the 

1960s decade, "when parents were in a confrontation with teachers and threatening, 'You can't 

touch my child. . .you can't hit my child.' They took the strap away, they took this away, they 

took that away." She argues that now the only mechanisms available to teachers "are the ows 
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that are legally available to us." She suggests, "Schools are a reflection of what society waots. 

When society wants pemiissiveness, the schools have to give it. When they (members ofthe 

co~ll~~lunity at large) want structure, the schools have to give it," 

She perceives that the present condition of schools is regarded by the public with a mixture 

of approval and scepticism: 

The parents are in a confued state. so are the schools. Some parents want to take their 
kids out andput thern in pivote schools 6 e c m e  they don 't think there is enough 
structure, and others think everything is quiteefine and to "let my son roll al- He 'Il 
find out when he hits work that it S d~BcuIt, and my daughter wifZ kmow how hmd it is to 
get ajob. It '.Y best they Iearn the hard way " Su, there are all sorts of responses out there. 

A Woodview Visual Arts teacher describes sessions whereby student seminars were used as a 

tool presenting contentious issues around the issue of violence in an atmosphere where students, 

with teacher help, could address the issues rationalIy and thoughthilly. She especially approves 

of the manner in which students were given examples of groups portraying the appropriate way 

to behave in certain situations. Three she mentions are SAVE (Students Against Violence 

Everywhere), PAVE (People Against Violence Everywhere), and TEEN EXCEL (an offshoot of 

PAVE). Her thoughts about these programmes: 

Teachers were involved more as faditators The teens were the leaders. Thut seemed to 
have a good effect It led to lots of good discussion back in the classroom. First of ail it 
@es them information about what is appropriate behaviour, say, sexually about 
violence. and gives them some strategies about communicating. Ki& will come up with 
catch phrases. We 'te been îrying to come up with bwz phrases thaf will stick in their 
heu&, so thar when they are considering the pros and cons of their actions, perhaps 
something will click in, you now Itarrive alive, don 't drink and drive." Ki& are slogan 
crazy and it does seem to work as they are a product of an amtertising age and television. 
One of the seminms did approach it on the level of a TVshow. They were talking about 
shows Zike Family Matters and whether they are real and does that stuflreally hqpen, 



and is there anything you c m  app& It was done wïth the grade nines and it worked out 
okay because they can relate it to their favourrfe TV shows. 

His response points to another strategy: the use ofstudent counseliors? He explains his 

motivations for introducing another person, a counsellor, into the situation: 

Ifit 's a little more thun I'm prepared to deal with or shouïd deal with, Z'll send the kid to 
a counselZor. It 's not myjob to be a shrink; and I'm not, any more than I'm a cop. I'Zl 
Say, "Look. I think this is going to t u k  more than ten minutes to talk about beîween 
classes here in the hall, so Ithink maybe you should go see one of the counseZ2ors-'7 
recommend them al1 equally, but they '12 usualïj go iflsuggest if. 

The students needing and seeking counselhg are also dowed to select the counsellor. 

"Sometimes the kids will sort of shop around. They'ii talk to one coumeilor about some kinds of 

things, and others to someone eise, depending on the problem: sexual, personai, emotional." He 

reasons that both boys and girls are given equal opportunities to becorne counseliors and receive 

training fiom the school's Mediation Programme. He offers this additional comment: 

Their brief is not to get involved in something while it is happening. It S d e r  or before. 
m i l e  if's happening we get one of the very [orge men on staff; and the police, too, have 
been very good about if- They are effective at stopping things. 

This teacher believes that Peer Mediation and Peer Counseiling Programmes alleviate the 

incidence of violence because all the students know that other students are involved in these 

prograrns to a great extent. Apparently, more and more students are taking the Peer Counselling 

course, which is fortuitous c o n s i d e ~ g  that: 

You are getting more and more kiak who are out of their own heaa3, ifyou like, al the age 

1 have included this particular type of counselling in this category to emphasize the 
participative and student-centred aspects. 



of 15 or 16. They 're actually picking up body language, picking up attiludinal kïndr of 
things that otherwtre might be allowed to drzp or even not be noticed 

He goes on to note that students who have taken this programme have even corne to hhn with 

information on potentid problems: 

rive taught a couple of kidi that I would classz> as budding sociopaths, and l've had 
people corne to me and say, "You betrer check Our so-and-so because he 's been bugging a 
partinrlar child who is a bit unbalanced to begin with anyway- Get him ro back ofl" 

Because students socialize with each other as peers, they are more Iikely to be aware of linle 

issues causing their peers distress. He daims that students "pick up" on things fkom their pers 

al1 the time: 

A student came to me the other dày. "So-and-so won 'r be in to clam because she '.Y having 
some problems with a family thing at home and she 's taking ir very ha&" She 'sfion a 
Polish background highly strung, sort of romantic, and not to characterire the fmily, 
they tend to take things extremely hard I think if's a cultural thing. "She won 't be in class 
as she S too upset to even think about if, and can you just let her go?" I said. *'Certain&, 
that S fine. " 1 knew that the studenl who came ro tell me about it was imolved in the 
Programme- 

This final comment reveals that the Peer Counsehg Program at Bishop's Gate is respected 

by rnany, teachers, administration, and students alike. He States: 

Now this [students acting as a conduit between their pers and teachers] huppens 
fiequently, a couple of timesper month to me personuZijt Tley aren 't just approaching 
me because they think lin sympathetic or something, they approach al2 the teachers. 1 
don 't know how well if's received by some of the teachers, but I think the Programme has 
gained a lot of credence over the Zast few years. Hamy did a doctorate on it und is one of 
the originators of it in this part of the world This goes back abour 20 yems or more. 
Anywcs? it 's become extremely popuIar here with kiak clamouring to get into the 

programme, 



He credits the amelioration in student behaviour to this particular type of Peer Coullselling 

Programme rather than the other types of Violence Mediation Programmes that are cunently 

available in grade school. 1 wondered aloud in what way(s) he thiaks tbis programme is better- 

He suggests that students redy have to be a certain age to understand this "cognitive skiils 

education, the idea of looking at behavïour and asking questions. Where is this behaviour coming 

fiom?" He offers a plausible line of questioning that these teenage peer mediators might employ: 

W ? I ~  do you fiel Iike that every time you see this person? The kid wiZZ say, 'Idunno, Ijust 
hate him. I hate him. I hate him "And the Peer Counsellor wiZZ respond. 'WellI hate S a 
pretty strong word m a t  do you mean by hate? Do you dislike, dislike strongly? You 
don 't like the way he look or dresses or talks? "And this break it down and you get 
those questions happening. Thqy are taught those questioning skills and so it isn 't so 
much taking them uside and holding their coat while they weep. aalthough t h  does come 
into if. But it used to be that was al1 that was going on One girl would weep in the 
bathroorn and four orfive others would he[p her weep- 

He declares that the old arrangements such as the latter one he has outlined whereby no 

constructive exchange occurs, caused many problems for others. For a start, having nearly halfa 

dozen people out of class c m  negatively impact lessons and learning. As well, he feels that the 

oid method was: 

Just reinforcing the problem, the sufiering the passion, not giving any kind of outlet to 
slow it down, whereas the counsellors help troubled teens by puning feelings. emotions in 
words' which is the most dzBcult thingyou con do. Ifyou c m  do that in a kind of 

objective. verbal way, saying how you feeZI what youjëel, then you can go on. Then you 
can think about your feelings. ïRe thing is, moybe the feeling itself isn 't bad but the way 

you 're dealing with it isn 't the best way. Thal has alleviated a lot of social pressure ond 
problems in school thut might othenuise have urisen- 

Wanting to leam more about this Peer Counselling Programme 1 spoke with the founder 



(who stiii heads the Programme) who told me he introduced Peer Counselling to his school in 

1975, after being part of a seminal research programme on it two years previous. In 1996 he 

implemented a course in Peer Help and Human Relations. At the present time, the course has 145 

traïnees and another 120 in the school who have already been trained. Students wishing to 

participate in the Peer Mediation Programme must have parental consent on a signed form 

especially drafted for that purpose. The form sets out the mediation programme in such a way 

that parents have a clear understanding of ali it encompasses. Potentid mediators are given then 

given a 26-page handbook that is the foundation of the Peer Mediation course. At this point in 

time, the course embraces a ten to meen session training program depending on the group 

response. Of the 18 groups this year, the head of Peer Coumehg Program wilI himselftrain 13, 

and another female counsellor in the department will train the other 5. 

Evidently, the programme has been humming dong efficiently since its inception several 

years ago, and so he doesn't worry any more about Linking students up. He indicated that "They 

(the counsellors) do it (the link-up) informaliy and naturaliy for the most part." He did add that 

with the incoming grade nines in the Fall, ofien the Peer Counselling Program will receive 

requests for a Link early in the school year. In cases such as those, he uses a list of all the trained 

counseilors to choose one that he feels may be appropriate for that particular issue. He wilI then 

link the students, but again, infonnally. Once they are Linked, it is up to them to arrange the 

convenient times when they are going to meet. Some will do it at lunch, some will do it after 

school, others before school. It may be twice a week, once a week, or whatever happens to suit 

both parties. At an invitation from the Director of Peer Counsebg, 1 attended a session of the 

programme and found the discussions to be fiee-wheeling and highly interactive. The mediators 
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appear to regard this programme very seriously indeed, yet, the tone ofthe seminar was 

decidedly iight-hearted and convivial. The homework for the previous day had been to develop a 

scenario requiling remediation and possible appropriate responses to i t  The information the 

students offered was inventive and their responses varied and creative. AU were able to express 

themselves weU and appeared to understand the concept ofpeer mediation, theu role in it, and 

the benefits that codd accrue to the students, teachers, and the school environment. As a strategy 

to assuage the incidence of violence, fkom all reports so far, it would seem to be a successful 

weli-orchestrated venture. 

A Resource teacher also fiom Bishop's Gate is adamant that she, too, wodd "Get the kids 

involved." It is her opinion that mediators, peer counsellors, student groups, and peer confiict 

resolution should ai l  be strong parts of the school community. She states that: 

I'd incorporate al2 those things. Ifwe con get parents and studenrs i d v e d  in helping 
each other to go through what is high school. . . Im no& talking about getting ihem to 
behave or a IittZe tribunal where kiak corne in- I think thut ifa kïd gets into serious 
dzJ%dty with anger or violence and the i-epercz~ssions me suspension, ihen 1 think there 
should be a step in-between where they talk to a peer. 

It is her credo that "They (the peers) should have no authority but be trained how to handle anger 

and explosive situations, how to calm and mediate as well as how to prevent situations. And it 

works!" She believes, moreover, that there are many students who are "naturally gifted that 

way." She describes the quaLities of these students: 

They don 't [ose their cool- They me very calm. They use humour- They me very warm. 

They don 't hold a grudge and other kids Zisten to them. We need these kinds of kids and 
there are at least 200 in every school. This is a real resource we 're not even tapping. 
Instead we 're sîraining ourselves. A kid will say, "I'lZ talk to hirn, Miss. he '11 talk to me." 



(7) Pmtic@ative Democracy and School Change 

A Speciai Education teacber fkom the urban setting believes there is a place for increased 

student involvement around the issue of violence, She would Iike to see: 

Kids fiom junior kindergarten and al1 the way up imolved in school colmcil und have ir 
be a meaningful thing a school council that would be governing body that would make 
decisionr regardng academic, regardr to selection of books, in regarh to al1 sorts of 
things- 1 would lik the students imtolved in the choices that are made. 

Having herself done graduate level studies on brain research, she warms to her subject: 

Ifyou have operson and you want to mwimbe the whole brain you put them in a choice 
position because that willput thern in the fiontal lobe and they 'Il have access to both the 
creative side of their brain and the logic side of their brain I think that rnany of the 
activities we do in school curriculum ore gemed to lefi brain work We don 't do enough 
to integrate lep brain and right brain. The Rudo[ph Steiner Inrttute or the Waldorf 
School are the best I've ever seen l o o b g  at Iefi braidright brain infegration. 

Even in the eariy grades the teachers at the Steiner and Waldorf schools do an hour of 

physical activity a day with young kids on brain integration." She believes that the graduates she 

has spoken to and the sons and daughters ofpeople that have gone through seem to be well- 

rounded community-oriented kind of people. She does admit, however, that without doing some 

serious testing it is hard to know whether this type of teaching is superior. She claims that 

considering what she knows about brain research and maximiPng potential, there has to be 

appreciable differences for the better. 

Puiling herself back from her introspection, she next discusses school councils. She stii l  feels 

" For example, with these younger cMdren, the teaching staff will do activities such as 
weaving with pictures and the kids create as they go such that they invent pictures fiom the right 
side of the brain and use logic and Mathematics to count the stitches. 



that, dthough school councils have been adopted in her school, they are nin in "an autocratie 

fashion." As is happening in the rural situation, she argues that, "They're changing the extemais, 

lïke they so often do in education, but underlying it ail, the structure is still the same." She argues 

that -dents are asked for their input, they give it in good faith, and then it's tossed aside and 

ignored. Instead, she strongly counsels that students' perspectives should be honoured. She 

expands upon fier hypothesis: 

1 would like to see a reul serious effort made to listert to k i k .  And sonterines that 's al2 
they need. to have somebo* listen, true involvement. Also they have an opinion th t  you 
or 1 couldn 't possibZy have. We 're looking at if with adult eyes. We 're not Zooking at if 
with the eyes of aperson who is living the situation. You cannot say you b o w  more than 
that person Ifyou were to talk to 30 Ri&, it S mazing whaf they will tell you- 

She reasons forcefüily that such a shift in student participation would positively affect 

student interaction and therefore, behaviour. Students, in her opinion, are almost completely 

d i s e b c h i s e d  at school. "Students are expressing ail kinds of feelings, 'Well I can't do it, so 

why Say it. 1 can't do anything anyway, so why bother. I'm stuck here."' She adds: 

Young people are powerless, that 3 why they go for power- They go for control, they go 
for manipulation because thar 's the on& way they can subvert the power that exists. You 
fid it in the world in the Mqfa. They subvert government. It S another government under 
a government. m a t  we have here with gangs is a government underneath a govenvnent. 

Then, she declares, rather pensiveiy, it seems, her tone and eyes dropping: 

You know, we have students in school al1 these years and we systematically take away 
their feelings of power. Like with the Mathematics thing. It S not un accident that people 
don 't know how to manage their rnoney. We scare the hell out ofpeople with regard to 
Math. 

Again, she maintains that schools have much to answer for regarding the iiis of society: 



They (people of main-sîream society) wonder whypeople don 't show up ut the polls to 
vote. Why wudd they show up to vote. We haven 't men ingruined that as a habit in the 
youngsters. We h e p  them in a confined situation longer thm any mamrnal on the planet- 
And then we wonder why they me doing as they do. (We are) t e l h g  t h  to make 
choices, t a k  responsibility, and we never give them any responsibility or practice in the 
making of choices- We are very, very foolish- 

Further, she insists that although children seem to have more fieedom in society and in the 

family, ofien, "It is because the parents aren7t there." She expresses her feelings that, "To some 

people it7s normal to give kids a lot of leeway and responsibility. And the kids respond with 

taking care. But at school, it doesn't seem to be happening. We're at a linle bit of an impasse." 

As in the example of rurai school retreat, she charges that the gaining of responsibility as open 

only to the "honour's club," a mistake in her opinion. 

Continuing, she illustrates what she means by relating what happened on a FIorida trip that 

students of ail academic levels took, as part of their course work: 

Now, when we went to Horido. we gave the heak a ton of responsibilify. And they cookid 

for themselves, and they did this for themselves. n e y  responded They knew there were 
rules and that they had to abide by thern, and they were very good They didn 't disoppoint 
us once. And we were in situations where they could have gotten into serious trouble and 
we could have been up the creek 

Perhaps once again this anecdote proves the old adage "You get what you expect-" In this 

instance, the teachers expected appropriate behaviour fiom the students during their time spent in 

Flonda. And the students delivered. She feels this episode proves that students know how to act 

responsibly and can live up to expectations. The next obvious question is, of course, "Why is this 

standard of behaviour not carrying over into day-to-day He?" The answer may be as simple as 

understanding that the Florida trip was an exceptional occasion. The incentives to behave weli 



were hi@; the alternatives were unthinkable: sent home in disgrace, separated fiom their fiends. 

Launching another thomy issue, she wondered aloud why students aren't included in the 

academic "stuff' of decision-making at school. Answering her own question she offers this: 

People see change as a trap. Teachers will emulate the teaching style undperpetuate the 
training that they hadfiom a teucher who they feZt was really good Even the teachers 
rightfiorn Teachers ' College who have been taught Mth dzyerent methodologies don? 
put those methodologies into practïce because that 's seen as dzrerentji-om the training 
that they had. 

The niff?culty, as she understands it, is that: 

You can relate to people for dzrerent reusom Your learning style may be aparticullor 
style and therefore you Le adopted that style becme that happens to be yow best way of 
learning. There me all fin& ofpeople with dzrerent learning sîyles thor you have to puy 
aîtention to, but no, it S too much work; it 's too hard, too much to think about- And that 
person doesn 't naturally gravitate to other styles and so it 's hmder for thern to do it. I 
thinkyou need a co-operative teaching situation- I like to work in a co-operative 
situation Like with Anna down the hall. We swap kiak and change things. V I d o n  't get 
along in a situation, she 'II  take over, or ifshe S in an unwanted situation, 1'11 take over. 
Many teachers on this s t a r n e  teamed up andyou get a synergistic effect. 

She believes that even more teacher involvement in teams should be encouraged by the 

administration. She feels that in elementary school, the teacher functions more Mce a parent does 

in a household. They take a "mother-hen approach to the students." The teachers in elementary 

school look on the principal like a father figure who will solve everything ifneed be. "They're 

not redy behaving in an adult model, in my opinion," she says. In high school the envîronment 

is "non-symbiotic. They relate differently, more like a person in society." She feels that: 

Teachers me going to have to take responsibility, nof jus? for union-rype activities but for 
their profissional development and for fheir own personal sanity and growth-fo form 
partnerships: to share students, to share problems, to share challenges, and to ask 
studenfs [O share with thern. 



Furthemore, she warrants that as educators we need to Look at this sharuig and partnership 

idea and see how these young people can become involved in the main-stream in such a way that 

we are not always m g  to be punitive or reactive. She champions a more proactive student role 

to make the school community into a truiy participative community. Although a -dent council 

exists at her school, because students are not involved in ail aspects of power-sharing, the council 

elections are, "little more than popularity contests, such that if you're weli-known, you're 

iistened to." Alternatively, it is her opinion that if all students were a bxe part of the decision- 

making rnechanism, they woddn't rail against the system so much because they would know that 

they might be the next person in those shoes as leader. She reasons that "people feel differently 

when they're an integral part of the detennination process." 

It is also her belief that vice principals and principals should be back in the classrooms. She 

advocates having aU teachers rotating through positions of authority. For example, she suggests 

that a person be a p ~ c i p a l  for only a short tirne, then back teaching in the classroom. Everyone 

would rotate through the jobs because, as she elaborates: 

You can 't know a person unless you walk a mile in their rnoccasins. You c m  't know what 
they are facing, so ifeverybody had an opportunity to Iead to direct. then ihey would 
h o w  what it S like to take the reins ofpower and to live with the comequences of their 
decisions. 

It is her position that urban Living has changed in many ways: 

There 's a lot more going o n  a lot more people, a lot rnorejhstration, people feeling less 

and less power in their lifè, angry with their loi in life, thinking that sorneone ought to 
rescue them. By continuing our present educational practices we are destroying initiative 

becuuse siudents haven 't learned ro be proactive. 

She protests vehemently that "initiative just to get the work done in what teachers Say they 



must do" is not enough. She is speaking about red initiative and democratic participation mch 

that students help shape the fiiture through meanîngN involvement relating to that fuwe, but in 

concert with others. She argues, for example, that course subject matter should relate to 

something. As a means of explmation, she uses the Mathematics programme: 

In elementary school we teach Math in a top-to-bottom format. We udd the vertrrtrcuI, as we 
rnultiply in a vertka[ sense. Then we sit them in grade nine and we do everything 
hori~ontally~ Is it surprising they 're con@sed? Mathemariciam have been telling us  for 
20 years that the Math system needr to be revised becme we 're not teaching kids to 

think. we 'rejust teaching them rote st@ Then we upset them [students] wirh another 
whole pattern of coding that 's al2 grade nine and ten Math is, a dzrerent code that 
scientists me and it s shorthand Imtead of a muZtiplication sign they use brackets. Do 
you know how long it takes ?O figure that out? 

She believes that in ail her 3 1 years of teaching, at both the elementary and secondary levels, 

that democracy for students in schools is only "a titch better." She reiterates that she would Lüce 

to have "teachers become guides, [the] people to counsel kids, work them through the subject 

matter, but with a view that the subject matter relates to something." She also insists that 

"schools are more violent than they were," a situation she blames largely on increased population 

nurnbers and because school pedagogy and structures haven't changed enough to accommodate 

Discussion 

Teachers indicated that they try to impress upon students the necessity of keeping their 

emotional and physical selves under personal control. in some instances, teachers will attempt 

any strategy that might work in the mediation of violence. In one instance, a teacher stated that 

he "would try anything," even to the imitation of students' poor behaviour and inappropriate 



language tuming it back on the students themselves, in an effort to demonstrate how offensive 

and counter-productive such behaviour really is.74 In violence management, the strategies 

teachers employ are both reactive, which, in a general sense, are courses of action to tnincate 

violent behaviow already initiated, and proactive, which are commonly efforts concentrated in 

violence prevention, designed and put in place ahead of tirne to forestail incidences fiom 

(ideally) occurring at aU. The teacher/participants offer strategies categorized as reactive or 

proactive, with each category having policy-based, pedagogically-based, and student-centred 

strategies. A strategy listed as being within one group need not mean exclusion fiom another. For 

example, innovative and stimulating lessons is a proactive stmtegy that is pedagogicaiiy-based 

but may aiso be student-centred- 

When violence or inappropriate behaviour occurs teachers' reactive strategies run the gamut 

fkom humour and innovative pedagogy and separation from the group, to threats of 

consequences, punitive curricular responses, suspension, and expulsion. As many teachers 

attested, however, even though they feel they react well to violence, the problem of violence 

continues largeIy unchanged, in that it is just delayed until the next occurrence of misbehaviour. 

This is not to say that reactive strategies have no place, just that by their very nature they 

apparently tend to be 'ad hoc,' used at the single instance, rather than employed as an attempt to 

change the underlying behaviour motivation. Reactive stcategies, because they are necessarily 

chosen quickiy fiom the brain's database, ofien as an involuntary response to a perceived need, 

c m  be a bit of a gamble, not necessarily always achieving the desired Uitent. For example, ifa 

74 This strategy is one that sorne may find has littie positive value. 
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nass shouting match breaks out while the teacher is speaking, ofien the fïrst instinct is to raise 

the voice and shout over the noise to truncate the angry exchange and re-focus student attention. 

This strategy may achieve the desired results once or twice, but the problem may be a recurring 

one. With each recmence, it may be more difEcult to stop the aberrant behaviour, regain student 

attention, and keep it, because students may just choose to ignore the teacher's shouting. 

Concurrently, a more proactive response might give consideration to changing the seating 

allocations of the instigators, or having a discussion about proper behaviour when the class is not 

under the stress of an on-going incident Times when emotions are high and the tenor o fa  

classroom is agitated may not necessarily be the most appropriate moments for a calm and 

reasonable discussion about behaviour expectatiom. By stealing valuable instruction and 

leaming tirne, repeated interruptions cm be very hstrating for teachers and students who want 

to lem. Unfortunately, people tend to rely on those practices that they have used before, 

successful or not, especially ifthey have Little time to thoughtfüily make a new choice. 

Teachers also advocate and use a range of proactive strategies. Some are based in rules and 

regdation, Iike zero tolerance for violence. Others stem fiom sound pedagogy and establishment 

of student-teacher rapport, and student-driven initiatives. Proactive strategies as strategies to 

reduce violence, however, appear to face much better than reactive strategies. Sometimes, 

though, even a rational proactive approach rnay not achieve the desired result. 1 am referring to a 

recurring situation related by a rural setting teacher who runs a retreat for academically excellent 

students. He reminds the students who wiii be left behind at school, about his expectations of 

their behaviour during the time when he and some of their classmates are away at the retreat, and 

the substitute teacher is in attendance. He cornplains that he "just knows" that "one of them will 
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have blown it." His approach to student behaviour in his absence seems to expect poor 

behaviour 

When his negative expectations are reaîized, he invariably seems to address the dficulty in 

the same ineffective manner that he has always done, instead of initiating something new and 

creative to effect the behavîour he desires. The students who do not go to the retreat may feel cast 

adrift with al1 the good students and class leaders away. By the teacher's own admission, not 

everyone has the ability to be a leader. Perhaps, though, other student leaders codd be invited to 

join his class during the time he is absent, or a teamfteaching situation could be effected whereby 

the -dents left behind have an intereshg activïty of their own to anticipate. An even more 

student-centred approach, whereby students are included in the activities planning, might yield 

exciting new possibilities. In any event, the idea of this rural setting teacher/camp director t a h g  

to the students ahead of his departuce seems a good strategy that perhaps just needed a little 

somethhg extra. It is not expected that one teacher alone will have workable solutions for every 

problem, but as part of a teaching stan, to get access to new ideas he probably has only to ask? 

By brainstorming with other teachers, a solution to this repetitive and unacceptable behaviour 

may be easily found. Working this carefiilly out ahead of time, in concert with others, while 

givïng consideration to students' perspective, may effect the desired behaviour. 

Other proactive techniques, like student-centred Peer Mediation Programmes, are much 

favoured by teachers and, apparently, students (if their participation and enthusiasm is one 

'* Some may argue that asking for ideas and help from colleagues is generally not done, 
however, 1 would argue that with the advent of strategies such as team teaching, teachers are 
encouraged to interact more with each other rather than functioning in relative isolation. 



measure) of Bishop's Gate urban school. The Bishop's Gate teachers believe that once the 

programmes have been initiated and are ninning srnoothly, they can be ieft largely in the hands 

of students, with faculty in an advisory capacity only. Proactive programmes such as these are 

accessed repeatedly to avoid incidents fiom commencing and if an occasion arises in which 

violence occurs despite best efforts to the contrary, the strategies can oflen interrupt the violence 

cycle, difising incidents and preventing them nom swinging completely out of control. 

Teachers at Bishop's Gate attribute much ofits decrease in the level of aggressive behaviour 

directly to their active Peer MedÏation programme. 

Additiondy, a mix of proactive and reactive strategies such as rapport, separation, and 

humour which many teachers of both settings creatively employ in tandem, continue, in their 

opinion, to serve them well. The urban setting school seemed especially proficient in that regard. 

For example, recalling the incident of two boys fighting at Bishop's Gate, the teacher who 

intervened irnaginatively and humorously asked loudly, "Are you boys touching each other?", a 

choice of words which immediately effected the desired result-cessation of the physical 

sc~fTle.7~ Adrnittedly, this reactive response does not address the root cause(s) of the problem, 

but there are mediation programmes in place to deal with these issues once the physicai 

altercation has been curtailed. The Director of the Peer Mediation Programme daims, moreover, 

that many of these physical altercations, although appearing to be of an incendiary nature, often 

dissipate once the combatants are separated. 

On the face of it, proactive initiatives seem to have a better chance to address the root causes 

76 1 did not sense that there were homophobic undertones here, but that does not mean that 
there were not. 



of violence. Nevertheless, there are potentidy many instances during a school day which require 

reactive strategies as a diffusion aid. Choosing just the right response to diffuse a situation that 

may have the potentiai to spin out of control rapidly can be a challenge for any teacher. 

Complicating matters M e r ,  the teacher may have only a short time to "choose and use" hisher 

strategy. Proactive strategies c m  be considered carefidly, designed, and put in place over tirne, 

their efficacy gauged and the strategy modifïed as requiced. 



Chapter Seven 

A World Turned Upside D o w ?  

Preamble 

This study was intended, first as an exploration into constructions of violence fiom a 

sampling of 12 urban and rural setting teachers in two schools and second, as a source of insights 

into current directions in teacher-based violence-response and violence-prevention strategies. 

Specincdy, I looked at initiatives used by educators to intempt the cycle of violence to thereby 

maintain a safe learning environment for children- Strategies were seen as either reactive or 

proactive in nature stemming fiom ideas based in policy, in pedagogy, in a student-centred 

approach, or a combînation thereof. 

In this final chapter of the thesis, 1 begin with a summary of teacher/participauts' 

constructions of violence in these two schools and offer a representative definition of violence 

derived fiom the commentary of the 12 study participants. I re-visit the main conceptuai 

perspectives of the thesis: pedagogy, the family, and democracy, but through a consideration of 

how the supplementary and derivative issues of value theory, power, culture, interest, school 

change, and leadership al1 intennix with each other. Put another way, 1 c lah  that these core and 

derivative concerns intertwine around and about the issue of violence in schools and in these two 

schools in particular. 



Thesis Summation 

Consfructiorrs of VIoIence 

As a review of the literature has indicated, constructions of school-based violence have 

evolved to become more inclusive over time. Constructions of violence as construed by the study 

participants have experïenced a similar qualitative change. On the basis of the present research, 

this definition is offered as representative of the study participants' curent conceptuaiization of 

violence: any action perpetrated wirh the intent of being hurtfirl to another or oneselfcm be 

considered violent. 

Teachers' general constructions of violence were found to be remarkably consistent between 

and among the two urban and rural school settings. There were marked differences, however, in 

teachers' constituent views positing the prevalence of violence in their own schools. Although 

the urban teachers at Bishop's Gate allowed that violent incidences occurred, they generally 

conceptualized their school as non-violent with occasional disruptive and choleric overtones, an 

assessrnent largely validated by the research data of consequent indepth i n t e ~ e w s  and 

cIassroom observation. 

Like their urban counterparts, Woodview teachers (save one) conceived their school as 

mostly non-violent. Intriguingly, however, this construction did not seem to be codhned either 

by their responses (elicited in consequent in-depth interview questions), or by the research data 

garnered during subsequent classroom observation sessions. Rural setting teachers descnbed a 

wide list of aberrant behaviour on-going in their school including builying, racialiy-motivated 

abuses, self abuse related to dmgs and alcohol, incest and sexual assadt, verbal abuse, and 

fighting. Yet, one teacher still stated, "We've been fortunate here that we've not had a lot of 
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violence at ail." When asked what she would include under the rubric of violence, she responded, 

"1 physicd fïrst of dl." Then she Immediately added, "Oh, on fights, we can hold our own. 

We have a significaut number of fights." The continuity of this strand of thought may seem 

ratber curio~s and even, on the face of if somewhat contradictory, especiaiiy in Iight of her 

detailed dejcriptions of a wide range of violent occurrences at her school. Could there be 

sometbg else impinging upon her construction that her school is non-violent? This provides a 

segue into the next area for discussion: vaiue theory. 

Value Theoy 

An individuai's cognitive perception of both environment and culture foms patterns and 

stnicbes embedded in the subconscious as belief systems. These are accepted as tme by many 

who &O hold similar impressions. As humans change themselves and the world around them in 

a continual and reciprocal process (Giddens, 1993), an individual's perception of reality 

constantly changes in the ebb and flow of these shared processes (Tiemey, 1987). Because our 

world is socially constnicted, the layers of meanhg incorporated within that reality may be 

mediated by a myriad of implicit influences both subjective and objective, for example: the 

culture of tbe organization, historical tradition, current situational contexts, and individual 

perception about how one thinks life shouid be or how one wishes it to be (Tiemey, 1987). 

Just how, and to what extent these (and other) influences irnpinge upon meaning is 

impossible to predict. Meanings, after dl,  are mental constructions that reflect the infinite 

interactions, circurnstances, and events of human experience (Tiemey & Lincoln, 1994) and 

largely depend upon the individuai and the experientid baggage one brings to that occurrence. 

Moreover, the extent to which these contingencies interact rnay Vary profoundly among 



individuals. To illustrate, a teacher's response to a violent circumstance may not be necessarily 

determined by the specific incident itself, but rather by the image the teacher has constructed of 

that school in that particular setting' the nature of the people involved, or even how the teacher 

perceives h i s k r  own H e  expenence at that particuiar moment. Can we apply this thinking to 

this study? 

On the basis of the research fïndings, vialence and the potentiai for violence is still a 

ubiquitous problem in both of these rurai and urban settings. Severai of the ruraL setting 

educators voluntarily cited large metropolitan areas, specifïcally inner city Toronto, as "probably 

the only place in Canada to look for school violence." in part, this belief may be a result of the 

repeated wide-spread publicity and attention given to school violence in Toronto. Urban centres 

are common sites for research especialiy if their population is large, and school violence 

continues to be regarded as an important and h e l y  topic. When incidences of violence occur in 

schools and are reported in the media, parents, who expect their children to be safe at school, can 

become concemed and demand action. In areas of greater population, that demand will usually 

have a stronger voice. The more the problem of violence in urban areas is investigated, the more 

the association between urban schools and violence becomes solidined in our belief systems. 

This is not to Say that there is not plenty of violence in urban schools, just that not every school 

sustains the same level. Context is key. 

Now, if we retum to the apparently contradictory commentary by a rural sethg teacher in 

our previous section Constructions of Vioience, we might conclude that her observations were 

informed, to some degree, by her conceptions of violence embedded in the mental imaging of her 

beiief system many years ago, when violence was commonly equated only with indictable crimes 
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like physical assault and weapons offenses. Her own locution rnay a c M y  support this claim. 

When asked about violence she states, "1 never corne to school worrying about guns or laiives." 

Even though she articulated violence contemporady as also encompassing a wide range of non- 

indictable offenses, her belief system has seemingly not reaily modined her long-held 

conceptions of violence as related only to offenses Like assault causing injury and crime. The 

n;fficulty, then, may be encapsulated in the notion that once a school or community has gaîned a 

reputation as a place where violence flowishes, that mental image begins to codesce and become 

embedded in the sub-conscious as part of a belief system, reuiforced over t h e  until, ultimately, 

it is accepted as a given or fact. This thought-train may, to some degree, be part of the reason 

why rnany m a l  setting participants particularize inner city Toronto is the only place to look for 

violence in Canada. 

The UrbadRuraf Dichotomy 

As the i n t e ~ e w s  proceeded, it soon became apparent that two contradictory strands were 

emerging. On the one hand, there was the supposition by Woodview teachers that mal settings, 

geographically isolated nom large metropolitan areas, were somehow also insulated fiom the 

alleged ravages of violence which, many argued, is aimost exclusively a phenornenon of urban 

society. On the other hand, some of these rural setting educators were of the opinion that there is 

something almost indefinable in the mystique of rural Living itselfthat lulls people into an 

impracticai and specious sense that 'real' violence couldn't happen there. Paradoxically, it was 

ofien the same people who held both impressions. 

It is curious that at the rational level the study participants in the rival setting seemed able to 

weigh the v h e s  and limitations of country Me, but, at the psychological level their emotions 
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and senses couid not accept country living as aaything other t h  the ultimate idyil of perfection 

as romanticized in their mental imaging. These incongrnous notions may have everything to do 

with theu own search for "the good We" (Beck, 1993) and wanting to cling to the cognitive 

conception of country living as a pastoral culture, the ultimate idyEc escape from the harsh 

realities of life. It may, likewise, be part of the expianation why so many of the d setting 

educators of this study are seemingly unable to comprehend that there is violence in their school 

even when theïr axiomatic responses to in-depth questioning clearly t e e  that there is. The idea 

that because teachers know the students cornmitting certain actions and because these actions are 

conducted in a rural sening does not exempt unacceptable behaviours fiom king considered 

violent even when using the rurai teachers' own definition of violence as a point of reference. 

Indeed, several teachers seemed to suggest that because their school setting was rurai it was, 

therefore, non-violent. However, the empincal evidence did not really substantiate this view. A 

feeling of sec- based solely on the belief that because an environment is rurai, it is 

necessarily immunized against violence, may, for some observers, be somewhat misplaced. 

Perhaps their comments were not meant as baldly as they appeared, but the idea of a rurai 

environment being equated with safety does seem to impinge, to some degree, on how they view 

their school with regard to violence. Thus, this conception of rurai schooling may likewise 

account, to some extent, for one teacher's comments when his attempts at mentoring were not as 

successful as he might have wished: "1 just let the thing slide. 1 h d  that these kids don? need 

mentoring." Yet another statement that seems to support the belief of Toronto as violent may be 

illustrated by a rural setting teacher who attended a coderence in Toronto on Peer Mediation 

who clairned to be shocked that some schools in Toronto were only mediatuig a half dozen 
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School Change, Leadership, and In ferest Reviriled 

Nthough the face of education has evolved over time, a large percentage of the d 

educators particular to thÏs study perhaps have difliculty rationaiizing their idealized mental 

image of the srnail-tom, traditional rural community school with the new reality of their large 

d district school-in-transition that, in aimost every aspect, Save geographical setting, has 

assurned many of the characteristics of its urban counterpart. Further, there appears to be an 

unwillingness to allow that perhaps it is worthy of some attention that the so-cded gap between 

d school violence and that of wban schools may be closing. In some instances (such as this 

particular study), rurai violence rnay even have surpassed that of its urban counterpart. 

The rural educators' notion that there is a dicbotomous difference between urban and rural 

schooling with respect to violence does not really stand up, at least when considering these two 

schools. Part of the reason may be related to the change in school size. Many of the rurai 

participants, with some justification, consider 2000 students too many in one school, especialiy 

in over-crowded conditions such as they describe. One Woodview teacher summed up the 

situation this way, "You get a hot muggy day with 2000 kids stuck in the h d .  The kids are Wre 

rats in a cage." Perhaps it is time to abandon the Long-held belief that violence in a rural setthg 

cannot approach that of the urban setting, at least in the context of these two schools. A re- 

consideration of the mai school within the context of its population numbers" alone could be 

" There are several other contextual factors affecting this nual school that make it 
different fiom its urban counterpart, for example, the fact that Woodview is Public, not Catholic 
like Bishop's Gate. 



helpful for those trying to effect real progress in the mitigation of incidences of violence in their 

school community. 

The rural school of nearly 2000 students has one full t h e  Guidance Coumeilor, yet, the 

urban school with a student population 1250 students has five full time Guidance Counsellors. 

That having been said, the urban educators may stiII comprehend theu school as more prone to 

violence than do their d counterparts. Both beliefs may be based on the same embedded 

mental imaging whereby the rural schools are considered not as prone to violence as urban 

schools. Pushing that thought a littie, is it not possible that these beliefs may be responsible, to 

some extent, for the active and successfûi Mentoring and Peer Mediation Programmes at 

Bishop's Gate and the Less than successful efforts (by rurai teachers' own assessment) at 

Woodview? Even so, a recent midy has shown that early childhood is the best t h e  to intewene 

and attempt to break the cycle of violent behaviour (Brand, 1998)." Advancing that idea, it 

seems reasonable to argue that behaviour prevalent in secondary school will be much more 

difncult to modify than if it had been addressed fiom the perspective of active prevention and 

mediation in elementary school. Thus, the assessment of their schools as non-violent, in part, 

because they are situated in a rural community could be a d i s s e ~ c e  to both the children and 

society, both as perpetrators and as victims. 

Another point that may have some relevance to the evident contradictions between these rural 

setting teachers' characterization of theu school as non-violent and their testimony in the in- 

's This is not to shovel the blame to the elementary schools, just to put out the thought 
that the more often a behaviour pattern is repeated the more difncult it is to mediate. Therefore, it 
seems reasonable to argue that the earlier the cycle of violence is broken, the better. 



depth interviews may be related to the perception of schools. Private schools, h d e d  as they are 

with private money, have an interest in keeping violence out of their schools because they h o w  

the negative impact it can have on learning. Thus, if we consider that private schools commody 

push out the unnily and violent, then those educaton c m  perhaps more easily capture an image 

of having a very academic milieu for learning? While it is important to acknowledge that in- 

putting the motives of others c m  be very chaiienging and unreliable, at k t ,  might those who 

claim that their settings are non-violent (for whatever reason) be sub-consciously trying to 

project themselves and their schools as serving, and king part of, the academic eliteP Only 

intense introspection and honest self-examination of motives might perhaps yield an m e r ,  but 

it is, nevertheless, a thought worthy of some consideration. 

Power and Culture Reconsidered 

The prevailing belief that only teachers have the answers and remedies to school violence is 

still espoused by many of the study participants, especidy those in the rural setting. They argue 

that because youth are immature they do not yet have the necessary experience to make 

appropriate "adult-type" decisions. Certain observers may be unconvinced of the validity of their 

self-endorsement, viewing it perhaps as nanow-minded, uncompromising, and even elitist. There 

rnay, however, be some comprehension of how such iafIexibility came to be. It may bc argued 

79 This comment about private schools is merely cited as an example of the variety of 
motivational factors behind actions, rather than as any direct cornparison to either of the schools 
in this study, neither of which are private. 

The so-called 'academic elite' to which i am referring is a perception to which some 
subscribe, that because a school is private and selective in the students it accepts, it somehow is 
judged to be better. A discussion about this perception will not be continued here, only 
acknowledged that the debate is on-going. 



that this stance has roots in decades, even centuries, of authoritarian power wielded by teachers 

as the autocratie standard-bearers of educatioaal bureaucracy. One Woodview teacher notes that 

students regard any offer of student participation in the educational decision-making process as a 

serious cornmitment, givuig weii-considered responses, but because they are without real power 

and idluence, their participation, and therefore, their responses are considered of Little value by 

the rural educators and their administration. Moreover, we appear to have a case of doubie 

jeopardy, in that, because disenhchised students do not have power or influence, they do not 

have the voice to effectively make themselves heard in any kind of determined way. According 

to the testimony of one Woodview teacher, an agenda, orchestrated by educators, is already in 

place (at Woodview) with token student participation paying mere lip-service to the concept of 

real student empowerment."Again, the argument is made that powerless students continue to be 

manipulated to serve pragmatic ends. 

Some teacher/participants, particularly those of Woodview, continue to charge that students 

cannot be entnisted with even the simplest responsibility, unless shored up with an amplitude of 

authoritarian instruction. They argue that when students are dowed to act unilaterally, they 

"mess up." Youth can be guided fiom an early age to make thoughtful decisions and to leam to 

accept the consequences of those decisions. But, there rnight be something else "in the motives, 

States of mind, or personality configuration of teachers that makes them wary" (Townsend, 1967, 

p. 7) of championhg a more empowering and democratic approach for students. Part of the 

answer may be simplistic: teachers may h d  the participative approach too much a tirne- 

*' Perhaps, this is an example of the "tried it once-don't like it, it's no good" syndrome. 
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consuming and energy-draining process? Changes often do not achieve desïred success levels 

ovemight. Mistakes and errors of judgernent have always been part of leamhg. Like other 

schooling, good judgement and self-determination are complex skilis, learned and made better by 

practice. Unfortunately, when students are not given enough opportunities to practise these 

learned skius, why then are we surprised when their abiiities prove less than proficient? 

Several study participants, most notably of the urban setting, are advocates of increased 

meaningfid student involvement in aU aspects of schooling. It seems reasonable to argue that if 

schooiing is a practical sociabtion process preparing youth for entry into adult democratic 

society, then meaningfûi participation in ail aspects of the democratic process should be part of 

that dore-mentioned process. An achievement of increased student participation and 

involvement, gathering ever more momentum at Bishop's Gate Secondas., is an innovative 

programme of Peer Mediation. Initiated by a teacher several years earlier, the project head has 

transferred much of the programme's structures and operation mechanisms into the han& of the 

Peer Mediators thernselves. Once the mediator trainees have successfully passed the graded 

course programme requirements, the director/trainer's main function after programme co- 

ordination, is more in the nature of a trouble-shooter and advisor to the student mediators who 

"nui the show." Taking the initiative in their mediation duties, these trained students have 

become, by and Large, seif-regulating mediators linking up with troubled peers who require 

competent assistance to face the innumerable challenges of teenage years. The Peer Mediators 

82 Teachers cannot be expected to undertake this task of increased participative 
democracy alone and in isolation, however, there are changes, admittedly smali, that teachers c m  
initiate as a beginning. 



fulfil a special need, in that students who are perhaps unwiiling to speak with teachers will often 

readily confide in peers. Fiirthermore, teachers, by their own admission, are ostensibly over- 

worked. Peer Mediators are able and willing to step into the breach and meet the summons. 

Into the present, the dissemination of this student-driven initiative within the school has been 

excellent. Regrettably, the rate of penetration of simila. student-driven enterprises into other 

schools, according to the Director of the programme, has been poor. The programme of Peer 

Mediation, set up in the manner of Bishop's Gate, is initiaiiy very teacher-intensive. This may be 

a part of the reason for its lack of dissemination. Although a Peer Mediation Programme has 

been initiated at Woodview on a volunteer basis, its organintion, teacher cornmitment, and 

effectiveness are somewhat suspect. For many teachers and administrators, because change, 

except in a superficial sense, requires time and reai dedication to forge, it may be easier to slide 

along with the status quo still fïrmiy entrenched. 

Of the two schools involved in this study, Woodview, the rural setting school, is by far the 

more culturally homogeneous, yet it is, arguably, also the school with more verbal abuse of 

culture and physical violence against culture. ALthough the m a i  setting teachers, speaking about 

these dangerous cross-cultural misbehaviours in the intzrviews and reproach the discrimination 

as intolerable, there has apparently been no organized teaching strategy to address and overcome 

this type of racially inappropriate and unacceptable conduct. Consequently, the issue of cultural 

ciifference appears to have been relegated to the bottom of the remediation pile. 

The fact of the matter is that schools, genedy ,  have been intractable to meaningfiii systemic 

change. The promise of a progressive humanitarian education in our Iifetime has yet to be 

realized (Cremin, 1 96 1 ; Usher & Edwards, 1 994). Those controliing education appear to place 
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retention of their positions within the educational system of bureaucracy ahead of any 

cornmitment to participative democracy for students. We have perhaps iived with the culture and 

the controhg organizational complexities of our schools for so long that we may fail to 

consider that problems in the system (such as violence) may be rooted in such hdamentals as 

perceived social status, attitude, interconnections or isolations, customs, tradition, and language 

(Wyner, 1991). Furthemore, postmodem social theory understands cdture as more distinctly 

complex than its singular conception in times past with its emphasis on shared meanings and 

understandings Such sharing is no longer appropriate because, as Giroux (1983) and others have 

shown, culture is essentiaily a struggle over meanings and about meanings and, 1 would argue, 

about expenence, symbolizations, and interpretaiions. There is no longer a monolithic unit- 

culture but a multiformity of diverse cultures, alternative cultures, sub-cultures and oppositional 

cultures, and so on (McLaren, 199 1) which should bey and are being, continuously negotiated 

rather than traditionally pre-detennined and static. Culture's voice is polyphonie and the 

dominant classes, the social and political power weavers and wieiders (iike educators) could 

consider ways to give voice to and legitimate the struggles of Merent cultures and their 

subordinate groups to facilitate the social transformation that some obsemers feel is now 

becoming a necessity. The benefits that wodd accrue not only to the -dents, but also to the 

teachers, could be significant. 

Several teacher/participa.nts in the urban setting, cautioning that students are s t i l i  largely 

disenfranchised fiom the democratic process, advocated the need for meaninghil student 

participation at the action level, for example, in the selection of academic texts and the 

meaningful contribution of suggestions for academic content. Accordhg to these few teachers, if 
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students could comprehend where teachers are headed with academic content, by acting zs 

constituent agents contributhg to its creation and direction of leaniing, perhaps they might then 

feel a sense of empowerment and self-determination in their own education. 

Another participant's hypothesis recommended that teachers should h c t i o n  more as guides 

for students as they think and discover, rather than as autocratie commanders spouting 

Socratically fkom their towers of power. An opinion offered by another urban setting teacher 

argues that students manipulate and "act outft as a strategy "to subvert the power that exists." She 

feels that oppression perpetrated and perpetuated by educational bureaucracy is forcing youth to 

become, in effect, power scavengers, seizing and manipuiating both power and influence 

wherever and whenever they can, in attempts, often disastrous, to redeke  their own social 

positions. Similady, student gangs could be considered as functions of the disenfiauchised, 

snatching their share of power, in a kind of "Everybody wants to d e  the world" scenario. 

"Every social institution is undergoing radical shifts, and educational systems must prepare 

our youth for a very diEerent world" (Houston, 199 1, p. 2). Couid it likewise be time for schools 

undergo fundamental changes in alignment with those of society? For, ifour schools fail, then 

society and by extrapolation, global society, will fail. Schools have, in fact, not changed very 

much in a hundred years, at least not in any elemental and innovative sense, fkom the perspective 

of our youth. There exist many how to writings promoting, encouraging, and advocating change 

for people, policies, and practice in education; however, some observers argue that genuine 

progressive change which specificaily speaks to the role of students within the educational 

system has largely been ignored or been essentiaiiy superficial. Yet, participation in the 

meaningfiii ownership of school change, its ideology and vision, dong democratic Luies couid be 
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seen, for students, as a welcome breakthrough indeed. Empowement would allow students a 

more dominant role in deciding what schools should do now, toward the Millennium, and 

beyond. Such a contingency could help re-orient schools and their inhabitants towards improved 

academic excellence by encouraging discourse fkom a central, yet presently disenfianchiseci, 

segment of the school population. 

We might conjecture how the present system could change ifwe were to replace control with 

empowerment, domination with fieedom, authority with consent (Clark & Meloy, 1989), and to 

make regard for, and nourishment of, the individual the central concern. This fûndamental and 

structural change toward participatory democratic practice and inclusion could potentially change 

the administrative face of education at al1 levefs, but especiaüy at the student level. Democratized 

school governance has the capacity to be more responsive to the needs of students who are, after 

all, the ostensible reason for the educationat system in the first place (Goldstein, Harooninian, & 

Conoley, 1994). 

In a recent book conceming student aggression, both its management and prevention, the 

authors offer a List of potential solutions. Democratized school governance ranked in the bottom 

third of recommended administrative changes, well behind reactive measures such as skilled 

conflici negotiators and schod adminisiration-police coordinniion (Goldstein, Harootunian, & 

Conoley, 1994, pp. 14-16). But, there have been many shidies over the years pointing squarely at 

school administrative organizational structures, their practices and controls, as important 

contributing factors to delinquent and disruptive behaviours @lliott & Voss, 1974; Goldstein et 

al., 1994; Kelly, 1975). 

Arg~ably, teachers could re-think their role as the champions of classroom law and order. 
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They are not, nor should they necessariiy be, educationai police. New and creative methods 

signalling a hi& level of engagement fiom a leaming perspective may be the motivational 

impetus that promotes more acceptable behaviour. These methods rnay include some ofthe 

minor suggestions that educators have offered in this study. What these alterations could also 

include, however, is what some educators in this study appear to fear most: the more wide- 

sweeping interna1 infia-structurai changes at the very core of our educational belief system: 

increased meaningfid shident involvement, democratic practice and shared authority with, not 

over students. So often in these schools, and possibly in others, the extemais rnay be changed but 

underlying it ail, the intemal structure, the institutional engine propelling the bureaucracy 

endures, unchanged. 

Although the construction of violence has evolved over time, the construction of acceptable 

behaviour appropnate for the new world order," has not, in any formal sense, been widely 

stuclied. Most would agree that there are certain standards of appropriate student behaviour, but 

also that behaviour deemed acceptable has evolved to become more inclusive over tirne. But, one 

question that could be raised is this: what are these standards and who has designated or should 

designate, their articulation? Perhaps, a new construction of "acceptable behaviour" could be 

redefined in concert with teachers, administrators, and students such that al1 parties comprehend 

and concur with the parameters of acceptable conduct. This decision, by consensus, may 

discourage reversion by teachers and students to the older denotation as an satisfactory option. 

83 This new world order refers to our contemporary society and the fieedorns enjoyed 
therein. These new fieedoms have, arguably, resulted in a more interactive, participative world, 
yet the educational system continues largely unchanged, at least in this sense. 



For, as one teacher put it, "It's a new world out there." What was an appropnate standard of 

behaviour a century or even decades ago may not necessarily be appropriate for the 1990s and 

beyond the Millennium. Because, according to several study participants, students have a 

Merent and important perspective and because the purposes of  education are centred about 

students (Hodgkùison, 199 l), it seems reasonable to expect them to help recast and re-shape 

heretofore existing Life dimensions to be more in line with their perspective ofour world. Some 

may see it as u n f i  for youth to be cioistered by timewom behaviourai expectations not 

synergistic with the contemporary world. They may argue that youog people, with their 

interpretive approach (nom the perspective of their youth) to a stmctured and bureaucratie world, 

are the ultunate expression of postmodemism. Youth traditionally have found their own way, 

often rejecting and railing agaùist education, that enduring comerstone of modem era 

bureaucracy. Inevitably, a tension can develop between young people's detemiined quest to chart 

their own way and the teachers and administrators who suppoa the existing controlling 

mechanism that is education. At the risk of some hyperbole, some may fear that as the 

suppressive bureaucracy pushes down fiom the top, the generated heat and unrest can often 

explode out the sides as violent, aggressive, and abusive behaviour. 

There are educators of both study settings who seem able to establish a rapport with their 

students and accomplish differences of race, class, and experience without the use of force and 

coercive discipline. Between these educators and their students can dweli an atmosphere of 

muhial respect and support "in the pursuit of higher personal and collective goals" (Noguera, 

1995, p. 206) fostering a sense of respect and CO-operation through increased participation and 

involvement. Such efforts can be directed to promote a more humane school environment for aii.. 
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Several teachers, more notably in the urban setting, appear to have stepped back to reconsider 

the whole picture. It is their view that to reconstruct school culture, such that it encompasses not 

only a respect for leaming (Dalin, 1993) but also a respect between and among individuals, 

might require a fiuidamental attitude modincation on the part of some of the teachers to whom 

we look for leadership and society under whose auspices the present system has been willfully 

developed." Unfortunately in the fienetic Pace of the new world order, for most, there seems 

scarcely an opportunity to consider change so basic and of such magnitude. Realisticdy then, in 

the minds of many educators this means a continuation of existing practices which like band-aids 

on a cancerous sore just covers but not cures the ulceration. 

As this research indicates there is more to students' sense of sec- and their schools as 

"safe havens" than being fiee fkom physical violence. Students are at risk at school if their 

personal, communal, and societal needs are being not met. Aspects of these needs centrai to a 

healthy and happy 1Xe for o u -  youth (and, indeed, for anyone) uiclude a sense of belonging and 

comrnunity, dignity, respect, self-esteem, power, accomplishment, positive relationships and so 

on (Stone, 1998). l'hese intangibles, these inner needs of security are never completely satisfied, 

for they are on-going and compelling (Stone, 1988). Intnguuigly, if we examine these facets of 

security, it is demonstrable that the needs of dignity, respect, power, and so on are not achieved 

alone, but are communal needs, al1 achieved in concert with others- 

Consider, for a moment, the example of power. What is power but the ability to control? 

" This is not to suggest that teachen are not trapped withùi the same system as the 
students. Teachen, however, have power strategies (like the ability to strike), available to them 
to encourage system modification. Admittedly, modifjhg existing structures may not be easy, 
but neither is it considered an impossibility. 



Even power over one's own body is a denial of the right of others to have that power. Teens WU 

often not eat a healthy diet even though they are aware of the necessity for proper nourishment 

and despite the pleadings of their parents. In an extreme example, when teenagers feel 

completely disenficanchised at school, in society, and at home, it is not uncornmon for them to 

mistreat their own bodies through the use of drugs/alcohol or starvation (the latter leading to 

anorexia), in attempts to "have power over" something, even if that power proves detrimentai to 

their health, and perhaps, even fatal. In the case of anorexia, several teachers stated that youth 

(more commonly, girls) know that because "thin is in" they can sbrve themselves to re-shape 

their bodies and gain the approval of their peers that they need (approval they may not be 

receiving in other facets of their Lives). They are attempting to satis@ an essential, the need for 

power, by extracting a terrible toli on their bodies. In reality the "power over" motivation they 

long to satiate may not be a true "power over" dimension; rather, it is a cultural and communal 

one, the approval of their outward physicd selfby peers. The starvation of the body is just the 

means to that end, to demonstrate that they, as young people, can number thernselves arnong the 

powerful. 

It seems reasonable, then, that if young fok begin to enjoy a sense of security, using what 1 

will cal1 positive power, accomplished through an active and real voice in the determination of 

their school lives, then they may be less lïkely to resort to the deleterious dimensions of negative 

power. Negative powers like self-abuse, violence towards others, and violence against society's 

idktmctures lurk as destructive mechanisms that become manifest when the opportunities for 

attaining positive powers are denied. What I am advocating here is a means to reduce the 

incidence of negative power (that is, the types of violence articulated in this study). Two teachers 
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of the urban setting noted that by acting proactively we c m  encourage and advance student 

empowerment through participative democratic practice in ali aspects of school We. Perhaps if 

we foster the essentials of dignity, esteem, accomplishment and so on in every school-age 

youth," then the necessity and justification for "acting out" wiU be severely impeded. As this 

research suggests, there is much teen abuse directed not only inwardly upon themselves but also 

outwardly towards other people, towards the demands of society, and also society's "tangibles," 

the elements of societal infiastructure. Students may become hurt andlor angry, and may signal 

their displeasure through a wide varïety of unacceptable behaviours, fkom self abuse, to verbal 

abuse, physical violence and so on, when these huma. essential needs are not met. 

Most would agree that schooling, which comprises a large part of He in children's formative 

years, should be a satisfying experience, with a sense of happiness and well-being, achieved fiom 

accomplishment and personal fulnlment. For some, schools seem to be forbidding and 

fiightening places where social control is the goal. The alternative choice to these chaotic and 

violence-ridden institutions are fi-iendly havens where the joy of leaming and mutuai respect are 

venerated. Given an honest chance, a relevant and meaningfbl school experience for all can be 

realized in our generation through thoughtfid consideration and compassion for all leamers, 

seeking, like everyone else, equality of participation, fuifiùnent, and their own sense of 

subjectivity and honour. Children cm Learn to be responsible not only through tasks Like 

completing assignments on time but, more importantly, through the exercising of fkee will, 

'' So ofien it is the accomplished student who is suigled out for praise, but perhaps the 
students who need encouragement and support the most are those for whom schoohg, for 
whatever reason, has not been an unqualined success. 



through the opportunity making of choices and learning to be accountable for their decisions." 

This perpetual cycle of d i s e ~ c h i s e m e n t  can be severed if students' roles are recast as 

rneaningfid and integral parts of the educational and democratic process at the action level. Such 

an eventuality would necessarily rattle the core structures of the educatioaal bureaucracy itself. 

Turning the world of education upside down does not have to be a prescription for disaster as 

rnany doomsayers wouid have us believe. Rather, the Light of renewal and rebiah couid galvanize 

education such that its tenets are consonant with the contemporary democratic world. 

Admittedly, this is neither a task for the faint of heart nor one to be undertaken trividy. The 

enormity and importauce of tnie reforxn cannot be overstated. Can we a o r d  to rend the present 

system to such a degree? The real question is perhaps, " C m  we afford not to?" 

Implications for Future Study 

The present research has focussed on the voices of teachers as those d e a h g  with school 

violence on the fiont line. But students, as equaily important stakeholders in education as 

teachers, also have to deal with school violence, but from a dBerent perspective perhaps, than 

teachers. A study, focussing on school violence from the students' perspective, articulated by the 

students themselves, may penetrate the issue in new, exciting, and creative ways. This present 

study has examined only two schools and results, although interesting and intriguing, are really 

on& applicable to these two schools- More research needs to be undertaken before the results 

86 Certainly, some children appear to have little self-regulating ability. This apparent 
inability prompts teachers to impose more control and more guidance. This can lead to more 
rebellion of students followed by more control by teacher, a vicious and non-constructive cycle 
(Zdwards, 1993). If our thought-train r e m  to Chapter Two for a moment, we can recall that 
historicaily, punishrnent is how society has dealt with infiactions 



would in any way d o w  for generaluability. But in this particular instance, the lack of 

congruence between the idealized vision of the rurai school and the recounted reaiïty as it 

pertains to school violence could have serious consequences for school and community if, 

because of certain factors and conditions, teachers fail to consider seriously, issues of violence in 

schools. 
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Schedule of General Interview Questions 

1) Would you give me a little background about yourseifand your situation? How long you have 
been teaching, what subjects and so on? 

2) Could you characterize the student population of your school, articulating such areas as 
advantaged/disadvantaged, family situation, ability levels, anything you feel is relevant to give 
me a clear understanding of your situation? 

3) Do you worry about violence at school? 

4) In a general sense couid you briefly indicate what types of behaviour you would include under 
the rubric 'school violence'? 

5) Have you ever encountered violence at school? 

6) Has your pre-service andlor in-service training prepared you for your experience with school 
violence? 

7) Select some particularly troublesome situation and tell me what you did. 

8) Wouid you do the same thing again? 

9) Hypothetically, if you were in charge of the whole school, what would you do to manage 
school violence? 

10) How does that compare with what you do now? 

11) Are there things you wodd like to do that school policy does not permit? 

12) Can you speak to other productive measures that might have an impact on the incidence of 
school violence? 

13) C m  you see a place for more student involvement around this issue in schools? In what 
way (s)? 

14) Is there anything about this issue that I failed to address in the i n t e ~ e w  that you wish to 
discuss? 



Administrator Consent Letter 

1 am conducting a qualitative study to explore teachers' strategies and practices dealing with 
school violence. The incidence of school violence and student misbehaviour are issues that many 
teachers have to address at some tirne in their teaching careers. The study wili have three 
research phases : teacher interviews, participant observation in the classroom of selected teacher 
participant volunteers, and foliow-up interviews with the teachers whose classroorns were 
involved in the observation part of the study. Therefore, 1 am seeking your permission to engage 
in participative observation in cIassroom settings as outlùied above. 

For your information, a summary of my research proposal containing the salient points of 
confïdentiality and anonymity is enclosed. As an experienced and qualined Ontario teacher 1 
anticipate that two to three days of observation in classroom settings with each teacher wil l  
enhance and enrich my study of school violence, allowing me to comprehend and view fisthand, 
teachers' practices and strategies when confionted with these various misbehaviours. 

Ail data collected from the study will be confidentid, locked in secure storage and retrievai 
system, and raw data will be seen only by me as the primary researcher. At the completion of the 
research study, the raw data will be destroyed. Every effort will be made to guarantee the 
anonymity of al1 participants. 

Pnor to the preparation of the h a 1  reports, participants wili be given an opportunity to discuss 
the findings of the study. 
Thank you 

Please sign both copies to indicate you have received a sumrnary of the project and consent to the 
undertaking of this research. 

Heather M. RintouI Ontario hstitute for Studies in Education, 'Phone (416) 923-6641 

Administrative Consent 
1 hereby willingly consent to the undertaking of this research at 
and acknowledge that 1 have been advised of full confïdentiality both for the school and the 
teachers. 1 also understand that any teacher may withdraw from participating in this study 
at any time. Furthermore, the school as a research site may be withdrawn. 

Administratory s Signature Date 



Appendix (C) 

Teacher Participant Consent Form 

Dear Participant: 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this qualitative study concemuig teachers' strategies and 
practices dealing with school violence. You are, of course, fiee to withdraw nom the study at any 
time prior to its completion- 

Al1 data collected fiom this study wilI be confidentid and raw data wiil be seen only by me as 
the primary researcher. Names of the participants and specific locations will be disguised in the 
final reports of the study. Because this study is qualitative in nature 1 am unable to guarantee 
anonymity for participants among their colleagues at school. Although we have discussed the 
project in detail and issues associated with your personal privacy, 1 wish to specify a number of 
details in writing. You have already had an opportunity to read a summary of the research 
proposal containing the parameters of confidentiality and anonymity for your information. 

At this point 1 am asking for your consent to provide personal interviews. From the outset, 
records will be coded and your name wÏll not appear on transcripts. If you wish, you wiU have 
the opportunity of reviewing transcnpts of your formai interviews and may make editorial 
revisions. The information 1 collect will be stored in secure locations known ody to me as the 
prirnary researc her. 

Prior to the preparation of the final reports, you wiil have the opportunity to discuss the fïndings 
of the study. 

Please sign both copies to indicate that you have received a summary of the project and are 
willing to participate in the research. Retum one copy to me and retain the other for your records. 

Thank you 

Heather M. Rintoul Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. Telephone (416) 923-6641 

1 agree to participate in the study of "School Violence: Teachers Strategies and Practices" 
conducted by Heather M- Rintoul (OISE). 

Signed Date 




